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Professor Robert O. Evans
The National and University Colors
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees, including the Candidates for Degrees
from the College of Law, College of Medicine, and College of Dentistry
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Business and Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Architecture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Allied Health Professions
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Library Science
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Social Professions
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The FacuJty of the College of Agriculture
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Business and Economics
The FacuJty of the College of Pharmacy
The FacuJty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The FacuJty of the College of Dentistry
The Faculty of the College of Architecture
The Faculty of the College of Allied Health Professions
The FacuJty of the College of Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Library Science
The Faculty of the College of Social Professions
The Directors and FacuJty of the Community Colleges
The Faculty and Staff of Other University Units
The Deans of the Colleges and Administrative Officials
The Vice Presidents
The Official Guests
The Governor and the Board of Trustees
The President of the University of Kentucky
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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the ODe hundred and seventh annual commencement are enacted
today at the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each
year on campuses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the
graduates' years of study and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the Coliseum
through the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and followed by the
Color Guard carrying the National and State flags and the University banner. The
University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the endorsement of the
State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates march behind the
identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their
degrees.
The order of march is as follows:





The candidates for degrees:








College of Allied Health Professions
College of Home Economics
College of Library Science
College of Social Professions
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of
Kentucky march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to
the platform the Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various colleges, honorary
degree recipients, alumni award recipients, University of Kentucky Research Foundation
faculty research award recipients, Philip D. and Elsie O. Sang award recipient, Sullivan
award recipients, the Vice Presidents, guests, state officials, and finally, the President
of the University. The Trustees of the University can be identified by their blue gowns
with white panels. They wear blue caps with blue tassels.
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ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials,faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards) and hoods of various
hues draped down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelors' and Masters' degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with
the exception of those who already hold Doctors' degrees and are privileged to wear
gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National
Anthem, and prayers, men in academic regalia are requested to wear their caps. The

















The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of
its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black but sometimes other colors depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution-blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the
wide panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The
colors of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
and purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctors' degrees are purple for laws,
white for letters, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has
been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his honorary degree
consists in his being formally invested with the hood.
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ALMA MATER'
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we 'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
e Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave




Otis A. Singletary, President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis Scott Key)
INVOCATION Reverend Lawrence Hehman
Catholic Newman Center
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS President Singletary
GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Mr. Charles Landrum, Jr.
REMARKS President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dean Art Gallaher
















College of Allied Health Professions
Dean Marjorie Stewart
College of Home Economics
Dean Lawrence Allen
College of Library Science
Dean Ernest Witte
College of Social Professions
Dean Wimberly Royster
Graduate School






RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF ALUMNI
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS AND
RESEARCH FOUNDATION FACULTY AWARDS President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF PHILIP D. AND
ELSIE O. SANG AWARD President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Singletary
Professor Holman Hamilton, University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Singletary
Professor Hamilton
ALMA MATER (Carl A. Lampert)
BENEDICTION Reverend William Ray Jennings
First United Methodist Church
RECESSIONAL
Professor Arnold Blackburn, Organist











¢, Degree awarded August 8, 1973
H Degree awarded December 21, 1973
H (j Degree not previously awarded will be conferred May 11,
1974, if all requirements are met
Graduate School
Dean: Wimberly Calvin Royster
Doctor of Philosophy
Adams, Wallace Palmer, Stroudsburg, PA
Major: Pharmaceutics
Dissertation: "Kinetics and Reaction Mechanism of Phenoxybenzamine
Decomposition in Aqueous and Aqueous Ethanolic Solutions"
Agrawal, Suphal P. ~", Lexington
Major: Metallurgical Engineering
Dissertation: "Low Temperature Defonnation of a-Titanium"
Alexandrakis, Nicos Emmanuel", Athens, Greece
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Tourism as a Leading Sector in Economic Development:
A Case Study of Greece"
Anderson, John Lynn, Louisville
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Spatial Patterns of Human Fertility in India: A Geo-
graphical Analysis"
Anderson, Russell Wayne, Fulton
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Abandonment of British Naval Supremacy, 1918·1920"
Angus, Wallace W. 0, Lexington
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Metabolism of Phosphatidylinositol in Yeast"
Barrett, Barbara Corliss, Plankinton, SD
Major: English
Dissertation: "Elizabeth C. Gaskell: Her Ideas and Art"
Bartell, Daniel Paulo, Lexington
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "CurC1JliOlli" (Thomson) and Bathyplectes Anurus (Thom-
son), ecd Their Effect on the Growth, Development, and Tissues of
Their Host, Hypera Postica (Gyllenhal)"
Berry, James E., Morganfield
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "An Economic Analysis of Retail Fertilizer Markets in North-
east Thailand"
Bond, Clifford WalterOO, Buffalo, NY
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Temperature-Sensitive Mutants of Mengovirus"
Bryce, Gale Rex, Spanish Fork, UT
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Pseude F~Statistics with Regard to the
Split Plot Repeated Measures Design"
Burtner, Dale Kenneth, Jr.", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Indicators of the Growth of Entire Functions on Several
Variables and in Banach Spaces"
Buxton, Jack willard", Lexington
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Glucose Metabolism in Rosa Hybrida"
Carroll, Richard ROO, Wooster, OH
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Structure of Employment in the Area Development
Districts of Kentucky, 1960-1970: Analysis and Implications"
Carty, Ronald Haden 0, Lexington
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Concentration Profiles in a Ternary Gaseous Diffusion
System"
Chen, Chi-Po" ", Taiwan
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Active Transport of Myoinositol in the Isolated Choroid
Plexus"
Chugh, Ashok Kumaroo, Amritsar, India
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Stress Analysis of Multilayer Plates Considering Local Ma-
terial Failures and Interlayer Slip"
Clarkson, William M.oo, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Formulation of the Hero Construct in Selected Spanish
American Chronicles"
Cook, Jennifer Margaret", Lexington
Major: Special Education-Emotionally Disturbed
Dissertation: "Programmed Tutoring in Reading: A Study of the Use of
Out-of-School Neighborhood Youth Corps Enrollees as Tutors to Low-
Achieving Behaviorally Disordered Children in the Regular Classrooms
of an Inner-City Elementary School"
Cook, Wayne Lee, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis of Some Organoboron-Nitrogen Heterocycles and
Related Compounds"
Cottingham, Diane Marie", Jacksonville, AL
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Enzymatic Synthesis and Replication of Block Copoly-
mers or Deoxyribonucleotides"
Couto, Richard Anthony" 0, Lawrence, MA
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Poverty, Politics and Health Care: The Experience of One
Appalachian County"
Cuyley, Michael D" Binghamton, NY
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Investment Behavior and Institutional Change in Rural
South Vietnam"
Darley, Henry Merrtck'' ", Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Radiation Damage in Metal-Semiconductor Tunnel Junc-
tions"
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Dorson, John Wesleyoo, Lexington
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Reaction Characteristics of Terminal Riboadenylate Trans-
ferase from Calf Thymus Glands"
Doty, Robert Leeo, Ravenna
Major: English
Dissertation: "A Plumbline in His Hand: The Clergyman as Social Prophet
in Victorian Fiction"
Dougherty, Edward H.", Shawnee, KA
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Reward and Punishment Interactions on the
Development of Resistance to Transgression in Children"
Drews, Joel Edmund, Clinton, IA
Major: Animal Nutrition
Dissertation: "Diet Effects on Body Composition of Swine"
Eichmann, Raymond 0, Fayetteville, AK
Major: French
Dissertation: "Oral Composition and the Fabliaux, a Study in Generic
Evolution"
Erlen, jonathon ", Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation; "The Executive-Legislative Controversy Over Military Con-
trol in Virginia, 1689-1763: Virginia During the Four Colonial Wars"
Ficken, Roland P.00, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "An Exploration of Medication Practices as a Health and
Illness Behavior"
Gehle, Quentin Leeoo, Blacksburg, VA
Major: English
Dissertation: "A Study of Character Motivation in Chrettens Cliges,
Chaucer's Troiltls and Criseyde, and Malory's MOTte D'Arlhur"
Ohosal, Iitendra Kumar", Lexington
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Foam Separation of Hexavalent Chromium Using Long
Chain Alkylammonium Surfactants: Effects of Temperature, Mixing
Time and Surfactant Chain Length"
Ghosh, Syamal Kumar" 0, Calcutta, India
Major; Metallurgical Engineering
Dissertation: "Mechanisms of Charge Carrier Generation in Ampohous
Poly (N Vinylcarbazole) Film"
Glasgow, Glenn Patrick, Columbia
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "The Gamma Radiations, Neutron Inelastic Scattering Cross
Sections, and Nuclear Structure of 9q,-,,; and 9-lZ-";."
Granneman, G. Richard 0 0, Springfield, IL
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Cis-Trans Isomerism in the Pyridvl Analogues of Azoben-
zene"
Graves, Donald Hubert, Versailles
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Alternative Marketing Strategies: A Linear Programming
Application to Kentucky Sawmills"
Groutas, Vasilios Constantineoo, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Base-Induced Reactions of Some Activated Halides in
Dipolar Aprotic Solvents"
Hammack, James W., Jr., Murray
Major: History
Dissertation: "Kentucky and Anglo-American Relations, 1803-1815"
Han, Tong-Wht" ", Seoul, Korea
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Glycolate Excretion by the Blue-Green Alga Anacystis Nidu-
funs"
Hanrahan, Charles E.o(>,Alexandria, VA
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Public Budget Effects of Eastern Kentucky Migration to
Cincinnati, Ohio"
Harsokoesoemo, Darmawan 00, Lexington
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation: "A Constitutive Equation for Mild Steel Applicable to a
Wide Spectrum of Strain Rates"
Haughton, Virginia Floy" 0 , Tulsa, OK
Major: History
Dissertation: "John Worth Kern and Wilson's New Freedom: A Study of
a Senate Majority Leader"
Hays, CharlesH, College Station, TX
Major: Engineering
Dissertation: "Strengthening Mechanisms in Iron at 3000 K"
Hess, Allen Kenneth't ", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Indoctrination of Two Types of Criminal Offenders as a
Function of Altered Arousal Conditions"
Higgins, Aubin Michael", Fairborn, OH
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "In Vivo Determination of Dog Ventricle Stiffness"
Hinesley, Carl Phillip, Brookville, IN
Major: Metallurgical Engineering
Dissertation: "Deformation Kinetics and Visioplasticity Analysis ofAxiym~
metrlcallicallv Hot Extruded. 2024 Aluminum Alloy and Selected
Titanium Alloys"
Hoa, Le van" ", Saigon, South Vietnam
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Correlates of Politically Radical-Conservative Attitudes
Among Buddhist Clergyman Leaders in South Vietnam"
Hotchkiss, Sharon Kay", Eau Claire, WI
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Studies of Chromosomes and Spindles of Hela Cells and the
Effects of Some Inhibitors on Mitotic Processes"
Hsu, Chang Samuel, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Theoretical and Experimental Studies of Three-, Four-, and
Five-Membered Heterocyclic Compounds of Sulfur, Oxygen and
Nitrogen"
Hughes, John Cornelius, Louisville
Major: History
Dissertation; "Alfonso Salmeron: His Work at the Council of Trent"
Imholt, Robert Joseph, Cincinnati, DH
Major: History
Dissertation: "Beyond Slavery: The Transformation of Issues in the




Dissertation: "Accumulation and Distribution of Zinc on Corn Plants Re-
ceiving Foliar and Root Application of Zinc"
Jacome, Dolores W. 4, Louisville
Major; Spanish
Dissertation: "The Conquistador Figure in Golden Age Letters"
Kapadia, Cawas Maneck, Bombay, India
Major: Metallurgical Engineering




Dissertation: "Survival of Eggs and Larvae of the Tobacco Hornworm,
Manduca Sexta (L.) on Various Host Plants and Effects of Trichome
Exudates on Egg Parasitism"
Krishnamoorthy, Sadagopan, Poona, India
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Kinematic Synthesis of Adjustable Four-Bar Lindage Mech-
anisms"
Kruzek, Raymond George, Ft. Walton Beach, FL
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Lifetime Study of 37Arand Gamma-Ray Study of 116Tc"
Leach, Wesley Buie, Lexington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Institutional Profile and Job Satisfaction: A Study of Three
Levels of University Administrators"
Ledford, Manfred HarwoodH, San Francisco, CA
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Retail Distilled Spirits Industry in Kentucky"
Leonard, Thomas M., Lorton, VA
Major: Animal Nutrition
Dissertation: "Factors Influencing Cellulose Digestion in the Eguine"
Levan, Jerome H. '11, Richmond
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Shape Theory"
Lockard, Joyce M. P. 4, Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Studies of the Replicase of Mengovirus"
Madrigal, Jose Antonto" ", Auburn, AL
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Function Del Hombre Salvaje En El Teatro de Lope de
Vega, Tirso de Molina Y Calderon de La Barca"
Mayfield, Joseph MacDonald, Bowling Green
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Interaction Style of Mothers of Conduct
Disordered and Nondisordered Children"
McFadyen, James B., Jr. 4, Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Post-War Southern Manufacturing: Concentrations and
Factor Intensities"
McKinney, Thomas R., San Marcos, TX
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Geology of and Comparison Between Three Species of
Cave Beetles of the Genus Pseudanophtha'lrnus (Coleopleru: Carra-
sidae)
McNeill, John Wayne, Canyon, TX
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Ovme Maltase Response to Form and Level of Carbo-
hydrate"
Michaelis, Elias K.", Lexington
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Demonstration and Characterization of the G~utamic Acid
Receptor from Rat Brain Synaptic and Crayfish Muscle Membranes"
Michalsky, Joseph Jan, Jr., Richland, WA
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Vertical Structure of the Upper Jovian Atmosphere"
Miller, Carl Eli", Irvington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Intravenous and Intrarurmnal Infusion of Acetate on Vol-
untary Feed Intake, Diet on Acetate Tolerance, and Tolerance of
Glucose, Beta-Hydroxybutyrate and Acetate Singly or Coadmtntstered"
Moore, Bobby Owen", Fort Dodge, LA
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Type Specific Antigenicity of Group C Streptocci from




Dissertation: "An Economics Analysis of Out-Migration from a Depressed
Rural Area"
Motlow, John Perry, Palmetto, FL
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Synthesis of Some Imidazoquinoline Compounds as
Potential Antibacterial Agents"
Muse, Henry David, Florence, AL
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Comparison of Designs to Estimate Variance Components in
a Two-Way Classification Model"
Na Nagara Tawachai, Bangkok, Thailand
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Simultaneous Diffusion and Mass Flow of Nitrate Nitrogen
to Corn Roots"
Nayle, Robert Lee "", Richmond
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study and Prediction of the Academic Per-
formance of Two-Year College Transfers and Native Students at
Eastern Kentucky University"
Nishimuta, John Francis<><>,McAlester, OK
Major: Animal Nutrition
Dissertation: "Ruminant Response to Soybean Meal Treated with Heat,
Formalin, Tannic Acid. or a Urea-For-Maldehyde Product"
Noronha, Jose F.<><>,Sao Paulo, Brazil
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "A Study of Allocative Efficiency at the Farm Level in
Southern Brazil"
Popadic, Vujadin 0., Belgrad, Yugoslavia
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Pseudoplastic Thin-Film Flow"
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Powell, James Kerry, Owensboro
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Theatre of the Mind in Late Victorian Literature"
Price, [o Anna Saegusa, Manchester, MD
Major: French
Dissertation: "Marguerite de France-Literary Patroness of the Renaissance"
Qualls, William H., Lexington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Development and Application of Curriculum Materials
to Attempt Increasing Knowledge and Improving Attitudes Toward
Man .. , and the Environment"
Quisenberry, Virgil Lee, Reynolds Station
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Sell-Water Percolation and Displacement Relative to Initial
Water Content Under Field and Laboratory Conditions"
Ramanan, Pasupathy", Lexington
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Radial Distribution Function, Friction Coefficients and Self-




Dissertation: "Potassium Relations of Six Alluvial Soils from Central and
western Kentucky"
Reed, Anna Kremer" 0, Wilmore
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Tether and Pang of the Particular-A Study of the
Function of Typology in the English Plays of Abraham and Issac"
Hipy, Thomas Beebe" ", Memphis, TN
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Changes in the Formal Structure of Municipal Government
and Their Effect on Selected Aspects of the Legislative Process: A
Case Study of Memphis, Tennessee"
Rizza, Victor" 0, Newington, CN
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Oluccuate Metabolism in Pseudomonas: Obligatory Involve-
ment of the Electron Transport System"
Rowden, David Walter"", Ft. Worth, TX
Major: Sociology




Dissertation: "Biochemical Induction of Haploid Fruiting in Schizophyillum
Commune"
Samsonoff, William Alexander", Richmond Hills, NY
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Ultrastructural Observations of Selected Anaerobic Spore
Fonning Bacteria"
Schumacher, Richard William, Lexington
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Metabolism of Metribuzin in Soybeans and Soil"
Segraves, Joe T. 0, Searcy, AK
Major: History
Dissertation: "Arkansas Politics, 1873-1918"
Smith, Daniel B.0, Lexington
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "An Evaluation of the Competitiveness of Beef Cattle Pro-
duction for Resource Use in Selected Areas of Kentucky"
Smith, Sharron Williams, Rockville, MD
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Isolation and Identification of a Group of Sphtngo-
lipids Containing Inositol and Phosphorus from Saccharomycees
Cerevtsiae and Neurospora Cresse"
Soepardjo, Siswadhi, Bogor, Indonesia
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "The Changes of Sotl-Mcisture Content Due to Temperature
Gradient in Unsaturated Soil"
Sparrow, Wendall Keats", Kinston, NC
Major: English
Dissertation: "From Theory to Achievement in the Poetry of A. E. Hous-
man"
Strout, Lilia Dapaz'", Frankfort
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Psicomaquia Y Hierogamia En Las Paces De Los Reyes Y
]udia De Tuledo De Lope De Vega"
Sukhapesna, Vichitr, Lexington
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "A Study of the Morphological Features of Kentucky Iscolates
of Haemonchus Spp. and the Biological Inter-Relationships with
Special Reference to Drug Resistance"
Swatos, William Henry", Lawrenceburg
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Monopolism, Pluralism, Acceptance, and Rejection: Toward
an Integrated Model for Church-Sect Theory"
Talmage, John Edward, Jr. 0, Oak Ridge, TN
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Transport of Resonance Radiation in Argon"
Taylor, Marvin Edwardoo, Cleveland, TN
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Religious Problems in the Novels of Emilia Pardo Bazan"
Taylor, Richard Lawrence, Louisville
Major: English
Dissertation: "Roots and Wings: The Poetry of James Wright"
The, Paul Joe Wte", Lexington
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "A Cationic Surfactant as a Soluble Ion Exchanger in the
Continuous Foam Fractionation of SCN, I, CI03, N03, Br, Br03, and
N02"
Thuente, David R.0, St. Paul, MN
Major: English
Dissertation: "Channels of Feeling; George Eliot's Search for the Natural
Bases of Religion"
Tseng, Richard [au Yu, Taipei, Taiwan, China
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "A Study of Liquefaction of Sand by Torsion Shear Test"
Ulloa, Justo Celso "", Jacksonville, FL
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Narrativa de Lezama Lima Y Sardu: Entre La Imagen
Visionaria Y EI [uego Verbal"
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Urbanski, Marie Olesen"", Orono, ME
Major: English
Dissertation: "Margaret Fuller's Woman in the Nineteenth Century"
Vaupel, Donald Bruce, Lexington
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Norepinephrine, Methoxamine and Trypta-
mine on Segmental Reflex Activity of the Decerebrate, Acute Spinal
Cat"
Waite, Robert Ceorge", Bangor, ME
Major: English
Dissertation: "Linked Analogies: The Symbolic Mode of Perception and
Expression in Emerson and Melville"
Weidner, Harold Lee"", Medway, OH
Major Chemical Physics
Dissertation: "Quenching of the 1040 Ao Resonance Line and the 1275
A° Continuum of Argon"
Westman, Roger Charles", Lexington
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Wet Oxidation of Glusoe with Added Chromium (VI) and
Hydrogen Peroxide"
White, Stephen Edward, Frankfort
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Migration Models: A Perceptual Approach"
Williams, Dennis Alfred
Major: History
Dissertation: "William Goodwin's Struggle for Autonomy, 1791-1798"
Woltermann, Gerald Martin", Bellevue
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "An Electron Spin Resonance Study of Some Six Coordinate
Complexes of Manganese (LL)"
Wong, Paul Hieng Luang" ", Sibu, Malaysia
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Effects of Lactose Supplementation in the Diet of
Chick and Coturnix Quail on Calcium, Magnesium, and Energy
Utilization"
Wood, Mildred Louiseoo, Albany, NY
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "In Vivo Observations on Normal and Experimentally In-
duced Variations in the Electrical Activity of the Uterus of the Mouse"
Woodring, John William °1:1, Louisville
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Three-Body Cluster Effects in 4He"
Wright, James Clarence, Lexington
Major: French
Dissertation: "The Bourgeois de Paris as a Witness to His Times"
Doctor of Education
Ainsworth, Charles Pattersons ", Lexington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Academia in Recent American Fiction: An Exploration of
Main Themes in Novels Related to Higher Education, 1961-1971"
Amerson, Barbara Elaine, Tallahassee, FL
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Effect of Instruction in Listening on the Development
of Listening Comprehension Skills of Disadvantaged Post-Secondary
Youth"
Banks, Carl, Campton
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation': "Perceptions of the Secondary School Held by Higher and
Lower-Income Students and Teachers in Selected Schools in Eastern
Kentucky"
Baughman, Keith Leroy, Vine Grove
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "Educational Change at the United States Army Armor
School 1940-1973"
Bryne, Shirley Maxine", East Liverpool, OH
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Effects of Three Sentence-Combining Transformations
on Readability"
Cabler, Jesse Keen, Nashville, TN
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "The Task of the Kindergarten: Goal Perceptions of Prin-
cipals, Teachers, and Parents of Kentucky's 100 Pilot Kindergarten
Units"
Carl, Helen Hall, Versailles
Major: Vocational Business Education
Dissertation: "An Assessment of Curricular and Supervisory Practices in
Business Education in the Public High Schools of Kentucky"
Carpenter, Connie Bruces ", Lancaster
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Status of the Horticultural Program on the Secondary Level
in Kentucky and Guidelines for Curriculum Development"
Cline, Hayden Dwight, Scottsville
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationship of Selected Factors and Stu-
dent Achievement in Auto Mechanics"
Crawford, Robert Lee" ", Stanford
Major: Vocational Education and Guidance
Dissertation: "Alienation and Education: A Comparative Study of Voca-
tional and Non-Vocational Students in Kentucky High Schools"
Dowe, Mary Catherineoo, Montgomery, AL
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "A Study of Characteristics of Two Selected Groups of
Student Nurses"
Emling, Robert Charles, Lexington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "An Evaluation of the Use of Programmed Instruction at Six
Dental Schools"
Grinstead, Vera Marie", Bowling Green
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "A Study of the Effects of Accreditation on the Services
Offered by School Library Media Centers in Selected Elementary
School of Kentucky"
Harper, James Raymond, Ashland
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Orientations of Kentucky Public School
Principals, Teachers, and Superintendents"
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Haun, Roland Charles <II, Lexington
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "Organizational Factors Related to Positions on Collective
Negotiations Taken by Chairmen of Local School Boards and Presi-
dents of Local Education Associations"
Hendricks, Roberta Cox, Richmond
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Construction of a Test Designed to Measure Teachers'
Levels of Knowledge and Understanding of Black Dialect"
Ingram, Cregg Foote, Lehi, UT
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Instructing and Advising Competencies
of Special Education Professors"
Irvins, Bobbie Ann<II,Detroit, MI
Major: Educational Psychology and Counseling
Dissertation: "The Academic and Non-Academic Factors Relating to
Survival of Black Students in a Predominately White University"
Lyons, Louise Booth ". Louisville
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Effects of Simulation Gaming and Modified Lecturing
on Dpen-Mindedness"
Main, William Craddock", Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "A Study of Attitudes of the Membership of the Kentucky
Association for Retarded Children"
Maynard, Diane T., Lexington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "A Study of Personality Characteristics of Community College
Students"
Pedersen, Joe Finrow-l><II,Mount Vernon, WA
Major: Vocational Education and Administration
Dissertation: "An Assessment of Vocational Teachers' Needs for Inservice
Education in Region Nine of Kentucky, with Recommendations for
Meeting Those Needs"
Powers, Betty Click, Berea
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Occupational Aspirations and Expecta-
tions to Selected Personal, Family, Community, and School Related
Factors"
Quinn, Mildred Hudnall <II,Morehead
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "A Study of the Teaching of Business Arithmetic and Clerical
Office Machines (Calculators) as a Combined Course"
Rice, Irvin Keith, Anchorage
Major: Social and Philosophical Studies in Education
Dissertation: "An Emerging Epistemology for Education"
Sprague, Barbara Qulrey, Sturgis
Major: Higher and Adult Education
Dissertation: "Job Satisfaction and the Faculty"
Specialist in Education
Thomas, Edward Glenn -l>, Bowling Green
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of Three Approaches to Teaching
Office Practice at the Secondary Level"
Van Hook, Harold Denton, Somerset
Major: Higher Education




Dissertation: "An Appraisal of Business Education Programs in Post-
Secondary Institutions in Kentucky"
Doctor of Business Administration
Burgess, Richard Craft, Paducah
Major: Business Administration




Dissertation: "A Search for Objective Materiality Norms in Accounting
and Auditing"
Landrum, Robert Kinkead Q ", Lexington
Major: Business
Dissertation: "Role Analysis of Occupants of a Boundary Position in an
Open System"
Doctor of Musical Arts
Hale, Virgil EdwardH, Bowling Green
Dissertation: "The Tenor Arias in the Operas of Giuseppe Verdi"
Jones, Robert Cerson"". Beaver, PA
Dissertation: "A Study of Departmental Characteristics and of Faculty and
Student Attitudes in Relation to Forming a Consortium Among the
Music Departments of Four Church-Related Colleges in 'Western
Pennsylvania"
Mead, John HolsteadH, Mystic, CN
Dissertation: "Sea Shanties and Fo'c'Sle Song, 1768-1906, in the G. W.
Blunt White Library, Mystic Seaport, Mystic, Connecticut"
Smith, Edwin Lester, Lexington
Dissertation: "William Henry Fry's Leonora"
Beima, James Ralph, Juneau, Alaska
Belcher, Opal E., Elkhorn City
Branyon, Patricia Loltta" ", Columbia, SC
Bright, Charles Leon", Frankfort
Carneal, Ann Stambaugh <II,Paducah
Collins, Nell Theresas ", Morehead
Greer, Aileen Kiser</!<II,Lebanon, VA
Kesterson, Thomas Dan, Mayfield
Small, Eugene jeremy", Lexington
White, Shirley Maye, Albany
Aaron, Phillip Heeves't ", Columbia
Abel, Rosamund SylviaH, West
Lafayette, IN
Adams, Dorothy Holt, Lexington
Master of Arts
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Aeschleman, Stanley Ray" 0, Roanoke, IL
Aki, Obodah Dagogc", Via Ahoada,
Nigeria
Albright, Merle Delbert, Tyrone, PA
Alemayehu, Tsehai", Lexington
Appleton, Thomas Howard" 0, Memphis,
TN
Archer, Harriet Halcomb", Louisville
Azzara, Paul john", Maple Shade, NJ
Ball, Ronald Edward ° 0, Harlan
Harker, Michael Nelson, California
Benton, Marc Gordon, Lexington
Berns, Gregory Thomas", Lexington
Birdwhistell, Terry Lynn, Lawrenceburg
Blanchard, Patrick Myner, Atlanta, GA
Balnd, Gaye Keller 0<'> , Salisbury, MD
Blandford, Harry Edward, jr., Louisville
Blaz, Deborah Best, St. Charles, IL
Boerner, Christopher Allen", San Juan,
Puerto Rico
Briggs, Peter S., Lexington
Broberg, William Carl, Carrollton
Brown, Bruce Maitland 0, Swarthmore, PA
Brown, Lewis Ian, Brooklyn, NY
Brown, Robert Steven, Murray
Bursik, Carol Jean':>"',Lexington
Callahan, Gary vVayne"'O,Pittsburgh, PA
Carneal, Foster Blane, Paducah
Carpenter, Nancy LynneOO-, Frankfort
Chapman, Michael Chris, London
Clarkson, Mary Frances", Pontiac, MI
Claypool, F. Douglas, Louisville
Cogar, William Bennett, Dallas, TX
Collins, Christopher, Lexington
Conde, Judith Sherrow, Lexington
Cox, Gary Shennan, Morehead
Crews, Catherine Yancey, New Orleans,
LA
Daly, Ann Marie":", South Amboy, NJ
Dauer, Mary Lucille, Louisville
Demoran, Elizabeth Nell, Lexington
Derosset, Frederick G., Lexington
Dorsey, Anna Claire", Flemingsburg
Duncan, Hubert C., Lexington
Edelen, Francis Hennessy, Jr., Lexington
Emmons, Marguerite Atteberryo""
Frankfort
Finch, George William, Boston, MA
Finley, Jane Ackerman, Lexington
Fiste, David Allen 0, Dayton, OH
Fitzsimons, Linda Lee, Lexington
Fizdale, Dorie Ann, Los Angeles, CA
Fleming, Garry Alan, Louisville
Fox, John Francis", Olean, NY
Fuchs, William Lee, Louisville
Gibbs, John Robert, Sidney, OH
Gibbs, Kristine F., Lexington
Gooden, Kenneth Eugene, Wilmore
Greene, Elizabeth Hobson", Lexington
Griffin, Wesley Raymond, Jr., Louisville
Grisette, Susan Fancher°':>, Kingsport, TN
Hammel, Bonnie Louise"'''', Portland, OR
Haney, Robert Warren, Jr., Cedartown,
GA
Hardy, Vernon Clayton, Statesboro, GA
Harris, Marilyn Ann, Elizabethtown
Harrod, Carolyn Elaine, Lexington
Havens, William Edward.:>o, Boston, MA
Hawkins, Bobby Oene" ", Chase City, VA
Haynes, Nathaniel Brandon, Covington
Hclfenbein, Martin Harris, New York, NY
Hildebrand, Anthony Dabney, jr.",
Lexington
Hitron, Stanley Joseph, jr., Louisville
Hollis, Peggy Janice, Vicksburg, MS
Horn, Elizabeth Rehm"'\), Lexington
Howard, Patricia Hedley, Lexington
Howell Robert James WallaceO<:>,Ft.
Mitchell
Hubbuch, Michael Anthony"'':>,Louisville
Hudson, Frieda Diane, Irvington, NJ
Humphrey, Carol Wieneke", Radcliff
Hunsucker, Jennifer Dockeryo""
Lexington
Hunt, John W.H, Lexington
Hutchings, John William, [r., Lexington
Hutson, Ada Sue, Murray
Ikle, Martin Travis", Albuquerque, NM
Johnson, Cynthia Joan, Gregory, SD
Johnson, Cynthia june", Muncie, IN
Johnson, Ricky Michaelo, Little Valley,
NY
Johnson, Robert Stafford, Ashland
Joyce, Peter McCoort, Providence, RI
Kelly, Jeffrey Allen", Lyndhurst, OH
Kendrick, William Spears\)(>,Prestonsburg
Ketcham, John Robert" 0, Louisville
Key, Ronald Anderson", Louisville
Knight, Terryl Miller, Lexington
Kostas, Jeanne, Bowie, MD
Kramer, Harry Frederick, Louisville
Lancaster, Michael Scott, Olney, IL
Larson, Gerald Delton, Covington
Laska, Alexandra, Warren, MI
Ledgewood, Pamela Sue, Florence, AL
Linkinhoker, Jill Ann", Springfield, OH
Little, vVillis'""', Louisville
Loomer, Thomas Alan, Green Bay, WI
Lowrey, Donald R.':>"',Lexington
Lowrey, Karen Colucct" ", Lexington
Mahan, John Charles", Chattanooga, TN
Malone, Marilyn Glynn, Jeffersontown
Martin, John Richard, Harrodsburg
Mason, Michael Howard, Lexington
i\llcGraw, Betty Jones, Fern Creek
Mellen, Patricia Mary, Henderson
Merris, Karen F. "', Parma Heights, OH
Miller, James David""", Cecilia
Mills, Gloria Janet, Chattanooga, TN
Owens, Charles Paul", Lexington
Patterson, Sandra Reindl, Boulder, CO
Peters, Calvin Breckinridge" ", Phoenix,
AZ
Peterson, Michael Lynn, Linton, IN
Potter, Robert Denniso, Wolcottville, IN
"'Powell, Antoinette Paris, Danville
Prickett, Jan Lee, Erlanger
Purnariksha, Chantra'" 0, Thailand
Redmon, Delmar Rayo., Nashville, TN
Reed, Alfred Guyo \), Prospect Park, NJ
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Reed, Karen L., Lexington
Reynolds, Ronald Kenton, Lexington
Rivers, James Edwerd"", Campbellsville
Roach, Allen Marshall", Mayfield
Robbins, Mary Elizabeth", Lexington
Roberts, Cecilia M."", San Francisco, CA
Roberts, Pamela Rogers, Lexington
Robertson, Margaret Allen, Finchville
Ross, David Louis, Hobart, IN
Huehling, Mary Ann, Lexington
Hymph, Patricia R., Nashville, TN
Saling, Nona Elisabeth4\), Media, PA
Sallee, William Clarence"'''', Lexington
Sanford, Robert Owen, Lexington
Saylor, Annie Victoria, Coldiron
Seymour, James Eldred, Jr., Lexington
Shank, John Martinoo, Lexington
Sheffield, Michael Hobert", Winchester
Sims, Edward Norman, [r., Lexington
Siwila, James Edward", Walton Hills, OR
Smith, Rodney Randolph", Spring City,
TN
Spears, Ronald Terry, Bowling Green
Stevens, Helen Lynne, Harlan
Strickler, Dennis johnson", Berea
Stultz, Sue Ellen""", Birmingham, MI
Sweatt, William David", Florence, SC
Switzler, Al W."', Grand Junction, CO
Taylor, Mason Scott, Seattle, WA
Thoet, Lynne 0.°, Lexington
Thomasson, Brenda F. 0, Owensboro
Thurber, Donald c., Frankfort
Tieman, Cheryl Rae, Cincinnati, OH
Tirado, Diani, New York, NY
Tolzmann, Donald Heinrich"'''',
Minneapolis, MN
Trail, Shirley E..:>,Buffalo, NY
Truong, Van Tham", Lexington
Turner, Linda Lois° , Corbin
Tuttle, Maurice Craig, Lexington
Tyler, Ronald Gene, Lexington
Valentine, Robert Andrew, Bowling Green
VanGorven, Claudia, Lexington
Vanniewerburgh, Paul, Plainview, NY
Vonhoerner, Cabrlele", Green Bank, WV
Wakem, Beverley Anne'"" Wellington,
New Zealand
Weet, Connie Roberts, Winchester
Wetter, Robert Edward", Lexington
White, Kathryn Roper, Lexington
White, Nicholas Irvin, Frankfort
Whitmire, Nancy Adams, Lexington
Wiggins, Linda Erickson, Louisville
Williams, John RodgerH, Jackson
Winkler, Claudia Lee" ", Indianapolis, IN
Winter, Dianne Havdee", Greenville
'Volfe, Edward Ray"", Rockford, II.
Woods, Michael Philip, Falls City, NE
Wright, George Carlton, Louisville
vVright, Ronald Harold, Lexington
Wyss, James Darrell, Nicholasville
Moster of Science
Adams, David Duane, Lexington
Anglin, Ruth Ellen, Taylorsville
Amason, 'Wilfred Leonard"", Winnipeg,
Canada
Atkins, Charles Henderson, Gadsden, AL
Backstrom, Kurt Alan, North Versailles,
PA
Baumann, Joseph Anthony, Newport
Bemis, Kerry Oene" ", Albuquerque, NM
Boyd, Charles H., Lexington
Buckles, James Dean, Chrisney, IN
Carson, Carol Frances", Shelbyville, TN
Caven, Victor Clayton, Conover, OH
Chaffin, Ronnie, Prestonsburg
Chelf, Roger Dale, Campbellsville
Chen, Ke-Chang" ", Taiwan
Clark, Terry Lane, West Frankfort, IL
Cook, Jerry D., Topmost
Cool, Steven Lynn, Schaumburg, IL
Coy, Elizabeth A., Richmond
Cunningham, Edwin Lonn °0, Painesville,
OH
Davie, Alfred Reeves, Hopkinsville
Dean, William Stephen", Lewisport
Deiters, Catherine Frances", Cincinnati,
OH
Dennis, Rodney JDe, White Plains
Dohner, Lois Ann, Pontiac, MI
Draper, Barbara Jo, Midland
Duvall, Dennis Lee, Louisville
Eicher, Michael Lee, Orlando, FL
Elizalde, Leonardo, Quito, Ecuador
Enlow, Clyde Marion", Lexington
Erlandson, Jean Ann, Dundee, IL
Etter, Evelyn Mary, Riverton, N.J.
Faulkner, James Hobert, [r., Greenwood,
SC
Fischer, Steven Kent, Lexington
Foley, Darwin Vance", Paint Lick
Gottshall, Cathleen B.", Brooklyn, NY
Gupta, Ghanshyam D., Alinar, India
Haggard, Charlotte Allen", Lexington
Harker, Candace Winston, Louisville
Harper, Ronnie \V., Florence, MS
Hartle, Catherine A., Clarion, PA
Hay, Jane Linquist", Georgetown
Hazel, James Wellington"'()O,Gretna, LA
Hemmig, James Douglas, Chapel Hill, NC
Herald, Freddie, Booneville
Hetterman, John Leslie, Crittenden
Hill, Gary Martin, Lexington
Hosterman, Ronald A.", Sycamore, OH
Hupp, Harold Dean'' ", Clinton, OH
Johnson, Arthur E., Nicholasville
Johnson, Thomas Oliver", Lexington
Johnston, Cecelia Annette" ", Kingsport,
TN
Kanlong, Nitaya e 0, Lexington
Kanlong, Somchai" 0, Khan Kaen,
Thailand
Kasemprasitsuk, Poshdaporn" l), Thailand
Katanyukul, Petch J.u, Thailand
Kay, Arthur Lawrence III, Lexington
Kindel, Arlene Ruth, Berea
King, Hubert Ellis, Jr., Covington
Kiser, Robert I., Tyler, TX
Klein, Hans Emil u, Germany
Kuhn, Shirley Puckett, Point Pleasant,
WV
Lageman, Mary Lucille, Lexington
Langhorst, Martin Albert", Lexington
Lewandowski, Stephen, Lexington
Lieb, Scott W., Brandenburg
Lord, Perry Joseph, Old Town, FL
Lucas, Dale Lee, Worthington
Luebcke, Alan Joseph Elzy", Philpot
MacGregor, John Hoy, Nicholasville
Mackie, Glenn Ford, Versailles
Meksymowicz, wtlltam?", Johnston, RI
Marquis, Linda Mtlls"". Madisonville
Marty, Mary Jane, Louisville
McClure, Bruce, Bloomington, IL
McCracken, Glenda Carol, Mt. Sterling
McFarland, Dennis John, Covington
McKinney, Debra Lynn, Louisville
Medley, Joseph Alphonsus", Bardstown
Meier, John Richard, Covington
Miller, Dianne E., Blue Island, IL
Moller, Robert Anderson" ", Worchester,
MA
Mulligan, Donna Kav'' ", Henderson
Narang, Hira Nang, Lexington
Neidert, Gary Lee'"", Wheeling, WV
Neramitmansook, Prapahd, Khon Kaen,
Thailand
Nicholson, Margaret Duvall", Finchville
Nickel, David Lee, South Shore
Norton, Hiram Alfred, [r., Grants Pass,
OR
Olentine, Charles Gunter, Jr. ° 0,
Alexandria, VA
Olin, Walter John, Jr.()o,Lexington
Omalley, James J., Lexington
Pflum, Chris Grayson 0, Lancaster
Pilotte, Gregory Albert, Kankakee, IL
Pittock, John W. III, West Chester, PA
Ploetz, Joan Marieoo, Baraboo, WI
Porter, Marjorie Ann, Lexington
Portwood, Harry Clayton", Lexington
Powell, James Lee" ()o,Trenton
Prada, Jose Antonio", Lexington
Prasert, Vises" ", Lexington
Pulliam, Keelan Wayne, Frankfort
Puttamadiloha, Churee", Thailand
Richardson, Carl Beed"", Monticello
Richie, David Wesley", Lexington
Ritter, Robert Joseph, IIIoo, Cleves, OH
Robl, Thomas Lee, Oshkosh, WI
Rogers, Alice Sigrid, Alexandria, VA
Rose, A. Duane, Lexington
Rosebrough, Robert Williams, Lexington
Rosebrough, Robin Hirchert" ", Lexington
Rowe, Deryl Glenn ()o0, Loma Linda, CA
Rutemiller, Robert Anthony, [r.,
Lexington
Sallee, William Clarence, Lexington
Salmassi, Mohammad, Tehran, Iran
Sanghirun, Chamras" 0, Lexington
Scahill, Terrence Anthony, Ft. Thomas
Scholtz, Rebecca Baughman()o,Monticello
Schwendeman, James Francis, Dayton,
OR
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Seibert, Thomas Jay, Lexington
Sensmeier, Melvin Hay", Evansville, IN
Short, Michael Hay? 0, Louisa
Siuta, Michael Raymond, Buffalo, NY
Slack, Charles Harris" 0, Guthrie
Spalding, William David, Finley
Sparrow, Roger Clay", Owenton
Springate, Larry Oene", Sinai
Srisomchai, Tawin" ", Lexington
Stevens, Marcia Inez, Louisville
Stewart, Dennis Floyd, Somerset
Stocker, Robert Brock, Louisville
Stoklosa, Henry Josephoo, Buffalo, NY
Strange, Sue Henson, Lexington
Sukprasobchok, Ladda" ", Khan Kan,
Thailand
Sumrue, James Patrick, Ft. Mitchell
Supauam, Piyarat, Kalasin, Thailand
Sutton, Carroll Stuart, Lexington
Sya, Chnng-Lu" ", Atlanta, GA
Taggart, Deborah Lynn, Lewisburg, WV
Thompson, Donald Joseph, Owensboro
Thomson, Patricia Carter, Lexington
Tipton, Truman Lee, Shelbyville
Tranjan, Fartd Michael, Owensboro
VanMeter, William Scott, Lexington
Vernon, Janet Weaver", Lexington
Waldner, Rudiger james", Louisville
Walsh, Joseph Jude, New York, NY
Waterfill, David Lynn", Louisville
Weiner, Daniel Lee()oo,Florence
Westerman, Albert Gene, Muldraugh
Whicker, Marcia Lynn, Winston Salem,
NC
Willard, John C., Lexington
Williams, Paula Faye", Liberty
Wilt, Claudia Ann, Coshocton, OH
Wimmers, James Thomas, Covington
Wofford, William Gustave, Lexington
Wolsing, Edward Allen" ", Independence
Wood, James Morton, Lexington
York, Helen Elaine, Red Boiling Springs,
TN




Master of Science in Agriculture
Cannon, William Nesmtth"", Nashville,
TN
Corzo, Manuel A.0, Bogota, Columbia
Hixson, Claude L., Cynthiana
Hudson, William Jay, Jacksonville, IL
Sandford, Mary Louise, Matawan, NJ
Tyler, Donald Dean, Lowes
'Wallace, Michael Harry"", Oregonia, OR
Master of Science in Agricultural
Engineering
Overhults, Douglas Glenn, Centertown
Rieke, David Michael, Worthington, OH
Tollner, Ernest William, Maysville
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Brien, Steven Mrchael" ", Mayfield
Culbertson, Richard Charles" <>, Grand
Junction, CO
Johnson, Kenneth Rayo<!, Salt Lake City,
UT
Kirkland, Ronald walker", Tuscumbia,
AL
Lewis, Clarence Randall <'> (I, Fern Creek
McCarthy, James Michael, Woodstock,
VA
Nosenzo, Michael Peter, Frankfort
Pfander, John E.H, East Orange, NJ
Ridgik, James Andrew, Bayonne, NJ
Shaffer, Arthur Gilbert, If.l), Grayson
Strange, William Terry, Elizabethtown
Weaver, Kennv?", Lexington
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Agent, Kenneth Robert?", Dawson
Springs
Breaden, John Paul, Louisville
Clemons, Dwayne Carmel, Clarkson
Davis, William Terry" (I, Bowling Green
Dolan, Daniel Raymond, Lexington
Herd, Donald Ray, Lexington
Howell, Joe Kirtley, Lexington
Jasper, Danny" ", Science Hill
Jent, John Prentiss, Louisville
Lowe, Gregory Wayne, Morehead
McCourt, Lowell Albert, Frankfort
Nicholson, Nicholas William" °, Bucyrus,
OR
Perry, Shelley Dean, Lexington
Rahal, Assaf Sami, Damascus, Syria
Richardson, Lyndon Chester, [r.,
Lexington
Rockhill, Regan R, St. Regis Falls, NY
Sayre, Richard Vincent, Lexington
Shakhshir, Amin Radi, Amman, Jordan
Spruill, James Lee, Lexington
Sterling, Harry Joseph, [r., Lexington
Stith, Richard H. u, Rineyville
Toombs, James E., Hustonville
Wagers, Charles S."'",Richmond
Zegeer, Charles Victor, Lexington
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Burkhart, Enos Stanley, Danville
Button, John Reece, Crestwood
Carruba, George Stephen", Cumberland
Clements, Joseph CharlesH, Springfield
Fite, Ronald Earl, Toler
Huffman, Roy Winfield, Lexington
[un, Young Se, Korea
Laguna, Nelson P., Lexington
Osborne, Robert Wayne, Ashland
Purnariksha, Hermpong, Thailand
Hivadeneira, Jorge D., Bogota, Colombia
Starnes, Roger Lee"", Albany
Thompson. Larry Randolph",
Nicholasville
Trivette, James A., Ashland
Yeh, Sentyan, Taiwan
Master of Science in Engineering
Mechanics
Atanackovic, Teodor M., Lexington
Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Conley, Richard Roscoe, Ashland
Guerrero, Gustavo Hugo, Guayaquil,
Ecuador
Harrison, Charles Royce", Sikeston, MO
Marquis, Jeffrey Aiken", Atlanta, GA
Nolan, James Charles", Butler, PA
Riherd, David Maurice, Lexington
Skorupski, Jeffrey Henry"", Detroit, MI
Smiley, Billy Carroll, Cynthiana
Wilson, Larry David, Kenova, WV
Witten, Russell Paul, Jr."OO,Barboursville,
WV
Young, Chi Tsuen, Hong Kong
Master of Science in Metallurgical
Engineering
Kelkar, Anant Hari, Basin, India
Mullins, Freddy D., Livingston
Stansbury, Clyde Michael, Louisa
Stokes, Rebecca Jane, Huntsville, AL
Master of Science in Nuclear
Engineering
Reinhardt, John Erle, Louisville
The, Sin Kwang, Lexington
Thomas, James Dale, Vanceburg
Master of Arts in Education
Adams, Catherine Rose, Springfield
Adomat, Lois Kathleen, West Allis, WI
Andrew, Sandra Akers, Russell Springs
Arcisz, Helen Eugenia, Manchester, CT
Arnold, Arleen Jeanette, Frankfort
Atkins, Jennifer Jenkins, Lexington
Baber, Mary Owen, Maysville
Baker, Robert Gene, Hazard
Barber, Betty Sue" ", Gainesville, FL
Barnes, Carolyn Yvonne Webb", Bedford
Barrett, William Carlo, Frankfort
Beaman, Constance M., Ashland
Beasley, Audrey Thornton, Jeffersontown
Beaudrot, Nancy Read, Lexington
Becker, Michael William, Louisville
Benenson, Wayne A., Louisville
Bentley, Arthur jerry", South Shore
Bish, Jerome Daniel, Los Angeles, CA
Bishop, Judith Anno, Rineyville
Blake, Robert John, Jr., Lexington
Blandford, Joseph Paul, Jr. 0, Owensboro




Bohannon, Kay ElizabethH, Bagdad
Bourne, Carol Diane"'"o, Somerset
Boyd, Terrell S., Dayton, OI-I
Boyle, Iris Elaine", Moreland
Bratton, Mary Frances", Lexington
Bright, Dorothy Ann, Shreveport
Bright, George Gary, Fayetteville, TN
Brinegar, James Richard" 0, Lexington
Brown, Ruth Jane, Lexington
Brown, Susan Clay" 0, Hodgenville
Bruestle, Randall Terry", Titusville, FL
Brummer, Isabelle Janice, Staunton, VA
Burkholder, Peggy Black, Owensboro
Burns, Irma, Buffalo, NY
Burris, Connie Buntain", Frankfort
Button, Claudia Groves, Lexington
Bryant, Earl Roden H, Lexington
Callahan, Cheryl Ardith -00, Lexington
Capito, Evelyn", Eminence
Carlew, Sister Catherine" 0, Nerinx
Cassity, Martha Settles", Lexington
Caudle, Margaret jean", Louisville
Cecil, Sister Mary Irene", Louisville
Clagett, Barbara Bowles, Elizabethtown
Clay, James Dewey", Lexington
Collins, Georgia C.°0, Lexington
Collins, Rick WayneOO, Lexington
Combs, Carol Ann 0, Hazard
Conley, Virginia [ilson, Ashland
Coulberson, Jennette, Monroe, LA
Craig, Clara R.0, Lexington
Crawford, Tony Douglas, Henderson
Crider, Donna Prather ", Lexington
Cross, Mary Jooo, Paris
Cundiff, Carol Sue, Somerset
Davidson, Mary Elizabeth °0, Paducah
Davis, Lois Slifer, Lexington
Deeley, Anne", Anderson, IN
Desanetis, William Ernest, Louisville
Devine, Charles Leon, Harrodsburg
Dishman, Harold Dean, Monticello
Dispennette, Claudia Arleen, Franklin
Donnelly, Terry James, [r., Louisville
Dorton, Lynn [ane", Paintsville
Douglas, Hogelio Richards, Louisville
Dovak, Mary Gastright, Dayton
Drake, Phyllis Ann, Louisville
Drilling, Phyllis [o, Irvine
Duren, Paula Kay Davts" ", Lexington
Eads, Ann Bortner" 0, Lexington
Edrington, Melva Bhea" ", Bardwell
Engbersen, Sister Mary Claire", Covington
Erena, Roberta Theresa, Lexington
Fallahay, Michael Josephoo, Lexington
Farias, Livia Martinez" 0, Caracas,
Venezuela
Farmer, Jane Stokes, Atlanta, GA
Fauri, Judith Marilyn", Lexington
Fietz, Katherine E., Somerset
Ford, Judith Ann", Lexington
Foster, Hannah Margaret", Harrodsburg
Freeman, Delores Oaye, Cumberland
Fugazzi, Elizabeth joseph", Lexington
Gaddie, Russell Wallace", Campbellsville
Gancarz, Christine Pierce", Miami, FL
Gardner, Pamela [oy", Henderson
Gat, Ruth, Lexington
Gilliland, Marcia Lynn", Lexington
Glass, Elizabeth B.<'>0, Freeport, IL
Gochenour, Rikki Galen, Lexington
Craviss, Roberta Ratchford", Lexington
Greco, Victoria Marie" '", Ft. Thomas
Green, Helen Mildred, Los Angeles,.CA
Greene, Mary Morrison, Versailles
Gregory, Helen Hardy, Louisville
Grogan, Lynn Young, Paducah
Haagu, Jane Ann, Louisville
Handman, Connie Patricia", Lexington
Harris, Rosalynne E., Los Angeles, CA
Hatchell, Peggy T. "'"0, Lexington
Haun, Mary Tom, Sanders
Hawthorne, Sherrel Lynne, Akron, OH
Healey, Elden Charles", Lexington
Henthorne, Ruth Trefz, Lexington
Herman, Terry Saag, Louisville
Hernandez, Milton Manuel, Venezuela
Heth, Timothy Davis, Wayne, PA
Higgins, Colleen McLaughlin, Woburn,
MA
Hodge, Catherine Mae", Middletown
Hodge, Margaret Bryce", Lexington
Howell, Shirley May", Mt. Sterling
Houlihan, Mary Bohan" 0, Lexington
Humphreys, Robert G., Lexington
Hutchinson, Hope B., Ashland
Jacobson, Harry Edward, Louisville
Jennings, Dawn Maureen, Lafayette, IN
Johns, Carol Leet", Lexington
johnson, Jane Ruth °, Hickman
Joiner, Cleo, [r., Louisville
Jones, Gloria Gail, Erie, PA
Jones, Helen Anne", Pewee Valley
Jones, Mary Elizabeth Smith", Springfield
Jones, Patricia Pasco, Mayfield
Kaufman, Lynn Loutse"", Ligonier, PA
Kenady, Anna Ladd ", Hopkinsville
Kissling, Janie Barbero, Lexington
Kling, Lyn Barker, Covington
Knapp, Deborah Stevens", Houston, TX
Lacefield, Sylvia Brown, Lexington
Lacy, Susan Mchie, Hammond, IN
Ladd, Nadine Laws, Lexington
Lahr, Michael Frank, Arlington, VA
Leach, Joann Kurz, Lexington
Leshoure, Sandra Jean, Bessemer, AL
Levinton, Marsha Joyoo, Memphis, TN
Lewis, Laura Elizabeth ° 0, Louisville
Lewis, Lonnie Wadeoo, Lexington
Linville, Linda Hadden, Paris
Litton, Kathy Orhiere, Morehead
Logan, Dorothy Jean Martin, Waldo
Lonneman, John Roland, Jr. 00, Cold
Spring
Mahseredjian, Esther De, Venezuela
Marcum, Mary Brown, Lexington
Mardis, Mary Susan 0, Bowling Green
Marshall, Cornelia Anno, Nicholasville
Martinson, Alice Lepage, Lexington
Massey, Ruth Lynn", Madisonville
Matthews, Linda Craham", Lexington
McCane, Melvin Ray, Covington
McDonough, Linda Carman", La Grange
McGarvey, Judith Morgan", Louisville
Meacham, Elaine Leeo, La Grange
Medley, Penny. Kesselman"", Lexington
Medlin, Gary R. 00, Lexington
Metry, Habeeb Michaeloo, Louisville
Midkiff, Evelyn Louise, Lexington
Miles, Kathy Lashbrook" ", Owensboro
Mitchell, Elizabeth Hageman 0,
Georgetown
Mittendorf, Sharen Nancy, Lexington
Montgomery, Clennora, Auxier
Morris, Jo Carole", Frankfort
Moutardier, Madolyn Carol, Lebanon
Junction
Mowry, Warren Edie, Louisville
Munro-Leighton, Judith, Chicago, IL
Norton, Robert Fouche, jr., Rome, CA
O'Hara, Patricia G., Florence
O'Malley, Kathryn Carton", Lexington
Orr, Sarah Eugenie°<'>,Paducah
Osborne, Anthony", Buckingham
Ouren, Mary JayneflO, St. James, MN
Pass, Ann RutherfordH, Lexington
Patrick, Bettina Burchett" 0, Lexington
Peace, Pamela Doll, Frankfort
Penning, Marjorie Jean Scholten" <'>,
Vicksburg, MI
Perez, Jose Francisco", Cumaria,
Venezuela
Pfeifer, Patrick Allen", Louisville
Poe, Martha H.Of!, Paris
Powell, Colleen Anno"" Lexington
Purdue, Penelope Ann, Park Ridge, IL
Randolph, David S.-, Paris
Raymer, Reata [o, Lexington
Rectanus, Frederick Cole, Louisville
Rectanus, Karen Helmke, Tripoli, Libya
Reeves, Lyndon Lester, Mt. Olivet
Reneau, Betty Hadus", Albany
Rexroat, Judy B., Lexington
Reynolds, Robert Franklin, Lexington
Richardson, Vera Von", Stab
Ridings, Marcia Milby" <'>,Lexington
Riggs, Ann", Lexington
Risher, Harry Cole0, Lexington




Russ, John Willis, Norfolk, VA
Ruszaj, Barbara Michelle, Clarence, NY
Rutherford, Peter Edmun, East Grand
Forks, MN
Scalise, Tresa Ann, Scott Depot, WV
Scarr, Mark Stanley, West Concord, MN
Schwaiger, Susan RogersO, Lexington
Scott, Vona Patterson 0, Versailles
Scudder, Audrey M.Of!,Lexington
Seidler, Eileen Therese, Youngstown, OR
Sellars, Nina Sandherr, Lexington
Shaver, Margaret Haden"', Lexington
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Silva, Diego Rafael", Cumana-Sucre,
Venezuela
Simpson, Danny Lynn, Cynthiana
Skeese, John Raphael, jr., Berea
Skelton, Judith Kay", Shelbyville
Smith, Marilee ComfortOO, Lexington
Southard, Mary Katherine, Mt. Vernon
Stephenson, Rita West", Lexington
Steverson, Daryl Lynn ", Madison, TN
Stout, Mary Kathleen, Versailles
Strode, Robin Miliero, Lexington
Swanson, Lynne Ruth" <'>,Stockton, CA
Taylor, Catherine Frutb'' ", Lexington
Thompson, Nancy V.", Hopkinsville
Thwing, Beth Lynn, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Tilmes, Beverly [une", Lexington
Trivette, John Kenneth, Pikeville
Tronzo, Deborah Kaye, Louisville
Turner, William Lloyd <'>0, Springfield
Vanhoose, Carolyn S.<'>,Nippa
Vantreese, Clyde Thomas, [r." 0,
Lexington
Wakeman, Linda Pauline, Linden, MI
Walker, Annabelle Arnaud, Monnett, MO
Walker, Laverne R.oo, Stanford
Walker, Patricia Michelle", Fairdale
Wallace, Sarah Ann, Lexington
Ware, Catherine Jelley, Georgetown
Wathen, Kay Elizabeth, Morganfield
Weir, Patrick Francts" ", Louisville
\Vells, Zella W. ", Paintsville
Werner, Linda Cuerin'", Louisville
Werner, Mildred Terrell, Lexington
Westmoreland, Kathy Wallace, Florence,
AL
White, Carol Price, Somerset
Whitis, Ena °", Lexington
Whitmire, Bill Derrill, Lexington
Wilder, Donald Blaineo, Baxter
Williams, Gary Lee", Paintsville
Witherspoon, Carolyn Quinchaun ",
Louisville
Woods, Hattie R., Mobile, AL
Yelton, Mark Aaron"'''', Alexandria
Young, Robert Palmer<'><'>,Lexington
Yudelson, Steven J., Los Anegles, CA
Master of Science in Education
Adkins, Ronnie Stephen 0, Gray
Bohannon, Johnny Kesler", Bagdad
Carney, Norris Edward, Bloomfield
Case, Cheryl, Frances"', Cynthiana
Congleton, William T. <'>,Springfield
Cornett, Frank Lee, London
Curtis, Sylvia Brown, Lexington
Dodd, Carol Kelley, Lexington
Farias, Luis Beltran"', Cumana, Venezuela
Friedman, Ellen Sue, Great Neck, NY
Gill, Janet Daniel°, Morganfield
Greenwell, Michael Thomas, Lexington
Jarrett, Patricia MorganOfl, Louisville
Jordan, Margaret Brown, Clifton Fordge,
VA
Kalb, Helene Jane"'",Salina, KS
Kizer, Janey Knight, Radcliff
Lacefield, Warren Evans, Lexington
Lykins, Saundra Boehling, Lexington
Maxwell, Barbara Ann, Lexington
Melton, Billy Carroll""", Galax, VA
Mertens, Donna Marie"'''', Lexington
Metzger, Wayford Bruce, Versailles
Moll, Roger vem" ", Wauseon, OH
Moore, Robert Pride, Madisonville
Murphy, Michael Louis, Lexington
Nailing, Gregory William""", Frankfort
Parsons, James Lloyd, Lexington
Ratliff, Sandra Peters, Martin
Roberts, Paul Walden, Liberty
Rowland, Carl", Harlan
Schoettle, Judy Ann, Croswell, MI
Seaver, Daniel Cate, Lexington
Singleton Patricia E., Louisville
Slinkman Carole Montgomery, Danville
Smirnow, Lynn Rose, Louisville
Steele, William K., [r., Owingsville
Varin, Kevan Ray, Gooding, Id
Varin, Linda Quigley, Gooding, ID
Voelker, Julia Damron, Pikeville
Watson, Evelyn Baise", Versailles
'West, Thural K"', Hopkinsville
Wilds, Peggy Charles", Versailles
'Willis, Sally Ray, Louisville
Master of Science in Accounting
Burkhart, Randall Hobert", Lexington
Cassell, Frank P."'''', Lexington
Davis, Harold Wayne", Glasgow
Gladish, Bruce Wayne", Lexington
Hall, Larry joe", Ashland
Nestor, James Riley", Portsmouth, OH
Philhours, Joel Ellis", Hornersville, MO
Towner, Alan Edward, Lexington
Master of Business Administration
Alvey, Mark Curtis", Owensboro
Anderson, Anthony P., Louisville




Brode1, John Ned", Murray
Cranley, Paul Edward, Cincinnati, OH
Crittenden, John :~vlorris,Frankfort
Curtis, Billy H. '""', Lexington
Ettinger, Susan K, Pompton Lakes, NJ
Gallagher, Jan JDe, Lexington
Garda, Donald Richard, Timonium, MD
Halker, Gary Edward,<> Lexington
Heidelberg, Bernard P. "', Highland
Heights
Huff, James Milton"', Falls Church, VA
Hunter, Herbert Frank""", Frankfort
Israel, Walter, Lexington
Ladnier, Lawrence Elliott, III""", Mobile,
AL
Mudd, Patrick Joseph, Cynthiana
Mueller, Paul Allen l> ¢., Bellevue
Pearce, David Gill""", Madisonville
Powers, Galen David" ¢., Harrodsburg
Ranaswamy, Shankamarayanan" ",
Lexington
Reeves, Homer R., Lexington
Russell, Thaddeus Terrell, Jr."", Granite
Falls, NC
Sampedro, Jaime Luis'"", Quito, Ecuador
Seat, Donald Lee ", Means
Skeen, James Fritz.", Frankfort
Sparks, Charles C., Mt. Olivet
Steinlage, John William(>(!, Louisville
Tarsis, George Michael" ", Newport
Ternes, James Kenneth, Lexington
Tingle, James Robert, Louisville
Master of Science in Library Science
Allen, Frederick M. ", Bardstown
Aud, Thomas L."","Philpot
Baldini, Bernadette Jean, Lexington
Barrier, Rebecca Leigh, Louisville
Beane, Joel Winfield", Lexington
Berschied, Paul L., Lexington
Besser, Pamela MayH, Chicago, IL
Bieler, Mary Eileen, 'Warren, NJ
Bowen, Anna Dale", Morehead
Brandewie, Dennis Neil"''''', Lexington
Broaddus, Billie K., Lancaster
Brown, Patricia Leonard, Paris
Bryson, Albert Manuel, Ashland
Bush, Paula Cunningham" ", Richmond
Bush, Rebecca Ann", Watsonville, CA
Carbo], John Francis", Columbus, OH
Clayton, Billie Caskey", Morehead
Combs, Margaret Louise, Erlanger
Detroy, Sheila Denise", Louisville
Dorton, Charlotte E."', Georgetown
Drake, Darlene Dehart, Lexington
Duckett, Gay Nell, Bessemer, AL
Erlen, [onathon" ", Louisville
Ernst, Donna Ann", Cincinnati, OH
Feinberg, Linda Jean, Wilmette, IL
Fields, James CalVin"''''', Huntington, WV
Fletcher, Lee Taylor, Louisville
Ford, Harriet Lowrey", Lexington
Garner, Lucille Leonard", Highland
Springs, VA
Gelarden, Ina Diane, Owensboro
Ctbb, Kathleen Dianna 0, Lexington
Gibson, Gretchen"", Lexington
Gilman, Nancy Merwyn, Laconia, NH
Glascock, Mahlon Bedford¢.,
Charlottesville, VA
Cleim, David Ernest"'''', Lexington
Golden, Susan Ulrich, Lexington
Coodeman, Lee Eric¢."",Cincinnati, OH
Goodman, Enid Zafran, Louisville
Goodman, Lewis Edward, Dayton, OH
Graves, lvfartha Grant, Louisville
Gwynn, Mary Beth¢., \Valdorf, MD
Habberfield, Joy Eileen"', Eufaula, AL
Hackney, Nancy Ann, Fort Worth, TX
Hahn, Joyce King¢., Lexington
Hales, John Daniel, Jr.u, Fulton
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Halverson, Erik Cordon"", Hardin, MT
Hansen, Richard H. ¢.,Wheaton, IL
Hanueling, Sister Deborah", Covington
Hawk, Robert Steven, Englewood, OH
Heck, Alayne Whitney" ", Lexington
Heinzeroth, Lynn Deeu" Dayton, OH
Hellard, Tyra Marte", Maysville
Hettinger, Susan Furnish, Louisville'
Hill, Cheryl Kinningham, Versailles
Hisle, Wendell Leon", Pineville
Hodges, Ricki Ann, Franklin
Hsu, Jane Yuehhwa, Taiwan
Hurwood, Gilbert A."'¢., Rochester, NY
Huth, Margaret R. '""', Ft. Mitchell
Immanuel, Rebecca Jane, Hampton, IA
Isacke, Adrienne M.", Ottawa, OH
janghorbani, Kristin Karel", Lexington
Jennings, Sarah Kathryri" ", Henderson
Klee, Edward Lee, Flemingsburg
Kulieke, Mark Warren, Highland Park, IL
Lancaster, Earl Frederick", Mayfield
Lavelle, Mary Leu", Omaha, NB
Long, Kathleen Brecht, Louisville
Lowrey, Donald Roy, Lexington
Macrander, Valerie jeanne" ", Tarkio, MO
Markwell, Linda Garr, Louisville
Mathis, Judy Cheryl", North Augusta, SC
Maynard, James William<><>,Columbus,
OH
McCool, Vicki Lee, Louisville
McDuffee, Patricia Ellen¢."', Southgate
McKay, Robert Woodrow, Erlanger
Mckeehan, Nancy Counihan, Toms River,
NJ
McMillin, Enid Marie", Vero Beach, FL
Milgrom, Linda Bruml ". Los Angeles, CA
Mitler, Louis, Lexington
Moore, Ellen Keller, Louisville
Morgan, Marie Ann, Bossier City, LA
Morse, Anita Louise, South Bend, IN
Mullin, Patrick joseph", Lexington
Owens, Virginia Pugh", Stanton
Paetow, Jane Ruth, Columbus, OH
Parra, Arturo Vigildo, San Andreas
Peterson, Theresa D.¢., Kansas City, MO
Ragan, Mildred Ann" ", Ft. Thomas
Rake, Anthony Ifor ", Mundelein, IL
Ramonda, Mary F. '"", Villa Park, IL
Renker, Constance Eve", Cleveland, OH
Riden, Ellen Ann", Shawnee Mission, KS
Rizer, Sally Ann", Springfield, OH
Roberts, Randall Leigh ¢.l>, Louisville
Sale, Melanie Laura¢."', Haynesville, LA
Schlifke, Barbara Kay, Maysville
Schmitzler, Jon Edward'" (I., Vineland, NJ
Schultz, Lois Eileen, Florence
Sharp, Linda Kay'""",Louisville
Shrote, Stanley C., Louisville
Smith, Anita Louise¢., Lexington
Smith, Marietta l>, Cleveland, MS
Smith, Sheila Kirby, Versailles
Snedegar, Jayne Shireen"', Frankfort
Stiglitz, Martha Davis, Louisville
Stone, David Leeu, Washington Court
House,OH
Strickler, Candice Shelton, Berea
Stroud, John N.", Lebanon, PA
Swatos, Priscilla L.0", Bristol, TN
Sweeney, Sharon Anne", Lexington
Sydor, Mary Anne", Mannboro, VA
Syler, Karen H.", Nicholasville
Tawney, Judith Hughson", Lexington
Thomas James L.u, Chatham, VA
Thomas, Mary Ellen 0, Lincoln, NE
Waller, Susan Holliday, Parkersburg, 'VV
Waller, Wayne [oseph"", Berkeley, CA
Wathen, Donald Louis", Henderson
Weiner, Brenda Frances, Santa Clara, CA
White, Ferrell [ean"", 'Worthington
Williams, Keith Arno, Lexington
Wilson, Patricia Ann, Southgate
Winkle, Sharon Louise", Findlay, OH
Wright, Jerry Thomas", Lexington
Wyman, Lance Thomas't ", Wheatland,
WY
Yaste, Patricia jane", Loretto
Yost, John Richard", Fairmont, WV
Zorens, Pamela Earley", Florence
Master of Music
Burkholder, Reed Owen", Boise, ID
Chen, Mei-luan May, Taiwan
Farrar, Ned Eugene, Lexington
Hensley, Hunter Cameron", Winchester
Ogletree, Mary Patricia?", Lexington
Perry, Jimmy Glynn, Stephenville, TX
Reinhardt, Barbara Falls" ", Anderson, IN
Rintoul, Marjorie E., Freeport, NY
Roberts, James Perkins, Frankfort
Schaffner, John Hebden, Lexington
SwafFar, Donna Dupy", Lexington
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Burdette, Janice Orienda, Lancaster
Chappell, Ramona Nell, Hillsboro, WV
Delcheccolo, Nancy", Huntington, VI/V
Haifiich, Cynthia Harris", Wilmore
Pickens, Raenae Lynn, Lucerne, IN
Scott, Julia Elizabeth, Westminster, MD
Walker, Dellmar, Brentwood, TN
Master of Science in Home
Economics
Baker, Margaret Segrest, Versailles
Baumann, Jackie Darlene, Covington
Bowersock, Carol Sue, Spencerville, OR
Bozdech, Pauline Marie, Peoria, IL
Campbell, Deborah Jeanne, Dayton, OH
Cunningham, Charles E., Danville, IL
Dean, Charlotte Anno, Frankfort
Drake, Marjorie Bell, Lexington
Gray, Doris Janeoo, Cynthiana
Horn, Linda Carol °0, Lagrange
Hoverman, Ellen Jane, Lexington
Johnson, Sandra G, Lexington
Keaton, Kathryn Catl" ", Salisbury, NC
Kook, Hyeran Y., Korea
MacShara, Bonnie Bickett, Morganfield
Mahon, Janet Leigh, Jonesboro, AR
Morgan, Richard Bennett, Lexington
Morris, Frances Gabron, Siloam Springs,
AR
Oexmann, Mary Joanoo, Lexington
Pate, Patricia Ann, Louisville
Phelps, Kenneth Allen, Lexington
Routt, Mary Veal, Nicholasville
Stevens, Phyllis P.0, Lexington
Taylor, Elizabeth Mary, Rahway, NJ
Watley, Charles HunterJi>,Pineville
Wesley, Myrna McGahan, Somerset
Wheeler, Constance Rosemary, Ashland
Wilson, Mary, Lexington
Wright, welynda" ", Commerce, TX
Master of Science in Medical
Radiation Dosimetry
Babcock, Steven Merrill, Cheboygan, MI
Bozarth, Marty Glenn, Cadiz
Hoskins, Raleigh Bruce", Louisville
Martin, Flavious B., III", Mayfield
Wu, Mine Cheng, Lexington
Master of Science in Nursing
Barton, Joanne Agnes, Livonia, MI
Blues, Irma Kay" 0, Lexington
Browne, Susan Elizabeth", Lexington
Caples, Carol LynnH, Lexington
Caraway, Ethel Virginia, Morganton, NC
Cunningham, Benna Ellis °, Lexington
Harvey, Suzanne Zachary, Lexington
Hutzel, Grace Louise", Albuquerque, NM
Johnson, Carol Ruth, Brandenburg
Kauffman, Joan Sue, Haven, KS
Lynn, Ruby", Lexington
Marrtllia, Martha Ann", Louisville
Martin, Sally Farley", Lexington
Mason, Naomi Ruth", Lexington
Miller, Margaret Ellen", Ft. Wayne, IN
Nalepka, Claire Doty", Lexington
Nickel, Jennie Lee", Lexington
Nordholm, Betty Irene", Lexington
Pinkham, Charlein Paxten", Lexington
Salyer, Linda Kaye", Lexington
Smith, Jean Gaines", Georgetown
Syzek, Barbara Banik, Lexington
Todd, Nellie Friend", Hodgenville
"Valko, Jean Carolyn", Lexington
Watts, Elizabeth Anno, Ashland
Wintergerst, Mary Kevin, Louisville
Younger, Kathryn jane" ", Louisville
Master of Fine Arts
Bearley, Darwin Dewitt", Lewistown, PA
Hackley, Larry Graham, Amissville, VA
Hall, Bruce Robert, Dubuque, IA
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Martin, Robert Harolds ", Crystal Lake,
IL
Messer, Edith Carol, Henderson
Nichols, Robert Eugene" 0, Roselle Park,
NJ
Wainscott, James", Florence
Weis, Ronald B., Louisville
Master of Science in Dentistry
Biddle, Paul Leroy, Kingsport, TN
Harris, Michael Earl, Elizabethtown
Lawton, Thomas Charles 00 , Winter Park,
FL
Petrey, Ralph Dewey, Cumberland
Smith, Vorace Ray, Benham
Traxler, H. Vernon, Jennings, LA
Wallen, Terry Riley, Seattle, WA
Williams, Cary Alan, Lexington
Master of Social VVork
Abernathy, Jean Marie, Covington
Benton, Beverly Clark, Lexington
Bishara, Hayat Rushdy, Lexington
Bowling, Patricia Lynn, Louisville
Burge, James Robert, Nicholasville
Carmony, Patricia Ann, Loyall
Cornish, Katherine M., Lexington
Day, Anna Grace, Hazel Green
Deaton, Charles E., Whitesburg
Doyle, Margaret Lauder, Lexington
Enos, Carla Marie, Tarkio, MO
Ferguson, Mary Louise, Paris
Fields, Audrey Faye, Ulvah
Flynn, javita Garcia, Lexington
Fowler, Wanda Marie, Springfield
Fox, Stephenoo, Ashland
Franklin, Omelia, Mayslick
Franklin, Richard Grant, Somerset
George, Jane F., Hereford, TX
Graban, Lawrence Edward, Saline, MI
Hankins, Martha, Ashland
(awarded posthumously)
Hatchett, Ryce Edward, Lexington
Helton, Lonnie Ray, Maryville, TN
Holifield, James William, Lexington
Hopkins, Paris Edison, Coldiron
Huguely, Julia Elaine, Richmond
Hurley, Sharon Kaye, Grundy, VA
Johnson, Norma Jean, Lexington
Kaalberg, Kenneth Joseph, Lexington
Kipp, Charles William, Dunmore, PA
Kreider, Fred Arthur, Lexington
Kubale, Christine B., Danville
Lehmann, Robert Joseph, Montclair, NJ
Lovan, Kenneth Reid, Owensboro
Marsh, Richard Stanley, Louisville
Marshall, Deborah Jane, Leitchfield
Mason, Howard Gary, Lexington
Mason, Robert John, Lexington
McKinney, Marian Phelps, Danville
McNair, Pauline, Lexington
Mewes, William Ardueser, Lexington
Moore, Jane Cloud, Lexington
Mullen, Johnny Marvin, Cynthiana
Murphy, Priscilla Taylor, Wise, VA
Newman, Sylvia Grace, Lexington
Osborne, Helen Arleen, Lexington
Pickard, Larry Stephen, Mt. Pleasant, IA
Prater, Danny Joe, Lexington
Recktenwald, Roger Bernard,
'Wheelwright
Reese, Evangeline Bernice, Hartford, CT
Roederer, Ray Douglas, Louisville
Smith, Deborah Stephens, Pikeville
Smith, Laresta Yuvonne, Frankfort
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Smith, Martha Anne, Lexington
Snowden, Glenna S., Big Stone Gap, VA
Taylor, Linda B., Louisville
Trent, Roger Dale, Jackson
Wagner, Peggy Lynn", Lexington
Weiss, Carol r.. Lexington
College of Law
Dean: George W. Hardy III
Juris Doctor
Adams, Gilbert Clement", Ft. Meade, MD
Anderson, Richard Edmund" (1, Milan, IL
Attkisson, Eugene Douglas, Lexington
Behrman, Thor Htldmg" ", Danville
Barr, Michael LeeG"', Greenfield, OH
Barret, Maxwell Pringle, .lr., Paris
Bartlett, Rodney John, Galesburg, IL
Bedford, WaIter, Jr., Covington
Bender, Albert Mack" ", Nashville, TN
Bohannon, David Lester, Shelbyville
Bolton, Steven Cregory" "', Frankfort
Bruce, Ronald Keith, Mortons Gap
Brumleve, Linda A., Louisville
Brummer, Chauncey Eugene", Louisville
Budden, Harry Edward, jr.", Huntington,
WV
Buring, Donald Charles, Erlanger
Callahan, Darryl Ray, Canmer
Caudill, James Kenneth, Whitesburg
Cetrulo, Donald Patrick, Fort Thomas
Cisney, Lindell Wayne, [r., Greenville
Clendenin, J. Gregg, Berea
Cline, Jacob Perry III°-l>,Pikeville
Coil, Gale C."", Nashville
Colley, Gary Lynn, Haysi, VA
Colson, Guy Randal, Campbellsville
Combs, Ralph U.oo, Vicco
Cook, Forrest Evan?", Whitesburg
Cooper, Thomas Merten, Elizabethtown
Cox, Andrew Byrd" ", Paintsville
Cox, Craig, Campbellsville
Cox, George Brent, Lexington
Cox, Stephen Bowman"", Lexington
Crenshaw, Jesse C.##, Glasgow
Cunningham, Jack R."", Lexington
Damron, John Thomas, Owensboro
Dauer, Gene A., LouisvilJe
Davis, Paul Michael, Lexington
Dinwiddie, James Frederick, Leitchfield
Doll, William Edward, [r., Frankfort
Doty, Phillip Howard, Frankfort
Duckett, James Allen, Greer, SC
Duncan, Joanne Kirk, Inez
Duncan, Robert Michael, Strunk
Dusing, Gerald Francis, Covington
Duvall, Clifford Hay, Ashland
Edens, Lloyd Hay" 1>, Madison, IN
Elliott, Robert Lloyd, Lexington
Engle, William III ....., Hazard
Fannin, David Cectl" ", Lexington
Fields, Kenneth Leon ##, Louisville
Flel ling, James Mielittel, FidhlefOit
Fleming, Kermin Elliott, Lexington
Fore, Ronald Ward, Harlan
Fowler, John Ballard, Berea
Frailie, Donald Lanua II, Ashland
Fritts, Gary N., Kenvir
Gaffney, Ronald Lewis, Louisville
Gardner, John A., Owensboro
Gartland, Frank Anthony, Bardstown
Geer, Harry Statten, Ir., Louisville
Cetty, Richard Alan, Lexington
Gilbert, James Thomas, Berea
Glauber, Peter James"", Louisville
Gordon, James Wice, Louisville
Gordon, Paul Church" ", Frankfort
Gossick, Katherine Roger, Lexington
Gough, Stephen Thomas, Louisville
Greene, Carolyn Ann"", Detroit, MI
Grimsley, Susan Mary, Lexington
Harrington, Alan Lee" ", Mayfield
Harris, James Allen, [r., Paducah
Harris, James Thomas, Carrollton
Hastie, Charles Edward"", Lexington
Hibberd, Paul Vincent<>l>,Chicago
Heights, IL
Hickey, Patrick Carlin, Covington
Hinkle, Buckner, [r., Paris
Hoag, John Wellington III, Lexington
Hodges, James Terry, Columbia
Hopper, Lewis B." 1>, Barbourville
Horn, Jerry Lee, Lexington
Horstmeyer, Todd Scott, Lexington
Houlihan, Robert Francis, [r., Lexington
House, Oscar Gayle, London
Hutchinson, Mark R., Lexington
Isaacs, Samuel Evans III>1>, Lebanon
Johnson, Jennifer Jan, Ashland
Johnson, Joseph Russell, Frankfort
Jones, Ernest Henry IIl>I>,Bowling Green
Jones, Thomas Martin"", Salvisa
Kaercher, Robert Michael, Fairdale
Keen, Paul Rodney" ", Hazard
Keeton, John Harold", Nicholasville
Kern, Harold Wayne"-l>,Owensboro
Kinser, Henry E.#", Leitchfield
Lambert, 'William DarbyfIl " 0, Henderson
Lassiter, Kenneth Charles" ", Bremerton,
WA
Lawson, James Davrd" ", Lexington
Liles, James David, Fort Thomas
Lowen, Robert Gary, Binghamton, NY
Madden, Robert Scott, Manchester
Manning, Gerald Stephen, Maysville
Marksberry, Charles Harold, Ft. Mitchell
Marquette, Quinten Byck"", Falmouth
.Marshall, Larry Harvey, Frankfort




McDermott, Ralph Thomas"'''', Covington
McGrath, Michael Emanuel" ", Southgate
McGuire, Ronald Clinton" ", Louisville
McQueen, James Daniel, Jr.0",
Williamson, WV
Meng, Thomas Ellis, Ghent
Millen, Mathew Lloyd, Lexington
Miller, Thomas W.o#, Lexington
Milner, Stephen Dale" 0, Lexington
Milward, Lewis William Burton, Jr.Q<>,
Lexington
Moore, Charles Dudley, [r., Flemingsburg
Moore, Kendale AllenQ<>,Louisville
Moore, Micheal Thomas, Lexington
Moore, Vernon Poorman"'l>, Barbourville
Morrison, Terry Lee, Columbia
Moseley, Mark Lynn, Owensboro
Noble, James H."', Lexington
O'Brien, Stephen Mazyck III, ,Louisville
Owens, Danny Louis, Ashland
Page, Carl Raymond, Russellville
Page, Robert Lee"l>, Paducah
Peace, Marshall Scott" ", Hopkinsville
Pendley, John Laurence, Lexington
Petrey, Kenneth Doyle, Cumberland
Pierce, Tommy Harold, Frankfort
Pollard, William Ward, Lancaster
Portwood, Laura Steeples" ", Lexington
Potter, Pamela Hall, Louisville
Price, Patrick Eugene, Flemingsburg
Reed, John Thomas, Fulton
Riddell, Timothy Thornton<>O,Lexington
Ridings, James Arnold, London
Riggs, Roger Donaldoo, Winchester
Robke, Ralph Charles" 0, Ft. Mitchell
Rogers, James Eugene, [r., Danville
Rosenberg, Jay Davtd"", Lexington
Rumora, Matthew Robert, Gross Pointe,
MI
Ruschell, Stephen Matthew, Lexington
Sales, WaIter Lappl'lO-,Louisville
Samuels, Harvey Martin, Paducah
Savage, William Earl II, Lexington
Sawyer, John Porter, jr., Louisville
Schneider, Diane Mary, Covington
Settles, G. Patrick, Lebanon
Shewmaker, Stephen Milton, Harrodsburg
Shoemake, Clyde Edward, Jacksonville,
FL
Silver, David Whitfield, Warren, MI
Sims, John David, Mt. Olivet
Sims, Bussell William, Michigan City, IN
Smith, Bruce Evans, Ashland
Smith, James RichardQI>,West Alexandria,
OR
Smith, Kenneth Wayne, Mayfield
Sparber, Hershel"""", Lexington
Stainback, Roscoe Franklin, Jr. ~~,
Lexington
Stallard, William Patrick, Lexington
Starnes, Howard RandaW''', Elkhorn City
Stites, John Hunt III, Louisville
Stosberg, David Thomas" ", Louisville
Tardio, James Edward, Manlius, NY
Taulbee, Danny Ray""', Winchester
Tooms, Roy William, London
Triplett, John Russell ......, Warfield
Tucker, Richard Buffington, [r.,
Metuchen, NJ
Ullertch, David Kenneth, Paducah
Underwood, Stephen Edward ......,
Hopkinsville
Vaughan, Stuart Moulton, [r." ",
Lexington
Waite, John Dixon, Lexington
Walter, Robert Joseph, Lexington
Warnock, Frank Hill, Greenup
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Washburn, Burton Adelbert, Paducah
Watts, William Stanley, jr., Lexington
Webb, Richard Spurr IV......, Lexington
Wilborn, W. Stephen", Shelbyville
Wilford, Frank Letelle, Lexington
Williams, Nicholas W ....", Mt. Vernon
Wills, Timothy Charles, Paris
Wilson, 'William Cassidy III" ~,
Henderson
Woodall, Clarence Allen III, Princeton
Zrenda, Stephen A., Jr...."', Niantic, CT
College of Medicine
Dean: William S. Jordan, Jr.
Doctor of Medicine
Bale, Bradley Field, Elizabethtown
Ballard, Dewey Philip, Louisville
Barksdale, Byron Luther, Claxton, GA
Becknell, William Edward, jr.,
Manchester
Bender, Mitchell Elliott, Bronx, NY
Bienia, Richard Allen, Silver Springs, MD
Bomar, C, David, Louisville
Bray, Cary Thomas, Louisville
Bryson, Betty Lee, South Shore
Bunch, Edwin Lewis, Williamsburg
Burgess, Jerald Miller, Whitley City
Calk, John Kendall, Lexington
Campbell, Harry Charles, [r., Pikeville
Clifford, Angela Lynn, Bowling Green
Cook, Todd Maynard, Erlanger
Cope, Jack Winfield, Lynch
Cornish, Allen Lee Ill, Lexington
Cramer, John Richard, DesMoines, IA
Cropper, Wendy Goodrich,
Hendersonville, NC
Davidson, Charles Stephen, Berea
Dempsey, J. E., Cold Spring
Dempsey, Jackie Glenn, Adairville
Dominic, Jerome Anthony, Spangler, PA
Draper, Stephen Scott, Princeton, WV
Earle, Gary Fisher, Berry
Earlywine, Garnett R, Flemingsburg
Furgason, Thomas Creene" ", Owensboro
Glassman, Myra Lee, Lexington
Gordon, Phillip Carpenter, Frankfort
College of Dentistry
Acting Dean: Gene P. Lewis
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Ballard, Lynn Anita, Chicago, IL
Barr, Elizabeth Shaw, Frankfort
Becker, Steven J., Teaneck, NJ
Blakeman, Harold Dwaine, Henderson
Blank, Donald Lee, Fort Mitchell
Boden, Robert Shelton, Louisville
Brinker, Christopher Michael, Fort
Mitchell
Broughton, William Preston, Cincinnati,
OH
Buhl, Henry Clayton, Williamsburg
Caudill, Jimmy Stewart, Carcassonne
Chumbley, Alvin Brent, Somerset
Clear, Robert Michael, Fort Thomas
Coleman, Sherman Tipton, [r., Corpus
Christi, TX
Collins, Andreae Reed, Whitesburg
Combs, Gary Wayne, Covington
Crtm, Gary Allen, Milton
Graham, Nelson Vere, Jr., Bowling Green
Green, Thomas Lee, Mayfield
Grimes, David Lee, Louisville
Hall, Ronald Douglas, Pikeville
Hanson, Michael Bruce, Fort Thomas
Harrison, Alvin R, Hopkinsville
Hollander, Jayne Lee, Calhoun
Howland, Frances Claire, Holmesville,
OH
Hyden, Alan Joe, Martin
Jarvis, Angela Louise, Owensboro
Jones, Kent Lewis, Columbus, OH
Joseph, Douglas Marshall, Franconia, NH
Keith, Willard Lee, Somerset
Knoop, John Douglas, Louisville
Kutnicki, Benjamin, New York, NY
Lett, James Edward II, Ashland
Lovan, Wendell David, Bowling Green
Marting, Richard Edwin, Ft. Mitchell
Mazey, Richard Michael, Louisville
McDonald, Rose Marie, Lexington
Mittendorf, Robert Lee, Bellefonte
Moore, Jerry Wayne, Fort Thomas
Moore, Thomas Sherwood, Lexington
Moring, Joseph Rodney, Mobile, AL
Murphy; Joseph Kenneth, Ir., Louisville
Osborne, David Franklin, Rineyville
Pauly, Thomas Howard, Fort Mitchell
Peterson, Gilman Palmer, jr., Cave City
Phillips, James Kendrick, [r., Monticello
Potter, Johnny Roger, Flatwoods
Powell, Bobby Clayton, Elkhorn City
Pratt, Gerald R, Paintsville
Curry, Barry Duke, Owensboro
Dattilo, Paul Xavier, Louisville
Davidson, George William, III, Pabs
Heights, IL
Delaney, Dennis Michael, Fort Thomas
Donnelly, Robert Garvin, Bowling Green
Erley, Clyde James, Lexington
Ferguson, Terrell Woodson, Nicholasville
Garey, Robert W., Maysville
Gutman, Dale Gordon, Dry Ridge
Herman, Gary D., Louisville
Howard, Lowell Earl, Louisville
Hulen, Stephen Barr, Bowling Green
Isaacs, Gary David, Lincoln, DE
John, Winfield Clinton III, Huntington,
WV
Lowe, David E., Lexington
Lynch, Thomas John, Prospect
Major, Michael Dennis, Lexington
Mattingly, Stephen Lavelle, Lebanon
Junction
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Price, John Rogers, Liberty
Ramsey, Barry Wayne, Campbellsville
Ray, Joseph Michael, Louisville
Reinersman, Gerald Thomas, Fort
Mitchell
Riggs, Rosa Kathleen, Versailles
Roth, Andrew M., Louisville
Rutledge, John Hoyle III, Kannapolis, NC
Schaffield, Mark Jerome, Edgewood
Schulman, Jeffrey Irving, Louisville
Scott, David Jerome, Pineville
Shapiro, Marc David, Woodbridge, CT
Smith, Bernard Michael, Louisville
Smith, James Douglas, Bardstown
Smith, Richard Francis, Decatur, IL
Spencer, Donnie Ray, Hazard
Squire, Edward Noonan, [r., Glen Mills,
PA
Strange, Gary R., Cub Run
Syler, Stephen E., Providence
Thomas, J. Kent, Louisville
Victor, David Wickliffe, [r., Lexington
Wade, Elizabeth Howard, Louisville
Wade, William Terry, Campbellsville
Watson, George Adams, Somerset
Webb, Warren Steven, New Lenox, IL
Weinstein, Allan Michael, Woodbridge,
CT
Winternitz, Sherry Richardson, Lexington
Witters, Gregory D., Lawrenceville, IL
Wolf, David Russell, Fort Thomas
Zerga, Joseph Lawrence, Louisville
McDowell, John Grover, Maysville
Meek, Barron Anthony, Lexington
Meyer, Edward Allen, Covington
Moore, Tandy, Garrett
Morris, Robert Hummer, Pikeville
Noble, Ryan Madison, Louisville
Ochs, George Arthur IV, Louisville
Penny, Robert E., Lexington
Resler, Richard John, Winchester
Schambach, William Lee, Fort Thomas
Schnecker, Dennis Charles, Cincinnati,
OH
Smith, Robert Christopher, Fort Thomas
Stevens, George Allen, Morehead
Stimmel, Harry M. III, Louisville
Stuckey, Dennis Dee, Frankfort
Tapp, William Courtney, Morganfield
Turner, Erwin G., Mount Hermon
Ward, Alan D., Glasgow
Wergin, Glenn Alan, Brookfield, WI
Williams, Thomas Martin, Lexington
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Art Gallaher
Bachelor of Arts
Abbott, Carolyn Ann, Seattle, WA
Abney, Stephen Douglas, Calhoun
Albrektson, Erik Bandolph" ", Covington
Allen, James Melvin, Leitchfield
Alley, Dwight Wayne?", Henderson
Alvis, Judith Ann", Henderson
Ambrose, Rocco Phtlhp" ", Lexington
Amos, Charles Leslie, Louisville
Anderson, Barbara Carolina, Lexington
Anderson, Carol Evans, Cincinnati, OH
Anderson, Martha JoyceOO, Nicholasville
Anderson, Mary Helen, Geneva, IL
Ansback, August Albert III, Louisville
Antrobus, Bobby J 00°, Williamstown
Armstrong, Carla Watkins", Lexington
Arnett, Belinda" "', Lexington
Arnold, Eileen Anna (I, Madisonville
Arnold, Frank Edgar", Madisonville
Arnold, Gillis Mitchell (/(I, Madisonville
Ashby, Kenneth H., jr., Hopkinsville
Atkinson, Teresa Carol, Paducah
Avots, Ivar Edward", Bowling Green
Ayres, Richard Philbrick, jr., Louisville
Azen, Marshall Lewis, Louisville
Babbitt, Robert Wendell, Paducah
Bailey, Nancye Jane, Paintsville
Baker, Debra Crisp", Princeton
Barczy, Katherine Mary", Louisville
Barfield, George F., Orlando, FL
Barger, Douglas C.OO, Lexington
Barlow, Jay ChristopherH', Frankfort
Barr, Gary Wayne, Rhodelia
Battersby, Charles Deuel, Lexington
Bauer, Marie Louise, Louisville
Bausch, Mary Ann, Lexington
Beaven, Richard Hugh, Lexington
Becker, Douglas Wesley, Louisville
Begley, Paul Randall, Irmo, SC
Behen, Mary Emily", Lexington
Behrens, Helen Katherine, Pittsburgh, PA
Beir, Susan Jacqueline, Columbia, TN
Bellamy, Judy james", Carlisle
Benjamin, Dianne" 0, Mayfield
Benton, Frank Vermilya IVo, Ft. Thomas
Benton, Patricia Lynn, Lexington
Bergman, Rosemary Barnes, Lexington
Berres, Peter Newhard"", Lexington
Biggerstaff, Ronnie Gay, Whitesburg
Billings, John Franklin, Ashland
Blair, Rose Ann "", Bardstown
Blankenship, Suzanne, Lexington
Bloch, Cynthia Sondergelt" 0, Springfield,
OR
Blum, Karen Marie, Levittown, PA
Blye, Marlene Victoria, Bustis, FL
Boecker, Jeffrey Allen, Louisville
Boldrick, Francis Timothy, Lebanon
Bennington, Craig D., Russell
Boone, Kenneth Raymond, Louisville
Bowling, Roger Lynn", Sonora
Bowman, Genina Consalvi", Carrboro,
NC
Bracq, Louis John, Providence, RI
Bradley, David Glenn, Versailles
Branham, Robert Allen, Betsy Layne
Bratcher, David William", Owensboro
Braun, Ellen Jane, Louisville
Breene, Nancy Taylor, Winchester
Brewster, Stephen Albert, Elsmere
Brinly, Bonnie Lee, Louisville
Britton, David Michael H, Lexington
Broadhurst, Bennie Jo. Fairdale
Broderick, Gary Blaine" 0., Carlisle
Brooks, David Lawrence, Harrodsburg
Brophy, Marie, Lexington
Brown, Angeletta Luree, Madisonville
Brown, Robert Hawthorne, Hazard
Bruce, Tracy Ann, Cincinnati, OH
Bryden, John Heed, Lexington
Bryson, Albert Manuel", Ashland
Buchanan, Robert Collins, Lexington
Bullock, W. Daniel, Ludlow
Burch, Kathy Ann, Louisville
Burden, Joe Hamilton", Lexington
Burke, Rebecca Sue, Gridley, IL
Burtle, Margo Champion, Fairdale
Burton, Rustina N. 0 ", Charlottsville, VA
Bush, Allen Williams" 0, Louisville
Butler, Duane Terrell, Winston Salem,
NC
Butler, Maureen Ann, Rocky River, OH
Byassee, Lelia Kay, Lexington
Calderwood, Susan Brent"", Charleston,
WV
Camin, Judith A., Wilmington, DE
Cantor, David Marcus, Louisville
Cantrell, Mary Colvert, Smithville, TN
Carney, Dennis Howardu, Ft. Mitchell
Carr, Michael Clinton, Fort Mitchell
Carrico, Phillip Anthony, Owensboro
Carroll, James Barker, Ashland
Carter, Brenda Curran, Lebanon
Carter, John Thomas", Lexington
Cartland, Dorothy Anne, Clinton
Case, Harold Stephen, Lexington
Cattanach, Donna Lynn", Simsbury, CT
Cavanah, Michael Brennan, Henderson
Cawood, Frank Finley IIIfI', Harlan
Caye, Kevin Scott, Anchorage
Cederlof, Ylva Annele, Lexington
Chaffin, Andrew Hammond, Memphis,
TN
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Chapman, Lloyd Norris, Russellville
Charley, Patricia Ann, Lexington
Chenot, Ronald Lee" ", Walton
Christopher, Lori Louise, Sinai
Church, Michael David, Frankfort
Clay, Elizabeth Robin, Louisville
Clayton, Earl Thoroes?", Lakeside Park
Clements, John L.H, Frankfort
Clements, Theresa Gail fI'". Bardstown
Clemons, Gary Dale°fl', Louisville
Close, James Luther, Hopkinsville
Cobb, Natalie Joanne, Louisville
Coblens, Zack Joseph, )r.fI'fI',Lexington
Cochran, Chris Thomas", Ft. Mitchell
Coffey, Phyllis, Stearns
Collier, Elaine Brown", Lexington
Collins, Suzanne Helen" fI',Lexington
Collins, Theodore Edward, Cumberland
Compton, Paula Owen <>, Murray
Congleton, Barbara Bennett, Lexington
Connell, Kevin Andrew, Louisville
Conrad, Rosemary Shields, Hempstead,
NY
Cooper, Michael Lynn, Williamsburg
Corrigan, Michael Emmett, Louisville
Corrington, Paul Craig", Grosse Ile, MI
Covington, Margaret Ann ", Covington
Cox, Larry Ray, Frankfort
Cralle, Lynn Elizabeth, Louisville
Cramer, Jill Ann, Dayton, OR
Crane, Dian Marie, Lexington
Crawford, William Dean", Crestwood
Craycraft, Anthony Hughes, Concord
Cress, Jack Warren, Chattanooga, TN
Crocker, Scott Kenneth, Franklin
Crow, Lillian Catherine, Louisville
Cuadra, Miguel A.fI',Lexington
Curley, Philip Jan, Irwin, PA
Curran, Paul Owen, Lexington
Curry, Bryan Timothy", Lexington
Daniels, Marcia Moseley, Atlanta, GA
Daugherty, Mary Katherine, Union
Davidson, Thomas Fred" " Louisville
Davis, Mary Tohtll" ", Winchester
Decatur, Richard A., Brandenburg
Delafield, Douglas james?", Louisville
Dereamer, John H., Jr. fI',Louisville
Derossett, Timothy D.u, Newport
Dickson, Katherine Lynn, Middlesboro
Docter, Linda Rae, Bellevue
Dolle, Dennis Blase, Louisville
Dombrowski, Susan Jane, Lexington
Domeck, Anne Winifred, Prospect
Donohue, Patricia Ann, Louisville
Dorris, Frances Diane, Louisville
Dorris, Robert Clenn'", Louisville
Doucoumes, Michael Carner" fI',Lexington
Drakos, Janice Talbert, Henderson
Dreger, Susan Jean 00, Garrettsville, OH
Dreidame, Jane Dawson, Cincinnati, OR
Drennon, Willa Margaret, Lexington
Drewitz, Richard Allen, Lexington
Dunn, Virginia Ellen, St. Albans, WV
Dupree, Mary Wellsoo, Frankfort
Durham, Sharon Anno, Louisville
Durrin, Jerry Lee, Jr. (1;, Charleston, SC
Dwyer, Mary-Nell Magdalene", Lexington
Eblen, James Milton?", Hazard
Eddins, Rodney Lee, Frankfort
Edwards, Sharon Middleton, Lexington
Ehardt, David Thomas, Lexington
Ehrman, Susan Renee, Louisville
Eli, Abigail AdamsH, Ashland
Elkins, Arnold Keith, Bedford, IN
Ellis, Edward Fitzgerald" (1;, Frankfort
Ellis, John Wayne, Shelbyville
Ellyson, Stephen Douglas, Louisville
Emig, Nancy Jane, Lexington
English, Alicia MarieH, Louisville
Essig, Ellen Rose, Lexington
Evans, Ann Whayne, Louisville
Evans, Robert Evan 00, Flemingsburg
Everson, Joyce Mary, Barrington Hills, IL
Fairchild, Logan ReidH, Ashland
Fairman, Gary Donald, Reno, NY
Fannin, Amanda Belle, Morehead
Feldman, Melinda Kaye, Louisville
Fields, Florence JenniferH, Lexington
Fields, Gregory Alan, Lexington
Flanders, Karen Elizabeth, Akron, OH
Flegle, Jimmy Len, Jr., Bardwell
Fleming, Allan Foster 0 (1;, Lexington
Fleming, Catherine E.H, Lexington
Frantz, Bruce Rodney, Louisville
Freibert, Martha Catherine, Louisville
Frisby, John Neal, Jr., Ashland
Fritz, Nancy Lynn, Hopkinsville
Fuller, Cynthia Ann, Hopkinsville
Funk, Margaret Lee, Springfield
Gabbard, David L., Booneville
Gabbert, Douglas Craig, Lexington
Gardner, Edward Wayne, Lexington
Garland, James Sherman, Lexington
Garrison, Clemen Clifton, Somerset
Gartin, Michael Gene, Ashland
Gerding, Carla Batts" 0, Louisville
Gilbert, Carol Ann, Pulaski, VA
Gill, Emiline Lee, Lily
Givens, Floyd Ross, Louisville
Goettel, Harry Christopher", Frankfort
Gooch, Betty Jean (I; 0, Stanford
Gowton, K. Keith, Fairless Hills, PA
Grafton, Mikell Taylor, Prospect
Grannis, Paul Townley, Ewing
Gray, Larry Wayne, Buford
Grayson, Deborah Rhea, Louisville
Green, Gary Martin, Lexington
Green, Gary Hay" 0, Louisville
Green, Larry Allen 0 (1;, Henderson
Green, Max Pearson, Louisville
Greene, Michael Hoss'", Louisville
Greer, Warren Gambiel, Jr. 0, London
Gresosky, Michael E. 0 0, Louisville
Griffin, John Thomas, Lexington
Griffin, Toma 0, Frankfort
Grizzle, Charles Leslie", Beech Grove, IN
Guerrant, Barbara Amick, Danville
Gumer, Jeffrey Martin, Louisville
Gutfreund, Mary Frances, Ft. Thomas
Hackney, Deborah Schrader't ", Danville
Hagstrom, Dennis NelsH, Jamestown,
NY
Hale, Ronald, Milwaukee, WI
Hammond, Gail Macy", Madison, WI
Hammond, Nancy Knightn, Mt. Sterling
Hammonds, Iris Homona, Hopkinsville
Hammonds, Pamela Giles, Tulsa, OK
Hammons, Michael Joseph (> 0, Covington
Haney, Lenville DailH, Whick
Hannigan, Gerald Michael, Ashland
Hart, Frank C. III, Sharpsburg
Hartlage, Carol Ann, Louisville
Hatchard, Thomas Michael, St. Louis,
MO
Hatfield, Edith Wilson, Lexington
Hawkins, Lynn Frances, Middletown
Hawkins, Peggy Leigh, Louisville
Hay, Mark Edward, Georgetown
Hayden, Stephen EdwardH, Lexington
Heaberlin, John Charlesu, Paris
Hedges, Eleanoroo, Louisville
Hendrickson, Larry LeoH, Burlington
Hesler, Vieda Charlene, Maysville
Hewlett, Jennifer Anno 0, Madisonville
Hicks, Shirley Ann, Prestonsburg
Higgins, Leonard Wallace IIIH,
Louisville
Hill, James Richard, Louisville
Hill, Suzanne, Jenkins
Hines, John Frederick, Troy, OH
Hoben, Donald Neaf" ", Louisville
Holdren, Sharon Lee", Westerville, OH
Hollan, Frank Wesley, Russell
Holland, Barbara Pepper" 0, Mississippi
State, MS
Holthaus, Mark, Lexington
Holwerk, David Hunter, Lexington
Hood, Beatrice Elizabeth", Lexington
Hood, Cynthia Annu, Lexington
Hopkins, Jane Allen?", Lexington
Hopkins, Nancy Thomas, Englewood
Cliffs, Nj
Horrar, Betty Lynn, Corydon, IN
Hostetler, Terry Keith, Louisville
Howard, Margaret Jean, Frankfort
Howell, Stephanie Levy, New Orleans,
LA
Howerton, Leslie Reid, Louisville
Huggins, Henry Alexander III, Hampton,
VA
Hull, Billie Jeanine, Elizabethtown
Humphrey, Deborah Kay" 0, Paducah
Hyder, Charles Michael, Chattanooga, TN
Hzen, Monty Keefe", Wheaton, MN
Jacobs, Ricky Darrell°c!, Lexington
Jenkins, Nicholas John, Louisville
Jewell, Franklin Perry, Frankfort
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Jewett, Robert William, Basking Ridge,
Nj
Iolles, Alane Ssndra'' ", Fairfax, VA
Jones, Benjamin Joseph, Campbellsville
Jones, Thomas Hunter, Louisville
Jordan, Dean Louis, Ft. Thomas
Jordan, Timothy Delbridge, Louisville
Junk, John Paul, Louisville
Kaelin, Lynn Marie, Middletown
Kaiser, Kristine, Louisville
Karpinsky, Ronald Jayu, Jeffersontown
Karr, Susan Leigh, Corbin
Karrer, William Emil, Louisville
Keels, Cynthia Kim, Lexington
Kelly, Jane Ann, Kettering, OH
Kelsch, Charles Albert, Maysville
Kennan, Patsy Catl" ", Maysville
King, Michael Joseph, Louisville
Kiser, Donald Woodrow, Paris
Klein, Lynn Connelly, Winston, Salem,
NC
Knight, Patrick Hamilton 0, Arlington, VA
Knudsen, Mary Lee, Rocky River, OH
Kochenrath, Albert Franke!0, Louisville
Kopesky, Joseph William, [r., Blackwood,
Nj
Krause, Karen Pamela, Louisville
Kuny, Frederick Billman", Decatur, IL
Kuykendall, Winston Maxwell, Frankfort
Ladusaw, William Allen, Jeffersontown
Lawes, Princess May, Lexington
Lawler, Mark Alan, Centerport, NY
Lee, James DavidC/O,Harlan
Lee, Mark Douglas, Middletown, OH
Legg, Diane Suffridge, Lexington
Legg, William Lester, Lexington
Leonard, Robert Jackson, Harrodsburg
Levee, William ° 0, Ft. Mitchell
Lewis, Leslie EugeneOO, Flemingsburg
Lilly, Nolte Scott Ament" ", Anchorage
Lippman, Gregory Brad", Centralia, IL
Little, Miki Jane, West Prestonsburg
Little, Stephen Dale, Paducah
Looney, Carol Gowen, Sacramento, CA
Louis, Gregory Herbert" ", Louisville
Lovallo, Angela John, Byram, CT
Lowry, Jeanne Elizabeth, Charleston, WV
Loy, David Albert, Louisville
Luby, Patrick Carey, Lexington
Mack, Claire Louise, Norfolk, VA
Magura, Stefan Andrej, Paintsville
Mahank, Camille Nadean, South Bend, IN
Maines, Barbara Louoo, Lexington
Mallios, Molly Stubblefield, Murray
Mann, John Wesley, Prestonsburg
Manning, Mark Arnol, Louisville
Mansfield, Samuel Kenneth, [r-, Arlington,
VA
Marks, Jeffrey Alan, Lexington
Marshall, Patricia L., Lexington
Martin, Charolette Anno, Middlesboro
Martin, Michael Darnall, Lexington
Marx, Alfred Mtchael" ", Valley Station
Matlow, Robert Bruce, Louisville
May, Gary Alan, Prestonsburg
McCallister, Judith Ann"", Morganfield
McCann, Margie Kay, Somerset
McCarthy, Catherine Anne" ", Louisville
McCarty, Gregory Dennis, Fern Creek
McClurken, Kathleen Ann(!(!, Hatboro,
PA
McCormick, Allen Keith, Lexington
McConnick, Larry Scott, Lexington
McCulloch, Marina Carla, Louisville
McCullough, Fernando Stephen(!(!, Mt.
Sterling
McGaughey, Vickie Lynn, Lexington
McGee, Walter Hayden, Louisville
McGruder, Patricia Evelyn, Henderson
McGuire, Amanda Gayle", Louisville
McKeehan, Michael H., Toms River, NJ
McLean, Lynette Enness, Evanston, IL
McMeekin, Martha Smith, Lexington
McMullen, Anne Leffier", Cincinnati, OH
McNiel, Wayne Harold", Winchester
Medley, Gerald Steven, Lebanon
Medve, Donna Jean, Coraopolis, PA
Meier, Larry Allen, Kent, IN
Mellen, Neil Edward, Henderson
Melvin, Carl Maurice, Paintsville
Merritt, Joseph Michael, Pittsburgh, PA
Mertens, Patricia Merz."", Lexington
Meyers, Babette KathleenU, Lexington
Milby, Jeanette Schuster, Elsmere
Millard, Nancy Adams, Louisville
Miller, Donald Edward, [r., Lexington
Millimet, Kathi Ellen", New Cumberland,
PA
Minnich, Diane Lynn, Louisville
Minor, Philip William, Lexington
Mitchell, Johanna Wilke, Radcliff
Mize, John Mitchell, Somerset
Mohn, Danny CraigH, Lexington
Monsour, Paul [ohn", Louisville
Moores, Edward Patrick, Lexington
Morgan, Monica H., Shelbyville
Morgan, Wanda KayQ, Radcliff
Morris, Walter Ramsey, [r., Louisville
Morse, James BruceQQ,Louisville
Maul, David Pieck'", Covington
Mucio, Michael Antonio'":", Lexington
Mullins, Earl Victor, Lebanon
Mulvaney, Neil Anthony, Ashland
Murrin, Anne Frances, Charleston, WV
Nagy, Julia Ann, Matawan, NJ
Neal, Anna BruceQ(!, Lexington
Nechworth, John Albert, Ft. Knox
Nelson, Edward Alva, Owensboro
Nelson, Frederick David, Lexington
Nesbitt, Roger Keith, Louisville
Ness, Victoria K.H, Princeton, NJ
Nickell, Judy Ann, Louisville
Nickles, Ann LeightonH, Cincinnati, OR
Nims, William Cregory", Winchester
Nolan, John Francis, Carneys Point, NJ
Norton, Jackie Lee, Somerset
O'Bryan, Richard Lynn u, Louisville
O'Connell, Kevin RobisonH, Valley
Station
Ogden, Peter W., Louisville
Olson, David Lee, Louisville
O'Neil, Hugh Patrick, Louisville
Ovey, Glycon Lee, [r., Kuttawa
Paige, William Frank, Lexington
Pardue, Diana Ruth Q, Houston, TX
Parker, Robert vVest""(!,Bloomington, IL
Parks, Gail Jeanette, Lexington
Parks, Judith Marlene", Cincinnati, OH
Patton, Florence Charldine, Frankfort
Paulson, Charles Michael, Lexington
Payne, Deborah Elaine, Valley Station
Payne, James William II, Bardwell
Payne, Minor Kay, Lexington
Payton, Edwin Scott, Frankfort
Peak, Robert Custis, Pittsburgh, PA
Peck, Donald Lynn", Paducah
Perkins, Charles Milton, Georgetown
Perryman, Patrice Anne, Louisville
Pesciotta, Elizabeth Ann, North
Brunswick, NJ
Pharo, Randolph Lawrence, Beach
Haven, NJ
Phelps, David W., Middletown
Picklesimer, Lorita Faye, Wurtland
Pinkstaff, Marcy Kay", Bowling Green
Pinsky, Jane Marsha, Margate, NJ
Pirolli, John Paul, Watertown, MA
Platt, Mary Elizabeth, Lexington
Pledger, Margaret Frances" Q, Atlanta,
GA
Plummer, Peter Lee", Lexington
Poole, John Michael", Louisville
Povey, Frederick George III""Q,
Leitchflel
Prewitt, Benjamin Bridgforth", Frankfort
Prus, Joseph Stanley, Glen Cove, NY
Pulliam, Jennifer Lynn, Bloomfield
Badunz, Wayne Scott, Louisville
Ramey, Frank David, Ashland
Rankin, Debra Elaine", Lexington
Ransbottom, Mary Karen, Lexington
Reams, Gerald Brock, Jr.Q, Ashland
Redmon, Jason Castle", Paris
Redmon, Steven Edward Q (!, Louisville
Rees, William Alexander, Fort Mitchell
Reeves, Lee Brian", Bowling Green
Reitman, Timothy M.Q (!, Lexington
Restrepo, Jorge Fernando, Versailles
Reynolds, Arthur M., Jr., Bowling Green
Reynolds, Patricia [o, Cave City
Rice, Steven EdwardH, Lexington
Richardson, Paula Janis, Stab
Richardson, Peggy Lee" Q, Louisville
Ridge, William Charles" Q, Louisville
Riffle, Christy Arm, Chillicothe, OH
Ringstaff, Victoria Ann, Catlettsburg
Risner, Joel Anthony, Dayton, OR
Roberts, Gilbert E., J., Louisville
Robey, Ronald Gerald, Lexington
Robinson, Sandra Estep, Hurley, VA
Roederer, Linda Sue", Prospect
Roederer, Melanie Ann, Newport
Rogers, Pamela Purser, Lexington
Rogers, Stephen Ray, Eddyville
Roper, Robert T., Lexington
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Hose C. Cregory" Q, Louisville
Rose, Donald Ralph (!", Lexington
Rosser, Norma Cady?", Lexington
Routt, Brenda Joyce, Lexington
Rowe, Evelyn Anne" ", Frankfort
Rozier, James Bronson", Louisville
Ruchman, Renee Ramsey, Lexington
Russell, Donald Wayne", Louisville
Ryan, Patricia Marie, Louisville
Rynerson, Earl Bonneau, [r., Winchester
Sailer, Barbara Ann, Westfield, NJ
Samartini, Peggy Ann, Chardon, OR
Sampson, Nancy Katherine, Oak Ridge,
TN
Sandifer, Ellen Murray, Lexington
Sauer, Jeffrey Keith, Maysville
Schaefer, Larry Paul, Louisville
Scheifele, Eleanor Lorraine, Livingston,
NJ
Schenkenfelder, John Charles, Louisville
Schlegel, Michael Clarence, Louisville
Schmidt, Linda Louise, Easton, PA
Scholtz, Margaret Haggin, Louisville
Schrock, Fletcher McMurry, Paducah
Schulz, Valerie Ann, Louisville
Schwagmeyer, Patricia Lynn, Springfield,
IL
Schweet, Shirley Woods, Lexington
Scott, Karrick Wise, Lexington
Sebastian, Billie Mae" ", Lexington
Selle, Elaine Marie Q, Lexington
Semon, Beverly Ann, Madison, WI
Settles, Barry Stuart", Lebanon
Shamloo, Cyrus Kooros, Teheran, Iran
Shea, Patricia Maureen, Media, PA
Shearin, Willard Thomas, New
Providence, NJ
Sheffel, Deborah, Jackson
Shimer, Robert Wilson, Ashland
Shirley, Thomas Keith, Lexington
Shook, Deborah Elizabeth, Adelphi, MD
Shuck, Virginia Kelly, Louisville
Simpson, William Stuart, Monticello
Singleton, Bruce Wayne, Lexington
Sisco, Rose Ellen, West Prestonsburg
Smart, John Scott, Hardinsburg
Smith, Barbara(!(!, Louisville
Smith, Barbara L. Q, Lexington
Smith, Franklin Edward" ", Louisville
Smith, Joyce Elaine, Paducah
Smith, Scarlett L., Frankfort
Sowell, Paula Miller", Lexington
Spangler, Dona GaleQ, Louisville
Spencer, Elizabeth Catlin, Winchester
Spoerl, Robert Edward, Lexington
Sproull, David Michael Q Q, Lexington
Stacy, Dennis EdwardH, Hazard
Staggs, Roy wayne>", Lexington
Starks, Patricia Lee, Louisville
St. Clair, Denise Lynn" ", Columbus, OH
Steinmetz, Christina Fahey?", Ashland
Stengel, Raymond David Q (!, Louisville
Stevens, Nancy Phyl, Princeton
Stewart, Beverly Jane, Louisville
Stewart, Douglas Peter, Lexington
Stidham, Barbara", Lexington
Stockton, Mark jade", Lexington
Stoll, Mary Katherine'[", Nicholasville
Stone, Cassandra Deye, Sharpsburg
Stone, Donald Oene" 0, Lexington
Stopher, Susan Gailu, Louisville
Stratman, Teri Lynne, Louisville
Strohm, Susan Hosey, Hollidaysburg, PA
Strauss, Elaine Allison, Youngstown, OH
Strunk, JanetOO, Hazard
Summe, Eric William, Fort Mitchell
Summe, Suzanne Barbara, Ft. Thomas
Summers, Mary Henry, Metairie, LA
Surmont, Steven Alans ", Lexington
Sweeney, Thomas Beaumont, Lexington
Sysol, Gregory John, Garden City, NY
Taylor, Ronald Russell, Lexington
Taylor, Thomas Kelly", Lexington
Thedford, Jane Aileen, Chattanooga, TN
Theiss, Ellen, Louisville
Thielen, William Anthonv"", Owensboro
Thomas, Andrea Sue, Louisville
Thomas Jacqueline Therese, Lebanon
Thomas, Stephen Cowan 00, Lexington
Thompson, Ann Cosden °Q, Lexington
Thompson, Caroline ElizabethOO,
Lexington
Thompson, Julia King", Lexington
Thompson, Lucinda Wylie":", Lexington
Thurston, Diane", Lexington
Tincher, Robert Bentleyu, Berea
Tobin, John Carleton, Louisville
Todd, Marjorie Helen, Somerset
Todd, William David, Brooksville
Tohill, John Joseph, [r.", Somerset
Tomalavage, Joseph Michael, Cranford,
NJ
Tomasky, Susan Rose, Morgantown, WV
Tomes, Nancy Jane, Louisville
Tooms, Catherine Ann", Lexington
Toy, Diana Staton, Owingsville
Tremere, Kathryn Rairden, Santa Barbara,
CA
Tucker, Terrence Lee, Lexington
Turner, Charles Lloyd, Hazard
Tussey, David Randall, Lexington
Tuttle, Sara Ellen, Lexington
Underwood, Katherine Annen, New
York, NY
Vandiver, Ronald Lee", Stanford
Vanlaningham, Beverly Jeanne, Nitro
VanMeter, John Davtd"", Owensboro
Vatter, Marl Louise, Louisville
Verney, James Charles, Livonia, MI
Vincent, William Ross, [r., Huntington,
NY
Wade, Dee Hamilton, Campbellsville
Wagers, Alan Charles, Lynch
Wagner, Jill Marie't ", Lexington
Walbourn, Edwin Jamesu, EI Dorado,
KS
Walker, Lee Douglas fI ", Louisville
Walter, Linda Jean, Lexington
Waltrip, Judith Walden, Lexington
Watkins, Vickie whtre" ", Baxter
Weatherford, David Lynn, Hopkinsville
Weber, Henry F., Louisville
Weeks, John Hay" ", Lexington
Wegel, Mark, Copiague, NY
Weldon, Frank Edward, Ft. Mitchell
Wellman, Stephen Ashley, Ashland
Westwood, Donna Jean 0, Louisville
Wetmore, James gtephen" ", Lexington
Whedon, Royd Edward", Hackettstown,
NJ
White, John Alden 0, Lexington
White, Pamela Louise" 1:1, Lexington
White, Paul Stephen, Louisville
White, Rita Louise", Lexington
White, Ronald Wadsworth, Lexington
Wicker, Herbert Keith", Lexington
Wickstrom, Margaret Leigh, Louisville
Wiedemann, Robyn Lynn, Cincinnati, OH
Wilcox, Reginald Earl, Ashland
Wilder, David V., Louisville
Williams, Brenda Ann, Louisville
Williamson, Martha Conway, Seattle, WA
Willock, William Charles, [r., Louisville
Wilmoth, Frances Amelia fI 1:1,
Elizabethtown
'Wilson, James Ray", Louisville
Wilson, Lucian Paul, Somerset
Wilson, William David, Carlisle
Wines, Stephen Michael", Louisville
Witzel', Mark Lee" <>,Louisville
Wood, Richard John, Woodbridge, VA
Wright, Michael Albert", Lexington
Young, Jerry Blackburn, Jeffersontown
Young, Kelsa, Hopkinsville
Young, Robert Alva'"", Leitchfield
Zachariah, Sherry, Louisville
Zimmer, James Marshall, Lexington
Zimmerman, Thomas Lee, Louisville
Bachelor of Science
Abell, Charles Chester, Jr., Lebanon
Alford, Kenneth Dwain, Beaver Dam
Allard, William F., Lewisport
Atcher, Dwight David, Louisville
Bachmann, Joseph Edward, Louisville
Baglan, Jean, Carrollton
Bannon, Thomas Michael, Louisville
Beatty, Cynthia Ann, Darien, IL
Beebe, Morris Wilson III, Lexington
Bell, Mary Catherine, Anchorage
Bennett, Dale Aaron, Lexington
Beyerle, Marcus Paul, Louisville
Bierman, Jeffrey Allen, Springfield, IL
Billig, Paul Frederick, Louisville
Blakefield, Ward S.fI 0, Maysville
Block, Francis Joseph lIP, Paducah
Bondurant, William Stewart", Frankfort
Boughton, Jane Amyn, Georgetown
Bowling, Roy Glenn, Manchester
Bowman, Michael Mahin", Frankfort
Brown, Earl Henry, Jr., Bethel Park, PA
Bruning, Jeffy Lee, Louisville
Bruno, Anthony Christopher, Lexington
Burg, Edward Allen, Owensboro
so
Bush, William Spencer, Richmond
Butler, Larry Stephen, Ashland
Cameron, James M., Solon, OH
Carr, Jeffery Stewart, Lexington
Carter, Charles Edward, Radcliff
Carter, Thomas Gregory, Turkey Creek
Cecil, Stephen Gerard, Owensboro
Chellman, Gary john", Indiana, PA
Chesnut, Donald Rader, [r., London
Christopher, Thomas Clafbomes ",
Winchester
Clem, Leo Fay III, Louisville
Coleman, Betty Delacey, Owensboro
Coleman, Larry Bruce, Pikeville
Coleman, Ralph Overton, Hopkinsville
Collins, Howard Douglas, [r., Bellevue
Conley, David Royce, Louisville
Conrad, Gary Richard, Lexington
Conway, William Richer, Cynthiana
Cook, Ronald James, Lexington
Corbett, Karl Arthur, Lexington
Cosby, Steven Lee", Louisville
Cowles, Lansing Smith, Louisville
Craft, Richard jerry", Webster, IN
Creech, John Lewis III, Louisville
Currens, James Calvin 00, Lexington
Dean, Dorothy Huth'"", Pee Wee Valley
Delacey, Mary Ann, Owensboro
Doehnert, David Paul, Millington, NJ
Dorsey, Elizabeth Kramer, Lexington
Downs, Gilbert G., Louisville
Downs, Randy Lee" 0, Cecilia
Driver, Barry Michael, Paducah
Durbin, Ronald Park", Lexington
Dusing, Michael Lee, Covington
East, Paul Douglas", Nicholasville
Edwards, Robert Willis, Prestonsburg
Ellis, Janet Carolyn, Lexington
Embry, James Gilbert, Covington
Fagan, Gary John, Norristown, PA
Faraci, John Patrick, Lexington
Faulkner, William Ballard, Ashland
Filson, James Harold"", Covington
Fink, Diana Faye", Louisville
Fister, Walter Thomas<>°, Lexington
Flannery, Virgil L., Martin
Flynn, Rhoda Kay, Burlington
Fosson, Mark Randall, Ashland
Fredrick, George Anthony, Edgewood
Gee, William Richard, Lawrenceburg
Givens, Stephen Bruce, Beaver Dam
Goetz, Robert Thomas", Louisville
Golliher, John Robert, Paducah
Goodin, Conny Dale, Columbia
Gott, Charles Fred, Bowling Green
Grau, Michael James, Newport
Gray, Terry Cene?", Lexington
Green, Kenneth Eugene, Clarkson
Grigsby, Perry Wayne, Cadiz
Haight, Jerri Lynn <><>, Grayson
Hall, Estill Thone, Jr., McDowell
Hall, Hubert, [r., Whitesburg
Hall, Rodney Alan, Clay City
Hammonds, Donald Norris, Ashland
Hamon, Frederick Lee", Independence
Hardy, Marshall BurwellH, Anchorage
Harrod, Michael wade", Shelbyville
Hedde, Charles Clark, Lawrenceville, IL
Hemlepp, Joanna Cheryl, Ashland
Hoffman, Charles Russell, Jr. (), Louisville
Hogge, Allen Harris, Lexington
Hollin, Walter, Manchester
Hurt, Hobert, Jr.H, Hazard
Hussian, William FullerO(), Lexington
Jackson, Richard Dennis, Louisville
James, Steven Parker, Owensboro
Johnson, Diana Kay0, Lexington
Johnson, Lyman M.H, Louisville
Jones, Douglas Robert, Covington
Jones, James Earl ", Louisville
Jones, Kenny Ray, Corbin
Jones, Thomas Logan, [r., Lexington
Jordan, Mark Rickman, Lexington
Kerns, Dadena, Paintsville
Leet, Terry, Utica
Leslie, Begena Lynn, Lake Worth, FL
Lintner, Philip Warren, Louisville
Lipshultz, Lucy B. Richardson, Franklin
Lloyd, Thomas Joseph, Melbourne
Lowrey, William Stephen, Lexington
Luerman, Stephen Joseph, Middletown
Lyons, Allen T, (), Harrodsburg
Marinaro, Michael Dina, Lexington
Marshall, Phyllis Ann, Lexington
Martin, Dana Ray, Lexington
Mastrangelo, Michael R., Stamford, Ct.
Mathews, Malcolm Roderick lIP' 0,
Louisville
Mathews, Pamela Jane, Elizabethtown
McCombs, John Corbett, Lexington
McDonald, Robert Kenny, Louisville
McElroy, James Davis, Paris
McGuire, Michael Douglas, Ashland
Mcwhorter, James Nicholas, Ashland
Metcalfe, Monty Steven, Lexington
Moore, Carlos Edward, Frankfort
Nekervis, Rebecca Weir, Charleston, WV
Niebauer, Steven Michaeloo, Louisville
O'dell, Joanna Sueoo, Cincinnati, OH
Page, Joseph Wayne", Paducah
Parker, Pamela Elaine, Lexington
Patterson, Betty Allgood, Lexington
Phillips, James L.", Springfield
Price, Earl Raymond 0, Nicholasville
Qualls, James Rodger, Madisonville
Quast, David Christopher, Ft. Mitchell
Ralston, Craig Lehman, Middlesboro
Ratliff, Allen Lynn, Ashland
Ratliff, Deborah Ann, Lexington
Richardson, Nancy Elaine, Lexington
Robinson, William Eugene" 0, Lexington
Royalty, Dale Alan, Danville
Roysden, Jean, Owensboro
Rudolph, Gerald C.0, La Center
Russell, Barry Lynn?", Lexington
Russell, David Powell, Lexington
Sage, Stephen Edward, Louisville
Sanders, Dan Sumner III, Nashville, TN
Saunier, Margaret Ellen" ", Lexington
Selman, William Richmond, St. Matthews
Settle, Paul Cox, Calhoun
Settle, Sheldon Craig" 0, Henderson
Sherman, Gary Joseph, Louisville
Shreve, Ronald Lane, McConnelsville, OH
Shultz, William Tracy, Mt. Sterling
Singler, Margte" ", Louisville
Smith, Ellen Simms, Louisville
Smith, Jeanie Petrasek'' ", Wetumpa, AL
Soileau, Trasimond Daniel, Owensboro
Spain, John Howell, Ashland
Stanley, Deborah Delona, Wheelwright
Stephens, William Downey, Frankfort
Stickel, Robert Eugene, Jr., Lexington
Strain, Michael Lee" 0, Radcliffe
Streable, Gary Wayne, Shelbyville
Sudduth, William joseph" ", Frankfort
Summe, Christopher Louis", Ft. Mitchell
Sutherland, Joshua Price, [r., Lexington
Szymanski, Conrad Dean, Gilbertsville
Tasman, David, Louisville
Taylor, Michael Alan", Jeffersontown
Thomas, Hazel Ollie, South Charleston,
WV
Wachs, Thomas Charlesoo, Florence
Wahner, Hermann Jose, Oak Grove
Waldenmayer, Jeffery Jon, Georgetown
Walker, James Kenneth, Cox's Creek
Weber, Patricia Ann, Ringoes, NJ
Weedman, Deborah Lynn, Louisville
Wells, Robert Clab-", South Shore
Whaley, Allen Keith", Lehigh Acres, FL
Wheaton, Richard Meade, Catlettsburg
White, John Robert, Marion
White, Timothy Joe, Lexington
Whitehead, Raymond Thomas, Bellevue
Wilkie, Lawrence Elliott", Lexington
Woolley, Robert Barkley, Paducah
Yeakle, Robert Scott, Hamilton, OH
Zibell, Scott Hamilton, Somerset
Zwischenberger, Joseph Bertram,
Anchorage
Bachelor of General Studies
Allison, John Wayne, Louisville
Arrasmith, Gerald Ray, Erlanger
Astle, Richard Dale, Richmond
Atkinson, Morgan Cook, Louisville
Ayres, Lee A., Farmington, MI
Baker, Keith Douglas, Ashland
Ball, Larry W. 0, Mayfield
Barsz, Nicolette, Schiller Park, IL
Bates, Gregory Scott" ", Collingswood, NJ
Bechtel, Barbara Lynn, Lexington
Bell, Elizabeth Mitchell, Louisville
Bennett, Bill Robert, Ashland
Bleidt, Barry A., Lexington
Brlngardner, Edward Smith, Lexington
Brown, William Rodes, Lexington
Buckner, Mary Ellen"", Winchester
Bunch, Gary Paul" , Lexington
Bush, Marvin Thomas, Harold
Bynum, Carolyn Ann, Louisville
Campbell, Katharine Rodes, Lexington
Carpenter, Jackie Dean", Carlisle
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Carpenter, Kathy Diane" ", Louisville
Childers, William Edward, Somerset
Clark, Daniel Rayo 0, Louisville
Cole, Basil, Jr. °(),Lexington
Coy, Fred E., Louisville
Davin, Robert Jordan, Louisville
Davis, Britt K, Ocoee, FL
Denny, Patricia Lynn, Cincinnati, OH
Doyle, Charles Patrick" 0, Lexington
Dunaway, Gary Duane, Louisville
Dunbar, Michael Alan, Lexington
Duncan, Kendal Morris", Lexington
Durham, Kenneth Larry" 0, Louisville
Durham, Mary Johanna, Louisville
Edwards, Katherine LynneO(), Atlanta,
GA
Embry, Ronald Lee, Louisville
Erickson, Richard Beau, Flossmoor, IL
Evans, William Ronald, Murray Hill, NJ
Fadell, Joseph Ed, Louisville
Fadell, Mary Celeste, Louisville
Fairchild, [ohn Dennis", Paintsville
Fern, Kenneth, Jr.4-0, Flemingsburg
Fisher, Charlotte Wenzel", Lexington
Foote, John Robert4-0, Ft. Wright
Fuller, Larry Edward, Louisville
Furrow, Jerry Allen °(),Washington, DC
Galbraith, Louis Gatewood, Lexington
Galloway, Samuel Chaffin, jr." ", Oneida,
TN
Gehringer, William Lewis, Lexington
Goff, Bobby Hayes, Bardstown
Golden, Kenneth Lee, Pittsburgh, PA
Greaves, Glenn Martin", Lexington
Griffith, Gail Ellen, Louisville
Gurnee, James Michael, Lexington
Hanson, David Peter, Bowling Green
Hardesty, Laurence Thomas, Louisville
Hensley, Robert Gregory, Lexington
Herrick, Mark Wallace, Lexington
Hibbert, Philip Blair, Lewisburg, WV
Hicks, John Lewts" ", Louisville
Hill, Elizabeth Marylyn, Louisville
Hill, Joseph Richard, Bardstown
Hill, Kevin D. °0, Lexington
Hoge, Catherine Leslie, Lexington
Hunter, Clifford Kern, Madisonville
Hunter, David Bryan, Louisville
Isaac, Sheila Rosemary, Lexington
Ishmael, Darrell Lewis, Mt. Sterling
Jackson, David Straughan, Louisville
Johnson, Larry Jansen, Virgie
Jones, John Hume, Ekron
Jones, Richard Alan", Lexington
Jordan, William Alan, Louisville
Joy, John Marvinu, Wilmore
Kahoe, Patricia AnnO(), Yellow Springs,
OH
Kearns, Bruce Lionel, Louisville
Kefauver, Anna Lee" ", Braddock
Heights, MD
Kelly, William BradleyO(), Lexington
Kemper, Donald Edward, Covington
King, Robert Michael, Xenia, OH
Klausing, Bruce Leonard, Louisville
Knight, Dianna Carper", Louisville
Kouka, John Frederick, Western Springs,
IL
Kreger, Michael John, Louisville
Kunk, Peter Albert, Springfield, OR
Kuscevich, Michael Edward, Fredonia
Lange, Richard Allen" ", Frankfort
Latimer, Bettie JeanQQ, Lexington
Lawfer, Manzie R.* Q, Lexington
Link, Linda Carol *Q, Lexington
Lipman, Robert Straus, Nashville, TN
Lipshultz, Alfred Jay, Lexington
Lowman, Edwin Bruce II, Ashland
Mackey, Floyd Gene, Lexington
McClellan, Cathy Lee, Louisville
McClellan, Patricia Aileen, Louisville
McCoy, Joanna, Grayson
McEwan, Chandler Scott, Cynthiana
McHatton, Dan Tinsley, Lexington
McNeill, Roy Louis, [r., Ludlow
Merritt, Thomas Elltott'' ", Lexington
Mertens, Theodore James, [r.", Lexington
Miles, William Arey, Lexington
Morrow, John David IV, Louisville
Moss, Allen FrancisQQ, Louisville
Mulloy, Hugh Patrick, Lexington
Myles, Stephen Carl" ", Winchester
Nelson, William Odie, Brandenburg
Newman, Terry Wayne, Lexington
Parrott, Tom, Cumberland
Pollittee, William DennisQQ, Harlan
Powell, Charles Steven, Madisonville
Pritchett, David William, Louisville
Pursell, Steven Howard, Louisville
Rebsamen, Kim Pamela, Lexington
Roberts, Lonnie William, [r., Ashland
Rocke, James Michael, [r., Lexington
Roddick, Charles William", Springfield,
IL
Roddick, Michael Alan, Lexington
Hyle, Stanley Elmore, Lexington
Saladino, Thomas George, Rolling
Meadows, IL
Sandrick, John Edward, Wheaton, IL
Schculties, Daniel Leroy, Highland
Heights
Schwenterley, James wtlhem" ",
Newport
Scruggs, Steve Dupre"", Atlanta, GA
Sears, Alan Edward, Lexington
Seeger, Burr Richard, Bardstown
Serini, Shirley Ann, Highland, NY
Shields, James Everette, Morrison, TN
Shields, Phillip Dane, Henderson
Siegel, Jules Murray, Maplewood, NJ
Sitzler, Edward Rodgers, jr., Louisville
Skees, Ronald joseph"", Elizabethtown
Smith, Michael Kirkland, Louisville
Sparr, John William, Liberty
Sparrow, Danny R., Corinth
Spears, Charles Andrew"", Pikeville
Stanley, Paul Sigmund, Lexington
Story, Michael Lynn, Lexington
Stumbo, Gregory Damron", Prestonsburg
Tackett, Dana Elaine, Lexington
Tenney, Elizabeth Goodwin, Lexington
Thompson, Patricia Anne, APO NY
Threlkeld, Thomas G" [r., Russellville
Todd, Gwendolyn Anneu, Earlington
Tolliver, Walter Allen, Annapolis, MD
Vatter, William Steven *Q, Louisville
Walker, Frederick Lyle, jr. Lexington
Waters, David Bruceu, Malvern, PA
Watts, Jack Wayne, Hickman
Weis, Robert Terry, Valley Station
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Weller, David Lee, Newport
Whipple, Helen Luctlle" ", Lexington
Wieting, Earl Kenneth, jr.", Newark, NJ
Williams, William Michael, Ashland
Winner, Edward James*o, Louisville
Wittwer, Leslie Paul, Crestwood
Young, Chester Raymond, jr.,
Williamsburg
Bachelor of Music
Derrick, James Michael", Church Hill, TN
Farrar, Cathy McGlassono, Riclunond
Kutzlo, John StevenOO, Wheeling, WV
Phillips, Alice Mae, Madisonville
Rosenberg, Michael Alan, Mt. Sterling
Swainhart, Christopher Hoy", Akron, OH
Wallace, Carroll Lewis**, Greenville
Wilson, Leslie Long", Lexington
Wyche, Candyce Selley, Weston, MA
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Bowling, Monnie jo, Madison, IN
Davis, William Gary, Lexington
Frank, Mary Louise, Corydon, IN
Franklin, Huston Dale", Ludlow
Gerding, John Frederick, Southgate
Grannis, Susan Gail, Flemingsburg
Herron, J0 Ellen, Lexington
Hicks, Anne Hurley, Lexington
Kuhl, Carey D., Parkersburg, WV
Prichard, Janice Louise, East Point, GA
Rickard, Lea Caryl, Owensboro
Riker, James Elwin, Lexington
Rohn, Nancy Christine, Glenwood, IL
Sabel, Brenda Filer, Paris
College of Agriculture
Dean: Charles Elmer Barnhart
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
Abell, Edward Allen"", Louisville
Alexander, Ricky Len~"', Mayslick
Alexander, Walter Joseph II, Louisville
Allnutt, Benoni Dawson, J r., Poolesville,
MD
Althoff, C. E. '"", Lexington
Anderson, James Dwain, Stanton
Arnold, Thomas Randall, Hopkinsville
Balden, Madge CooP"', Danville
Bedau, Carola Anneliese, Coraopolis, PA
Boice, Michael Alfred, Louisville
Boswell, Elizabeth Ann, Henderson
Brand, Thomas Dennis, Louisville
Brinkmann, Michael Charles, Covington
Brown, James Larry, Lebanon
Brown, Margaret Gail, Dayton, OH
Bryan, Todd Andrew" ", Springfield, IL
Bryant, Charles Morrison, Louisville
Burris, Edgar Stanley, Hustonville
Buse, Jane Barrett, Cincinnati, OH
Bush, Michael W:.I", Pleasureville
Cady, Shannon LeeH, East Moline, IL
Call, Ronnie c., Bardstown
Carroll, Robert William, Lexington
Carter, Cary Wayne, Paris
Casper, Norvin Lee, Jr.", Louisville
Castle, Carry William, Paintsville
Catlett, Jerry Dale, Harrodsburg
Chester, Kathleen Vaughan, Hampton,
VA
Chowning, Donald Lee"o, Bloomfield
Clements, David Edward, Waverly
Conley, Thomas James, Louisville
Conner, Charles Thomas, Cynthiana
Conrad, Louis Monroe III, Falmouth
Crabtree, Donald S.", Mt. Sterling
Dartt, Richard Myron, Harrodsburg
Davie, [anine HeItzelH, Hopkinsville
Davis, Bruce H."'o, Monticello
Deutsch, George Arden, Louisville
Dice, Edwin Michael, Lexington
Dixon, Kirk Davis, Fulton
Dossett, David Vernon, Henderson
Eades, Donald William, Lexington
Florence, Gregory Coodin, Bardstown
Ford, John Stark, Maysville
Foree, John Bairdoo, New Castle
Furnish, Lewis B., Cynthiana
Censheimer, Richard Alan, Louisville
Gohlke, Tom Martino, Portland, OR
Gough, Shirley Prebil, Elmhurst, IL
Green, Richard Clyne, Lexington
Greenhorn, David Scott" 0, Waynesville,
OH
Hafley, Joseph Eugene, Hustonville
Hall, Jimmy HarveyH, Stanton
Hamilton, Lowell G.oo, Pikeville
Hancock, Terry Lee l> ", Bedford
Hardin, David Howard, Burkesville
Harris, Ikey Dale, Russell
Hatcher, Charles Lee II, Alexandria
Hays, Philip Edward °0, Gray Hawk
Henning, Steven Alan, Hawesville
Henry, Richard Keith, Dry Ridge
Hensley, Marvin Lynn, Oneida
Henson, Gregory Thomaso"" Lexington
Hernandez, George A.e", Lexington
Hilton, Kenneth B., Summit
Hobbs, Paul Jerome, Ekron
Holbrook, William M. II, Ashland
Holtzchaw, Emmitt Ballard"'''', Lancaster
Houchin, Royce Alvin, Brownsville
Houchin, William Alan" 0, Finchville
Howell, Rezin Gist, Mt. Sterling
Hudson, Sammie Joe, Nancy
Huesing, Barry L."'''', Ft. Thomas
Hume, John Dawson"", Louisville
Hurst, Jeffrey P., South Dayton, NY
Hurter, John David, Owensboro
Jackson, Charles Michael, Maysville
Johnson, Aaron Ray, Bonnieville
Johnson, Jayne Margaret, Chicago, IL
Kalotkin, Sandra 0, Passaic, NJ
Keen, C. Kenneth" 0, Louisville
Kelly, Rodney Dale, Georgetown
King, David Alexander, Danville
Klingenfus, Eddie Cari'" ", Crestwood
Kroll, Dale Lee':>,Salem, NJ
Lacefield, Eugene C. ", Louisville
Lamar, Don Miller, Lexington
Lawrence, Dwight David" ", Louisville
Leick, Ronald Edward" 0 , Melbourne
Lein, Jonathan M., Fayetteville, NY
Leppert, Eugene Edele" 0, Lexington
Love, Michael Douglas, Lexington
Lunderman, Malcolm Howard, Kettering,
OH
Major, James BronaughO"', Hickman
Mangeot, Brad Louis, Shively
Martin, James Nicholas, Madisonville
Martin, Stephen L.H, Melbourne
Mattingly, Thomas Mrchael" ", Lebanon
May, Garry Franklin, Salem
McCarthy, Maria Ann, Louisville
McClure, Sara, Bloomington, IL
McDonald, Robert Anthony, Louisville
McNew, Joseph K., Salyersville
Miller, Timothy Lowry, Sacramento
Millikan, Michael Bryant, Eddyville




Moore, Nathan Lewis, Elizabethtown
Moore, Robert Stephenson, Jr., Danville
Moore, Yvonne Kettring.:>.:>,Middletown
Mynhier, Deborah Jean, Lexington
Nail, Jo Carolme" ", Louisville
Neikirk, William Russell, Somerset
Nelson, Cary Charles, Melbourne
Oak, Jerry Monroe", Bedford
Oldfield, Brenda Sue" ", White Oak
Opheikens, Clint H., Loma Linda, CA
Pneltz, Wade Edward, Georgetown
Patterson, Ford Allen", Mt. Sterling
Peterson, William josepb" ", Loretto
Pogue, Deborah Altman, Greensburg, IN
Pollitt, Caleb" "', Flemingsburg
Poole, Harold Brent, Frankfort
Pope, James Richard, Lexington
Price, John Harvey, [r., Shepherdsville
Pryor, Edgar Muncey II, Lacie
Quisenberry, Mary jean", Emden, IL
Radford, Leslie Frank", Burkesville
Rankin, David Paul, Danville
Haynolds, Gary Coodan"", Springfield,
IL
Rexroat, Charles Atlee, Russell Springs
Rice, Cabe Mtchelson" ", Ft. Thomas
Rice, John Pogue, Mayslick
Richey, David Michael':>"',Bremen
Roberts, Larry G.H, Faubush
Roush, Randall William, Lynchburg, OH
Rowland, Charles JeffH, London
Russell, David C., Danville
Russell, Michael Eugene"'''', Russellville
Rutledge, David Wayne, Georgetown
Salmon, Gary Robert, Oxford, OH
Sample, Randall Lee, Harlan
Sanger, Joseph Davis, Hickman
Schrader, Gary Warner, Alexandria, VA
Schroder, Marcia Ann, Lexington
Shaughnessy, Lee C., Louisville
Sheperd, Jacquelyn Elizabeth, Oxon
HiIl,MD
Slone, Darrell Bentley, Paintsville
Slone, Hobert" 0, Garner
Smith, Clifton Richard" "', Winchester
Smith, George Clark, Lexington
Smith, Jerry LynnO"', La Grange
Smith, john Emerson, New Castle
Smith, Kirby Louis Bernard e"', Louisville
Southerland, Roger Cayle"", Rochester
Spears, Jerry Wayne""", Scottsville
Spencer, John M., Pine Ridge
Stark, Charles Robert, Jr., Cecilia
Sterling, Wayne Sherwood, Salisbury, MD
Sutton, James Michael, Nicholasville
Thomas, Franklin Boyd, Herndon
Trebolo, Stephen Thomas, Brodhead
Tucker, Paul Lynn" ", Cynthiana
Walker, Donnie Lee, Louisville
Wallace, Charles Edward, Louisville
Walters, Leslie Mark, Shelbyville
Wander, Jeffrey [ay"", White Oak, PA
Weddle, George Christopher, Liberty
Wessels, James Edward, [r., Lexington
Wilson, Charles Monroe, Portland, IN
Wilson, Marvin Leefl fI, Iuka
Wolfram, Shannon Albertflfl, Lexington
Bachelar af Science in Farestry
Bailey, Wayne PeterU, Elizabethtown
Beard, James Gilbert, Jr. l> l>, Lewisport
Bernard, Michael Lee" lit, Lexington
Beverley, Robert Russell (/, Prestonsburg
Clary, Anthony Dale, Spottsville
Dehoop, Cornelis Folkert, Richmond
Frcunfelker, Jane Leslie flo, Allentown, PA
Hatfield, Gregory Allen, Winchester
Heslop, John William, Belleville, IL
Hill, Larry Dean, Relief
Hurst, James Edwin, Jr., Louisville
Leonard, David Eugene, Louisville
Lewis, jerry", Lexington
Mason, Ralph Roger, Covington
McGraw, Dennis Keith, Louisville
Nolan, Robert Eugene", Cumberland
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Osborne, Thomas Alton, Jr., Paducah
Patrick, William Franklin, Louisville
Rawlings, Henry Weatherly II flo , Louisville
Ray, Jason Eitel, Vine Grove
Robinson, Gene Murray, Valley Station
Ryan, O. Russell, Walton
Schroder, Charles John, Highland Heights
Shearer, Michael Terry, Louisville
Smith, Edward, Putney
Somers, Robert Coplin, Jr., Jeffersontown
Turner, Donald William, Louisville
VanHook, Larry Wayne, Eubank
Wheeler, William Charles, [r., Louisville
Worth, Gale Alan, Owensboro
College of Engineering
Dean: James E. Funk
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural
Engineering
Carolan, Dennis KeithflO"', Liberty
Carter, Danny, Lockport
Hazle, Terry Wayne, Sonora
Howell, Hollis Kyle, Island
Koenig, Mark Edward, Covington
Rankin, Barry Dean, Danville
Tipton, Michael Dale" ", Shelbyville
Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Adams, Thomas Tunstall, [r., Lexington
Anderson, Richard Kent, Cynthiana
Baker, Larry Irvin, Princeton
Beverly, Russell Howard, [r.", Bethlehem
Brammer, Shelby Thomas, Jr., Monticello
Brown, J. Robert, Ft. Thomas
Carlton, Charles Henrvs ", Maceo
Collett, James Andrew, Florence
Combs, Robert Herald, Beattyville
Cross, Stephen Lewis, Paris
Dewitt, Terry Aster, Rineyville
Dickens, Eugene John, Fort Mitchell
Eckler, James Harry, Dry Ridge
Finnell, Gregory Keith, Covington
Garrison, Kenneth Alan~~, Newport
Gibson, Luther V" [r., West Point
Glass, Gary Lee, North Canton, OH
Green, David Allen, Arlington
Livesay, Harold Steven, Scottsville
Martin, Douglas Donald", Louisville
Mattingly, Edward Albert, Glasgow
Mefford, Michael Wayne, Stamping
Ground
Moore, Howard Francis, Louisa
Nagel, Alan F., Paducah
Payne, Robert Anthony, Henderson
Peterson, Gregory Lynn, Lebanon
Poynter, Cynthia Dianne" ". Elsmere
Hahn, Randall Albert" 0, Lexington
Schierberg, Gordon Hay" 0, Covington
Schueller, Thomas joseph" 0, Princeton
Sweat, Charles Benedict, Shepherdsville
Thomas, Ronald Lee, Rush
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Allen, Terry Owen, Vine Grove
Aparicio, Hugo Hene?", Lexington
Baylosis, Romeo Balmores" 0, Manila
Philippines
Bevins, Bruce ClintonOo, Huntington,
WV
Black, Fred Carl, Lexington
Blackburn, Donald David, Berea
Blandford, George Elbert, Elizabethtown
Booth, David Holden, Grayson
Bowman, Walter Lynn, Lexington
Braley, Thomas Ellis, Huntington, WV
Bryant, Charles Edward, Louisville
Bryenton, Donald Lee, Medina, OR
Calvin, Ananias III, Louisville
Cannon, William Edwin 0, Corbin
Carter, James Arthur", Louisville
Crawford, Gary Thompson, Carlisle
Cummins, Robert Clayton, Eddyville
Dempsey, Westley Wayne, Adairville
Dougherty, Michael Lee, Hopkinsville
Downey, Larry Wayne, Frankfort
Duncan, Gary wallace" ", Kuttawa
Dungan, Robert james", Lexington
Gaynor, Ronald Kevin, Owensboro
Gilbreath, Robert Dean", Lexington
Hagan, John Michael°""', Bardstown
Hamilton, Raymond David", Louisville
Hayes, Edward Vernon, Flatwoods
Hays, Phillip Rayoo, Paducah
Heck, Larry Dennis", Louisville
Howlett, Charles Stevenoo, Glendale
Huff, Dewey Davido, Somerset
Hyatt, Ronald Lee, London
Johnson Samuel Sherman't ", Blair
Jones, James David, Ashland
Justice, Johnny Ray, Pikeville
Keeling, John Joseph, Springfield
Lee, David Samuel, Louisville
Lee, Mickey Regan °0, White Plains
Leggett, Harold Mcgfonell" ", Lexington
Lyons, Austin Earl, Jr., Cynthiana
Manley, Joseph Alanoo, Owingsville
Martin, Rod HartOO, Paducah
Maurer, Charles Edwardoo, Lexington
May, Robert Benjamin, jr., Louisville
McCann, Willie" 0, Shelbyville
McCoy, James Charles, Louisville
McCraith, Ronald Earl", Lexington
McElroy, John Henry ° , Louisville
McGlone, James G, Grayson
McIntire, Joseph Richardoo, Bardstown
McKinley, Steven Charlesoo, Ft. Mitchell
McMurray, Larry Gene, Bardstown
Miller, James Robert, Smithland
Miracle, Gary Daleoo, Pineville
Monson, Barry Allens ", Independence
Moore, Ewell Thomas, jr., Mt. Sterling
Munday, Michael Lewis, Crofton
Omohundro, Richard WayneOO, Salt Lick
Patton, Philip Wayne'i ", Fordsville
Pence, Joseph Allenoo, Owensboro
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Plunkett, William Allau"", Covington
Powell, Harold Wayne", Liberty, IN
Price, Sandra Marieo 0, Bardstown
Pyles, J ames Leslie, Shelbyville
Pyles, Joseph Conradus" 0, Shelbyville
Robinson, Garett, Mouth Card
Rosa, Keno Doo" ", Louisville
Sanders, Barry Clyn"", Carrollton
Schomaker, Thomas Joseph °0, Newport
Servis, David Bradley, Jamestown, NY
Sexton, Donald Lee, Drift
Simms, Michael Louis III, Louisville
Smith, Michael joe'' ", Williamsburg
Stagner, Charles Evanoo, Frankfort
Steller, Thomas Raymond, Highland Hgts.
Stephan, Joseph Mayhall", Lexington
Stolz, Lawrence Martin". Florence
Studer, James Leroy, Coldspring
Sturgeon, Robert Clay, Paris
Sutherland, Richard KeithU, Simpsonville
Taylor, Steven Dwain, New Castle
Topmiller, Joseph K''', Covington
Walker, Thomas Penceoo, Stanford
Ware, Robert Wayne'" 0, Lexington
Wathen, James Hamilton, Owensboro
Williams, Dwight" 0, Flatwoods
Wilson, Howard Brent" 0, Somerset
Yost, Michael Irvin" 0, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Andress, Michael Allenoo, Newport
Baxter, Gary Lynn, Harrodsburg
Bush, Fred Howard II, Pineville
Charlton, Charles Ronald, Paducah
Cleaver, David wtlltnm'' ", Flatwoods
Compton, John Isaac, Pikeville
Darland, Michael Edward" 0, Harrodsburg
Donahue, Kenneth Hay" 0, Flemingsburg
Eckman, Steven Douglas" ",
Lawrenceburg
Feather, Arthur Edward, Paducah
Fisher, William Mueller, Gilbertsville
Garland, Donnie Phillip, Middlesboro
Green, Dennis George, Erlanger
Haegele, Ebert Francis" "",Covington
Hancock, Avery Lee, Fulton
Hand, Philip TuckerH, Jutland, NJ
Harpe, Stephen Wayne, Lewisport
Helson, Ronald Barry"", Owensboro
Herricks, Dennis Michael, Frankfort
Hickman, John Thomas, jr., Cynthiana
Hunt, Ernest Leon, Princeton
Jackson, Bobby Gene, Slaughters
Kellogg, John Robert, Louisville
King, Jerry Lynn'i ", Cynthiana
Kohler, Robert Howard, Jr.l>O,Louisville
Laffoon, George Herbert, Madisonville
Lemmon, Joseph Charles, Falmouth
Lewis, James Dwight, Greenville
Lynch, Milton Hay" 0, Paducah
Magruder, William WayneH,
Shepherdsville
Manning, William Harry, Newport
Maynard, Nelson McKenziel>O,Maysville
McDonald, Glenn Michael" ", Paducah
McKnight, Jack wavne" ", Flatwoods
Meaux, Clement Louis" l>,Harrodsburg
Medina, Jorge Eduardo":", Charlotte, NC
Meredith, Gary Thomas", Kingston
Moody, Wesley Bonald" ", Radcliff
Newland, John Edward", Lexington
Nicolakis, Tasos S.", Lexington
Pate, Robert Lewis", Hixson, TN
Pratt, Warren Clark, Hindman
Reed, Raymond Richard, Paintsville
Reid, Joseph Bryan l>l>,Louisville
Roberts, Arthur Rayoo, Trenton
Sanders, Philip Morgan e0, Elizabethtown
Schoo, Thomas Leonard, Dayton
Schwab, Douglas Alan", Dayton
Shepherd, Roger Deen" ", Millersburg
Sidebotton, Donald Lee, Louisville
Smith, Randy Lee, Henderson
Sparrow, Rickey Lynn" ", Harrodsburg
Sum, Sin Kwan, Hong Kong
Thomas, Edwin Kent" ", Lexington
Thompson, Charles Ronald, Lawrenceburg
Ticknor, William Glen, Lexington
Wellman, Jerry Lee?", Louisa
Yelton, Kevin Paul, Erlanger
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Aminlari, Masoud"", Shiraz-Iran
Arnett, Robert Nelson°l>, [eflersontown
Ballard, Otis Jerome" 0, Bardstown
Banta, William Thomas, Pleasureville
Bates, James Martin, [r., Lexington
Bichlmeir, Wayne Louis, Fort Thomas
Boone, Paul Joseph, Louisville
Caldwell, James Ronald, Raywick
Cornwell, Winfred Timothy" 0, Ashland
Day, George Boyd, Jr.oo, Maysville
Drake, Kevin Hobert? 0, Lexington
Drake, Samuel Coleman, Bloomfield
Duncan, Patricia Elaine, Lawrenceburg
Dunsmore, Harold Edmund, Jr.H,
Versailles
Durham, Donald Delanos ", Lexington
Fletcher, Ernest Lee, Lexington
Ford, Don Marshallu, Campbellsville
Freeman, Richard Edwin l>", Williamsburg
Gambill, Kenneth Robertl>l>,Louisville
Gray, Ernest Robin, Jr.u, Winchester
Groth, Barry john" ", Lexington
Halcomb, F. Joe, Scottsville
Hammers, Kyle Duvall, Madisonville
Harris, William Gary, Owingsville
Hine, Charles F.l>O,Lexington
Hoffman, Kenneth Herbert" l>,Cincinnati,
OH
Huber, Dennis P.l>O,Newport
Humble, Ronald DaleH, Somerset
Johnson, Marvin Clenn" ", Hi Hat
Kearney, William Thomas III, Lexington
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Kerrick, E. Wasson'' ", Owensboro
Khambanonda, 'Tnntt" ", Bangkok
Thailand
King, Lawrence, [r., Harlan
Kinman, Thomas Earl, Southgate
Lierman, Thomas Cregory" 0, Ft. Wright
Livingston, David Herbert°l>, Wilmore
Long, Henry Clav" ", Stanford
Marshall, Robert Gary, Frankfort
Mobley, Lynn Edwinl>O,Owensboro
Moreman, David Bruce, Brandenburg
Norvell, Kenneth Gary, Corbin
O'Brien, William Ben, Paducah
Pacenta, Richard Steven, Akron, OH
Phillips, George Edward, [r., Louisville
Poor, Ronald Dain, Edinburg, IL
Powell, Glen Ellis, London
Salsbury, Donald Mnck"", Greensburg
Sawdy, Jack OrinH, Valley Station
Smiley, Alex Foster, Somerset
Sutherland, Sidney Brooks, Mayfield
Wade, Charles Harmon, Lexington
Wall, Donna Gayle, Fulton
Yarbrough, Robert James, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Metallurgical
Engineering
Benjamin, [aye Erwin, University
Heights,OH
Keylor, Harold Bernard, [r., Woodsfield,
OH
Owen, William Steven, Paducah
College of Education
Dean: George W. Denemark
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Adams, Beverly Jean, Bardstown
Adams, James Ollis" ", Louisville
Adams, Jeannie Gray, Louisville
Ahrens, Chris A., Louisville
Akridge, Joseph Earl, Louisville
Alaman, Paul Richard, North Wales, PA
Allen, Lee Reeves" 1:1, Emience
Altieri, Patricia Ann, Louisville
Altimier, Debra Lynn, Ashland
Alves, Pamela Elizabeth°<l, Henderson
Amberg, [ane"", Hickman
Anderson, Charles Eric, Louisville
Ard, Zella Elaine, Somerset
Armstrong, Kathy Lynn, Shepherdsville
Armstrong, Rosemary, Ashland
Ashley, Deborah Keleen, Louisville
Ashley, Ronald Edward" ", Louisville
Ashworth, Cynthia Leeo I), Erie, PA
Augustyn, Barbara Frances" <I, Lexington
Avery, Kenneth La Rue", Chicago
Axford, Cynthia Jane, Rocky River, OH
Bach, Bonnie Sue""", Goshen, NY
Bailey, Stephen Francis" 0, Lexington
Baker, David Elliott, Somerset
Baker, jacalyn R.0, Lexington
Baker, Mary Christine, Lexington
Barnes, Larry Dennis", Louisville
Bartolutti, Pamela Jean, Louisville
Barry, Linda Milleroo, Erlanger
Batovsky, Catherine M" Louisville
Bauer, Cherie Lynn, Tiffin, OH
Beal, Marsha Lynne, Lexington
Beck, Carol Janeoo, Louisville
Becker, Ann Maryoo, Cold Spring
Becker, Frank Thomas, Lexington
Beeler, Cathy Lou, Elizabethtown
Begley, Phyllis Ann, Hazard
Beisel, John Robert, Elizabethtown
Belanger, Kathryn Ann, Louisville
Bell, Mary Romula, Louisville
Bennett, Deborah Ann""", Harrisburg, PA
Bentley, Ann Trower, Harrodsburg
Bentley, Lela Holbrook?", Lexington
Berman, Rita Marlene, Louisville
Bernstein, Cheryl Ann, Brooklyn, NY
Berrick, Jan Davidoo, Far Rockway
Berry, Steven Powell""", Port Royal
Bertram, Elizabeth Nourse, Vanceburg
Bidwell, Mary Lynn", Georgetown
Biliter, James Thomasoo, Lexington
Bishop, Naomi Jean, Lexington
Black, Kathleen, Prospect
Bland, Joseph HughOO, Lexington
Blanton, Brenda Carol, Paintsville
Blanton, Catherine", Ashland
Bordner, Corine Estelle, Louisville
Borgrneier, Diane Marie, Louisville
Botkin, Janet Carol, Lexington
Bow, Ronald Leon, Glendale
Bowers, Cecilia Campbell", Battle Creek,
MI
Bowles, Karla Darcy, Maysville
Bowling, Kathleen Diane, Louisville
Bowling, Susan Marie, Louisville
Bowman, Paula [o, Berea
Bowsher, Joseph E., Lexington
Boyatt, Iva Dean, Lexington
Brackman, Peggy L. 0, Russell
Branham, Carolyn Simpson, Wheelwright
Brannen, Catherine Anne [ones",
Lexington
Breathitt, Linda Kay, Hopkinsville
Brennan, Timothy Michael, Louisville
Bresler, Louise M."", Owensboro
Brown, John William 111°, Lexington
Brownlee, Phyllis AnnO<>,Pittsburgh
Bruns, Patricia Kase" ", Lexington
Bryan, Lois Kennedy, Monticello
Budden, Priscilla Szekely" 0, Lexington
Buechel, Carol Sue" 0, Ft. Mitchell
Buerger, Michele Marie", Chicago, IL
Buford, Carol Tweeddale, Nicholasville
Burden, Cherri McFarland, Lexington
Burgess, Gordon Hager, Ashland
Burke, Susanoo, Lexington
Burnam, Emmett Paxton, Winchester
Burnam, Janis B., Winchester
Burton, Ruth Jewell, Nicholasville
Bushong, Jimmy Randall, Tompkinsville
Byrd, Janda Conley, Ashland
Byrne, Marguerite Wepf""", Louisville
Byrne, Thomas Michael, Ashland
Campbell, Deborah Jean, Martin
Campbell, Karen Sueu, Mousie
Carroll, Arvel, Jr.oo, Jeffersontown
Carter, Susan Jean ", Frankfort
Casey, Anita Rose, Charleston, WV
Caudill, Sarah L. ", Morehead
Cecil, Bonnie Susan", Louisville
Cecil, Lucinda, Ft. Thomas
Chadbourne, Kathyrn J.0, La Grange
Chalk, Dennis Reginald", Knoxville, TN
Chancellor, Merigay Campbell, Mt.
Washington
Chapman, Sherry Edmonia, Hopkinsville
Charney, Delilah Dianeoo, Lexington
Cheek, Denver Lee, Louisville
Chelf, Darrell Keith", Louisville
Childers, Judith Taylor", Allen
Chism, Sherry Darlene", Lexington
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Chittenden, Jane L., Portsmouth, VA
Christensen, Gail Mahoney, Lexington
Christi, Christus, Lexington '
Christie, Marlene Nancy, Lexington
Clark, Marie Ball, Bardstown
Clark, Thomas Lynnt!o, Lexington
Clay, Robert Alan", Williamson, WV
Cleaver, Becke Adams, Lexington
Clem, Edward Gene, Cawood
Clements, Debra Ann u, Henderson
Clements, Rose Marie, Springfield
Clevinger, Donna LynnOO, Pulaski, VA
Clifford, Lawrence Paul, Dayton, OH
Clinard, Pamela Iane"", Scottsville
Close, Evelyn Lane" ", Louisville
Coleman, Ann Holloway", Murray
Collins, Bobby jean", Isom
Collins, Nancy jane", McConnell, WV
Collis, Alkmini Helen, Lexington
Collis, Elpitha George, Lexington
Combs, Roy, Hazard
Combs, Vivian Blanche" t!, Hazard
Compton, Rita Sue, Ashland
Cook, Beverly Lyrm"", Paducah
Cook, Roger Lee, Lexington
Cornett, Frances Kay", Viper
Cornette, Kathryn Ann, Greenville
Cornish, Caroline Jean, Lexington
Coury, Adam Christopher" 0, Louisville
Cox, Kay Marieoo, Louisville
Crabtree, Daniel James, Roark
Croley, Russell L., Jr. 0, Barbourville
Crouse, Linda Louise, Wilmore
Cunningham, William Clay, Ashland
Curtis, Betsy RowlandH, Louisville
Dailey, Julia Belle, Frankfort
Danheiser, Crista Dawn, Henderson
Daughetee, Cheryl Annu, Somerset
Daulton, Yvonne T.", Nancy
Davenport, Michael Allan", Greenville
Davis, Sandra Lee, Madisonville
Dawes, Janice Raye, Paducah
Dawes, John S., Louisville
Dean, Barry Shannon, Nicholasville
Dean, Beverly Wiseman, Lexington
Dean, Deborah Deford"", Lexington
Deaton, Pauline Combs°t!, Lexington
Demarest, Deborah Anne, Bardstown
Detrick, Kyle Lee, Louisville
Diachenko, Debra Anno, Louisville
Dickerson, Ellen Smith, Louisville
Dobbs, Pamela Starr" ", Owensboro
Donithan, Larry Thomas, Owingville
Donohoo, John Michael, Georgetown, OR
Donovan, Sandra Irene, Columbus, MS
Drake, Michelle Moffett", Louisville
Dudderar, Donna jc, Orangeburg, SC
Dudderar, Kathy Lynn, Orangeburg, SC
Duff, Melody Lynn, Middeltown, OR
Dunagan, Linda Bowman, Louisville
Dunn, Beverly Ann Q Q, Louisville
Dunn, Pamela Marksberry", Lexington
Dupps, Ann Holland, Louisville
Dupps, Karen Lee", Covington
Dye, Sharlette", Louisville
Eckstein, Linda Lee, New Orleans, LA
Edwards, Robinoo, Louisville
Edwards, Rodney L., So. Charleston, WV
Elam, Carol Lynn, Ashland
Embry, Deborah Mapp, Chattanooga, TN
Ensminger, Pamela [ean"", Abingdon,
VA
Epperson, Darrell Eugene, Winchester
Evans, Kathy Parker, Lexington
Evans, Milton Allen'' ", Lexington
Everett, James Anthony Martel William,
Louisville
Fallis, David Gerald, Salvisa
Fangman, Dennis Robert, Covington
Farquhar, Penelope, Wilmington, OH
Farrell, Eileen Marv" ", Rocky River, OH
Fessler, Claire Ebzaberhs ", Ft. Wright
Fields, Sandra Collier" 0, Ashland
Fierst, Annette" "', Lexington
Finnie, Julia Gray, Lexington
Fisher, Barbara joan", Lexington
Fleck, Frank B., [r., Louisville
Flood, Susan Allee", Lorain, OH
Floyd, Daniel Horace" ", Lexington
Foill, Frederic Lafayette, Waverly, OH
Foote, Barbara Lynn, Louisville
Forbes, Walter Lee, Louisville
Fowler, Gill Michael, Brownsville, TX
Francis, Rosemary Ingram, Lexington
Fresh, David Albert, Lexington
Fultz, Sandra Jean, Louisville
Funk, Sherilyn R. e 0, Louisville
Gallagher, Margaret Drucilla, Barbourville
Gallagher, Susan Mary, Lexington
Oallenstein, Linda Kay" 0, Maysville
Ganucheau, Eugene John, Biloxi, MS
Garrett, Sandra Kay", Prestonsburg
Gatewood, Elizabeth Lawless, Mt.
Sterling
George, Pamela Sue, Valley Station
Giles, Samueloo, Lexington
Givens, Martha Ingels<>.-o,Lexington
Glidden, Cynthia Sue, Overland Park, KS
Godhelff, Larry Gayle<>.-o,Lexington
Goins, Dannie Hay", Newport
Goodman, Helene Mae, Farmington, MI
Goodrich, Jean K, Radcliff
Gosney, Jacquelyn Kay, Butler
Gover, Sara K., Somerset
Gower, Veda Ann, Henderson
Grannis, Carolyn Cook" ", Lexington
Green, Ralph Michael, Lexington
Griffey, Mary W, '""', Lexington
Griffin, Gail Gardner, Louisville
Grinstead, Jean Marie, Louisville
Grosz, Wade Elson, Louisville
Guter, Barbara Regina, Charleston, WV
Guthrie, Helen Patricia, Lexington
Gwynn, Suzanne Adele, Elizabethtown
Hagan, Nancy Cathertne"". New Haven
Hale, Michael Copeland, Harlan
Hale, Thomas Maryland, Prestonsburg
Hall, Darrell, Hall
Hall, Nancy Gene, Ferguson
Hamberg, Fred Alvar, Owensboro
Hamilton, Carla Kay, Ashland
Hamilton, Evelyn Patterson H, Springfield
Hamilton, Judith Karen, Pikeville
Hamilton, Mary June, Vine Grove
Hannah, John Stites, Ashland
Hardin, Donna Jean, Owensboro
Hardin, Sheila Dianeoo, Mackville
Harrah, Helen Faye, Lexington
Harris, Carolyn Wtlhite?", Monticello
Harris, Elizabeth Berry, Morganfield
Harris, Larry Ennis, Louisville
I-Iaus, George James"'''', Lexington
Hawthorne, James Dayle", Harrodsburg
Hayden, Karen Wyman, Owensboro
Haydon, David Franko, Lexington
Hayes, Darrell Lind, Louisville
Hayes, Elizabeth Lynn, Ashland
Hays, Joseph Crant" ", Shelbyville
Hays, Shirley jean" ", Lexington
Head, Jack B., jr."", Louisville
Heise, Mary Kay, Harrodsburg
Hellinger, Jane, Mansfield, OH
Hellmann, Mary Katherine, Ft. Mitchell
Helton, Sheryl Ann, Anchorage
Hembree, Rebecca Leas ", Lexington
Hempel, Mackie Yates, Lexington
Hendricks, Geraldine, Bloomfield
Henley, Judith M.oo, Lexington
Henry, Marilyn Clay", Mt. Sterling
Hensley, Alice Paye" ", Combs
Hentchel, Rodney E~el"', Cumberland
Hepp, Cheryl Lynn" ", Louisville
Herndon, Lisa Gayle, Pikeville
Herrington, Juanita Bowling", Cynthiana
Hetzel, Mary Ann", Lexington
Hickman, Roger Dale, Owensboro
Hightower, Anna Leslie, Hopkinsville
Hill, Harry Glenn, Benham
Hill, James Albert", Louisville
Hill, Kenneth Points, Lexington
Hill, Patricia Crider" "', Lexington
Hinkle, Rebecca Marie", Lexington
Hobart, Deborah Rae, Ames, IA
Holbrook, Gary Hoger", Lexington
Holbrook, Leta Lee, Ashland
Holdgrafer, Anne Harriet'":", Indianapolis,
IN
Holmgren, Alan Marcus, Brockton, MA
Holway, Ann Ricarda, Westlake, OR
Horn, Denise Eliane, Erie, PA
Houle, Mary Denise, Louisville
House, Sandra Suzette, Louisville
Howe, Sarah Jane, St. Louis, MO
Huddleston, Connie Aldridge" ",
Lawrenceburg
Hudson, Deborah Ann, Dayton, OH
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Hudson, Deborrah Elaine, Livermore
Huffman, Jennifer Mclntyre" ", Lexington
Hughes, Mallory Kay, Hamilton, OR
Hughes, Vicki Lynn, Lexington
Huntsman, Norma Simmons", Scottsville
Huston, Anthony Edwardv ", Lexington
Hutchinson, JacP"', Lexington
Isenberg, Edith Carole, Louisville
Jacobs, Lydia Mae", Pippa Passes
Jaggers, Charles Edward, Elizabethtown
James, Charles Randell, Huntsville, AL
Jasper, Kathy Elaine, Somerset
Johnson, Deborah Lynn, Madisonville
Johnson, Nard David, Lexington
Johnson, Rebecca Lynn, Orlando, FL
Johnstone, Mary Peppero"" Princeton
Jones, Aileen Johnson °0, Lexington
Jones, Janice Page, Bluefield, WV
Jones, Nancy Louiseu, Ft. Thomas
Jordan, Stanley Harrison III"', Lexington
Judd, Anna Ruth, Louisville
Judkins, Nancy Ruth, Blacksburg, VA
Judy, Barbara jane", Lexington
Judy, Mary Stidham, Lexington
Kearns, Terese Gerard, Louisville
Keathley, Randolph, Galveston
Keegan, Mary Katherine, Louisville
Kees, Nancy Jane, Alexandria
Kegley, Karla Sue, Vanceburg
Kendall, Robert James, Clearwater, FL
Kendall, Thomas Michael, Troy, OR
Kessinger, Rebecca Ann, Louisville
Kiernan, Mary Deborah", Louisville
Kinder, Patricia Ann, Georgetown, IN
King, Patty Lee"", Owensboro
Kinnaird, Elizabeth Marrow, Ashland
Kirk, Carol Stephenson, Lexington
Kirk, Sharon MayesO~" Lexington
Klink, Patricia Keitz, Lexington
Klinker, Claudia Mary, Lexington
Knaster, Susan Lynn" ", Louisville
Knox, Patricia Beebe'i ", Versailles
Koppel, Diane" ", Louisville
Kubu, Jodie Lynn?", Manasquan, NJ
Labeau, Holly Ann, Anchorage
Laduke, Sherry Louise, Louisville
Lakomski, Marvenne"", Pawtucket, RI
Lamb, Paul Michael, Lexington
Layman, Linda jo, Lexington
Leach, Willa Earlene, Louisville
Leahy, Sheila Elaine't " Buffalo, NY
Leedy, Carl Douglas":", Price
Leet, Lucie WallaceH, Lexington
Liebman, Joyce Kay?", Frankfort
Linker, Kent J., Louisville
Livingston, Bruce T."", Chevy Chase,
MD
Loader, Peter F., Valley Station
Locker, Linda Sne"", Lexington
Long, Betty Sue, La Grange
Lucas, Susan Carroll, Lexington
Lundgren, Eric Charles"'o, Lexington
Lupka, Robert Stanley, Lexington
Lynn, Diana Oatl'", Louisville
Mack, Maxmelien l'l-l'l-,West Palm Beach,
FL
Magee, Barbara Glennl'l-l'l-,Bowling Green
Malinak, Kathleen Allen", Punta Gorda,
FL
Manchikes, Sue Ellen, Lexington
Manis, Judy Gray, Lexington
Marshall, Katrina Shawn l'l-,Russell
Martin, Linadis Ellen, Cincinnati, OH
Marx, Christina Wilson, Aiken, SC
Mason, Sandra"", Harlan
Massie, Stephen Anthony" ", Radcliff
Mattingly, Elizabeth Helen Hallu,
Frankfort
May, Larry Phillip, Ashland
McClaskey, Marcia Marie, Boston
McCoy, Dallas Brent" -0, Ironton, OH
McCullough, Deborah Jo-O-O,Aurora, OH
McDonald, Beverley H. I.> ", Lexington
McFarland, William Howard, Jr.,
Middletown
McKeehan, Michael Brent", Louisville
McKinney, Michael Taylorl.>l.>,Louisville
McMillin, Marsha Lynette" 1.>, Louisville
McMurray, Leslie Ann, Lexington
McNally, Catbes ", Comstock Park, MI
Mefford, Diana Young, Frankfort
Menefee, Margaret jo, Ashland
Meyer, Barbara Faith, Lexington
Middleton, Peggy Sue, Henderson
Midkiff, Stephen Jay, Hartford
Midkiff, Teresa Durham, Lexington
Milburn, Kay Lyn"", Louisville
Miller, Janet Lynn, Bloomfield
Miller, Larry S,u, Owensboro
Miller, Sandra May, Lexington
Mitchell, Janet Carol", Louisville
Mitchell, Patricia Wells" -0, Grand Rapids,
MI
Moore, Gary Neil" 1.>, Paducah
Moore, Susan Elizabeth, Glenview
Moran, Janet Kay, Flemingsburg
Morgan, William Joe, Cawood
Morris, Samuel Lee"", Lexington
Morris, Thomas Carmack", Lexington
Morse, Constance Cooper" /11;, Louisville
Mountjoy, Marcella, Williamsburg
Muncy, jeanette'"", Hazard
Mundrane, Linda Jane-oo, Morristown, NJ
Munn, Nancy J0, Lexington
Neace, Emma Lee, Hazard
Newport, Yvonne Cecile, Harlan
Newton, Patsy Bunten, Springfield
Newton, Wanda Lynn, Hopkinsville
Nicoletta, Deborah Jean, Madisonville
Noble, David Lynn" ", Lexington
Noffsinger, Ruth Ann, Paris
Norris, Cheryl Annn, Lexington
Ochs, Anita Suen, Louisville
O'Connell, Lucile Kathleen, Anchorage
Osborne, Carla JeanH, Maysville
Osser, Dana Rochellel'l-/11;, Lexington
Owen, Anne Robertson, Georgetown
Owen, William Burch-o-o,Lexington
Owens, James Woodrow, Jr.-o, Salyersville
Parker, Karen", Georgetown
Partin, Susan Carroll, Ft. Thomas
Patterson, Linda Dilly", Louisville
Pearson, Dale Wayne, Burnside
Pena, Beverly Stallons, Lexington
Pentecost, Catherine Ann, Frankfort
Peters, Charles Lee, jr., Anderson, IN
Peyton, Daniel Eugene-o/ll;,Anchorage
Philpot, Timothy Neil, Lexington
Pierpont, Patricia E.-O-O,North Merrick,
NY
Plamp, Michael Joseph, Louisville
Plymale, Joan Ellen, Lansdale, PA
Pollock, Bruce Robert, Owensboro
Pope, Rebecca Broch, Lexington
Popp, Stephen Clark, Louisville
Porter, Helen judith", Georgetown
Potter, Dolores Ann l'l--0, Lexington
Potts, Mary jane", Bardstown
Powell, Barbara jane"", Cincinnati, OH
Powers, Paula Frances, Paducah
Prather, Betty Frederick, Somerset
Pratt, Michael Ransom, Louisville
Price, Ann Rea, Owensboro
Price, Susan Lee, Liberty
Qualley, Donna Jeanne, Pittsburgh, PA
Qualls, Thomas Eugene, Radcliff
Ramsey, Carole Cooper, Touristville
Rasnick, Cary"", Versailles
Ratliff, Harold Lee, Russell
Ratliff, Sarah Whitley, Sharpsburg
Ray, Rebecca Coleman, Lexington
Reed, James Nelson -0 l'l-,Springfield
Reed, Rachel Tavlor" ", Winchester
Reed, Sue Rosemary, Carlisle
Reeves, Cathy Ann"", Lexington
Reeves, Margaret Combs":", Lexington
Reilly, Michael Oren", Louisville
Reilly, Patricia Ann-o, Livingston, NJ
Rice, Deborah Halsec"", New York, NY
Rice, Laura Connellyl'l-l'l-,Lexington
Richardson, Sherry, Ashland
Riley, Peggy Hager, Nicholasville
Rigdon, Molly JoH, Flemingsburg
Rink, Kathy jeanettef ", Cincinnati, OH
Risher, Cathy Lynne, Ashland
Ritter, Rebecca Gay, Louisville
Roach, Martha Monarch, Owensboro
Roberts, Terry Lynn, Erlanger
Robertson, Wanda Preece, Delbarton,
WV
Robinson, Robbie Hay" l'l-,Paris
Robinson, Wanda Slone, Mouthcard
Rodgers, Robin Dell, Milton
Rolfes, Dianne Mary, Lookout Heights
Root, Pamela Iean" ", Kenton, OH
Rose, Carol Annn, Huntington, WV
Roseberry, Robert Mark, Hopkinsville
Rosenfield, Susan Jean, Louisville
Ross, Cheryl Kave"", Louisville
Ross, Margot Louisel'l--o,Blauvelt, NY
Hoss, Nancy Evans/ll;,Berea
Rowe, Philip Dean, Lexington
Ruckriegel, Donna Marie, Jeffersontown
Rupley, Linda Erline, Louisville
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Russ, Rebecca Yoder, Austin, TX
Rust, Patricia Anne, Louisville
Rutledge, William Henry, Lexington
Sabo, Denise Ruth, Beaver, PA
Safran, Deborah Lee/ll;/II;,Brooklyn
Heights,OH
Sallee, Linda jackson"", Cranford, NJ
Salmons, Deborah jean", Ashland
Sanders, Sharon Adams, Lexington
Sanger, Kathy Mabry, Hickman
Schapiro, Pamela Short, Lexington
Schich, Marcia Lou, Fairview Park, OR
Schlick, Kathleen Marie" l'l-,Lexington
Schneider, Phillip Thomas't ", Lexington
Schroerlucke, Karen Lee, Louisville
Scoggin, Paige Louise l'l--0, Lexington
Sebastian, Allan ", Independence
Seebert, Cathy Sue" l'l-,Louisville
Shanks, William Robert II, Lexington
Shaw, Mary Ann, Bellrose, NY
Shearer, Sally Day", Louisville
Shemwell, Regeno Doris, Lexington
Shepherd, Patricia Sturgill, Paintsville
Shidal, Denise Ruth, Paducah
Shirley, Karen Stigall?", Lexington.
Sbuckman, Robin Lee" ", Louisville
Shultz, Amy Chinn", Central City
Sieweke, John Marshall, Jr.l'l-,Ashland
Simmons, Buford Clay, Jr.l'l--o,Lexington
Simpson, Lillie Rose", Jamestown
Sims, Glenn Marshalll'l-, Lexington
Slack, Vicki Lynn, Louisville
Slaughter, Barbara Brain, Versailles
Smith, Gretchen Grote, Lexington
Smith, Jane Brachey", Lexington
Smith, Jerry Daniel, Canada
Smith, Lou Flatt, Russell Springs
Smith, Margaret Fockele" ", Winchester
Smith, Margo" ", Radcliff
Smith, Nancy Lynn, Frankfort
Smith, Richard Samuel, Lexington
Smith, Shirley Louise" /11;, Lexington
Smith, Sunnye Sparrow, Lawrenceburg
Snow, Lynsey Anne, Fairfield, OH
Soeder, Betty Ann, Louisville
Sowards, Norma Marttn"", Lexington
Sowers, Charles P. l'l-(!, Louisville
Sparks, Gary DavidH, Lexington
Spicer, Ronnie, Berry
Stacy, Barbara Sue, Rush
Staib, Donald Lewis, Louisville
Stanley, Donna Sue, Williamstown
Stansbury, Steven D., Louisville
Stapels, Karan Sue" l'l-,Bedford
Stapleton, Sue Annu, Richlands, VA
Starrs, Catherine", Lexington
Steidel, Alberta Ann, Canaan, NY
Steinberg, Allan Robert, Lexington
Steiner, Paula Kaye, Elizabethtown
Stephens, Jessica, Louisville
Stephens, Lana Bea, Russell Springs
Stevens, Joan Hart, Versailles
Stewart, Bethany Deel'l-,Owenton
Stewart, Mary Pile, Louisville
Stidham, GwendolynU, Hazard
Stidham, Harold Daniel", Lexington
Stockton, Joyce Fayes ", Albany
Stoess, Pamela Ann, Louisville
Storck, Thomas Huffman, Columbus, OH
Strane, Pamela Sue, Louisville
Stratton, Pamelia SueH, Lexington
Stringer, John Cary", Somerset
Stringer, Patricia Dare Taylor" Q, Somerset
Strosnider, Steve Paul", Amelia, OH
Stuart, Deborah Ann, Louisville
Stubblefield, Linda Sue" Q, Paris
Sturdivant, Linda LeeQQ, Whitley City
Suhren, Sandra AliceH, New Orleans,
LA
Sumpter, Barbara K.4 4, Somerset
Surer, Deborah Ceorgianna, Hazard
Sweeney, Phyllis Doritta, Fisherville
Swiers, Laurie Howard, Elyria, OH
Swindle, Jasper Earlv ", Miami, FL
Tasman, Ronald H.4, Louisville
Teague, Vicki JoH, Flatwoods
Templeton, Chelneca Kegley"", Ashland
Thacker, Janet Dianne, Covington
Theobald, WinifredH, Louisville
Thomas, David Charles" Q, Miami, FL
Thomas, Nancy Legg"", Lexington
Thomson, Robin Harper", Palmyra, NY
Toussaint, Sharon Renee", Skokie, IL
Tuel, Allene44, Mayslick
Tuel, Gerald Winford, Maysville
Tuney, Leslie Ann", Lexington
Turley, Susan Lynn, Lexington
Turner, Billy Edward, Hazard
Turner, Ronnie Alan" ", Big Rock
Tyler, Colistia Whitaker", Lexington
Tyrrell, Karen Anne" 0, LOuisville
Ulery, Brenda Cale" ", Lexington
Ungerleider, Cheryl Sali4, Louisville
Updyke, Mary Susan, Heidelberg
Vanhook, Terri, Jeffersontown
Van Hoorbeke, Caroline SueH, Lexington
Vanmeter, Lennie Jo, Elizabethtown
Varney, AlexisCarol, Ashland
Vaughn, Roy Clyde, Jr.0, Florence
Venable, Deborah Dent, Charleston, VVV
Vertuca, Anne Theresa, Lexington
Vescio, Freddi Jane, Hazard
Vice, Joan Martin, Lexington
Vincent, Cheryl Valerie, Bloomington, IL
Vincent, Rebecca Sue, Ashland
Vittitoe, Rosemary Jeanne, Louisville
Voss, Joy Cunningham", Lexington
Wachs, Susan Shawler", Lexington
Wackenhuth, Janice Claire, North
Caldwell, NJ
Wade, Rebecca Leslie" Q, Louisville
Wallen, Linda c.u, Allen
Walters, Teresa Vinson", Shelbyville
Wamsley, Barbara Karen, Ashland
Weninger, Pamela Gail, Owensboro
Ward, Wanda LeeQ-O,Ft. Devers, MA
Watkins, Jack Douglas, .Paintsville
Welch, Bruce Edward e0, Lexington
Welker, Dianna Lynn, Louisville
Welsh, John Anthony", Lexington
Werderdianne, Byers, Lexington
Whitaker, Timothy Wayne, Owensboro
White, Karen Elizabeth", Louisville
White, Kenneth LeeQ4, Lexington
White, Roma -Q, Sandy Hook
Whitmer, Gary Wayne, Hopkinsville
Whitt, George RandallQ, Ashland




Willett, Sarah Maryann"'''', Waverly
Williams, Judy Dianne, Louisville
Williams, Patricia Gagel <1/,Lexington
Williamson, Jane Cobb, Birmingham, AL
Willoughby, Harold LynnH, Lexington
Wilson, Deborah Kay, Lexington
Wilson, Kenneth Lee, Louisville
Wilson, Stephen Douglas, Lexington
Wilson, Virginia Dianne, Lexington
Winesett, Debra Faye, Louisville
Winstead, Dianna Jean, Science Hill
Wise, George Orner", Campbellsville
Wissing, Sherry Lynn, Louisville
Withers, Robert Ira 0"', Somerset
Wixson, Robert M., Jr.<I/<I/,Somerset
Wodtke, Jane Abbott, Lexington
Womack, John Caines", Grayson
Walczyk, Vicki Robertson, Lexington
Wood, Dianne Lynn, Kettering, OH
Wood, Glenna<l/<I/,Elizabethtown
Woodall, Martha Anne, Princeton
Woodard, Janice Chapman, Lexington
Woods, Terri Sue, Louisville
Woodward, Lillian Clay", Lexington
Wright, Coleen Anno <1/,Lexington
Wyatt, Patricia, Louisville
'Wynne, Sarah Schaefer"'<1/,Arlington, VA
Yeager, Cynthia Louiseu, Lexington
Yeast, Lyndell Janice, Harrodsburg
Yellman, Louise Burton, Lexington
Young, Naomi A."'''', Lexington
Youngman, Nancy Ellis", Owensboro
Zeh, Margaret Shadburne <1/<1/,Lexington
Zimmer, Mary Anne, Ashland
Zogg, Janice Louise, Louisville
Acting Dean: W. W. Ecton
College of Business and Economics
Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Sackleh, George James, Cincinnati, OH
Bachelor of Business Administration
Adams, John Thomas, Hopkinsville
Allen, William Dewey"", Bardstown
Allin, Michael Edward I>1>, Lexington
Alvey, Richard [oseph", Louisville
Ambler, Edward A. III, Miami, FL
Anderson, Dale Raymond, Louisville
Barber, Darrell Bennett", Ashland
Barnstable, Barbara Ellen, Louisville
Basham, Barry Shawl>, Valley Station
Bates, Richard [oseph", Ashland
Baumer, William Andrew", Erlanger
Bechanan, Gary Michael, Lexington
Beckett, William Scott" 1>, Lawrenceburg
Bell, Reynolds Wait, Jr., Lexington
Bell, Ronald Keith, Louisville
Berginski, James Bernard, Lexington
Bingham, Bruce Eugene, Dry Ridge
Bird, Frank Kogler", Somerville, NJ
Black, Charles Denton, London
Bland, Michael Hurston, Sonora
Blandford, John Robertl>j), Louisville
Blanton, Robert Gay, Winchester
Block, Philip Wachter, Lexington
Boggs, Robert Douglas, Lexington
Bontrager, [enifer jane" ", Mt. Pleasant,
IA
Bomtraeger, Bruce George, Louisville
Bramlage, Ervin Louis, Erlanger
Breitenstein, Bruce David, Louisville
Bricken, Leonard joseph":", Lexington
Brittain, Larry Wayne", Dayton, OH
Brown, George Harry, Jr.j)1'I,Louisville
Bryan, Larry Michael", Versailles
Buckley, Barbara Shouse", Lexington
Burchett, Geraldine, Olive Hill
Burger, William Covington III>,Louisville
Cahill, Michael Edward, Ft. Thomas
Cahill, William Joseph 1>, Louisville
Campbell, Ben H., Middlesboro
Campbell, Scott David, Lexington
Capal, Paul Havmonds ", Ft. Thomas
Chaddic, Joe H.", Louisville
Chappell, Stephen Alan, Louisville
Chedd, Warren William, .lr-, Louisville
Clark, Mark Stephen, Westmont, IL
Clark, Paul Albert, Louisville
Clark, Randy Gordon, Pikeville
Clarke, Thomas Hees" ', Maysville
Clayton, Hugh Ross, Jr., Tell City, IN
Clymer, Lee Alan, Allentown, PA
Colbert, Bruce Michael, Somerset
Collins, David Allen 1>, Hopkinsville
Combs, Richard Henry, Pineville
Consalvi, Orlando Ralph, jr., Lexington
Cooper, John Philip, Louisville
Corcoran, Robert wallsces ", Newport
Cornett, Jack, Jr. ", Ashland
Corrigan, William Markj), Louisville
Courtney, James Patrick, [r., Louisville
Courtney, Ronald Edward, Fahnouth
Cowley, Michael Thomas, Louisville
Cranfill, Robert S., Somerset
Crawford, James Melvin, Fahnouth
Crenshaw, Cindy Susan, Lexington
Cummings, Charles Patrick" 1'1, Fort
Mitchell
Dallas, William Robert, [r.", Bowling
Green
Darnell, Gilbert Mason, [r., Maysville
Davis, Harold Lynn, Beaver Dam
Dawkins, James Saunders, Flemingsburg
Dawson, Jon Harry, Louisville
Dean, Thomas Atwood "", Nicholasville
Degrella, Norbert Alan, Louisville
DeLautre, Robert Leonard, Louisville
Dixon, James Michael, Pikeville
Dixon, Michael Carey. Rush
Doering, John Keith <' 1>, Louisville
Dreier, Richard Allen, Morganfield
Duke, Pamela Spalding, Louisville
Duke, Scott Gibson, Louisville
Eaton, Keith Allen, Ft. Thomas
Edelman, Raymond Michael, Havertown,
PA
Edkins, Gregory Jayu, Lexington
Eicher, James Michael, Russell
Elder, James William IIIj)1'I, Louisville
Elliott, Larry Dewayne, Louisville
Elliott, Patrick Lee" 1'1, Paducah
Emington, Timothy Robert, Louisville
Ewing, Dorothy Clements, Versailles
Fanelli, Richard Vincent, Jr.j)j),
Crestwood
Farris, Charles William, Lexington
Feezor, Rex Alan, Paducah
Ferrell, Paul Tayler", Lexington
Fister, Patrick Anthony, Lexington
Fleck, Michael Jamesj)I>,Hampton, VA
Fulkerson, Michael Anthony", Owensboro
Fust, Gary Ray", Eastwood
Gaese, Raymond Harrison u, Montreal,
Canada
Gaines, Russell Brian, Louisville
Garcia, Stephen Raymond, Louisville
George, Philip Salem, Ir., Lebanon
Goderwis, Robert James, Covington
Goerz, Robert William, Hawesville
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Gramig, Steven Bruce", Louisville
Gray, Alice Robin, Louisville
Gregg, Frederic J. IIIj), Lexington
Gross, Phillip Terry" I>, Louisville
Grund, Mark Scott"" Middletown, OH
Rabenstein, Keith Edward, Louisville
Haddock, Leander Gilbert IIIj) 1>,
Lexington
Hall, Kennith wayne" ", Lexington
Hamblin, Pierce Wtllerd" ", Lexington
Hamlin, Charles Edwin, Covington
Hampton, Dennis Olen", Somerset
Hancock, James Pryor, Jr.'IO,Louisville
Harness, Douglas Eugene, Danville
Harrod, William Stuart, Louisville
Hatcher, Ivan Michael, Nashville, TN
Hatfield, Gary Joseph, Louisville
Hatton, Lindle Gayle, Lexington
Hayes, Michael Dean, Paducah
Haynes, David Rodney, Louisville
Hickey, John William, Jr.j)j), Lebanon
Hicks, Louis Edward, jr., Lexington
Hill, Steven Dennis, Hopkinsville
Hinkle, Robert Rowland, Lexington
Hinkle, Wayne Thomas, Lexington
Hogan, Donald WayneU, Frankfort
Holland, Teresa Anne, Charleston, WV
Hamra, David Kim, Fulton
Hopgood, Richard Miles, Morganfield
Houchens, James Allen, Mt. Olivet
Hudson, Keith G., Sassafras
Hutson, Elbert Bruce, San Antonio, TX
Jackson, Fredrick Richard, Lexington
Jackson, Lynita Ann j)'10, Clinton
Jakobi, Larry Andrew, Louisville
Johnson, Bedford Wayne, Lexington
Johnson, Clifford EugeneU, Louisville
Johnson, Victoria Anne, Louisville
Jones, Francis Martons ", Brandenburg
Jones, Lloyd Richard 1'1j), Fulton
Jones, William Alvet, Louisville
Kay, John Dentons ", Versailles
Kelly, Howell McCawley, Madison, IN
Kenney, Stephen Michaelv ", Louisville
King, Albert jack" ", Owensboro
Koenig, Dave Lawrencev ", Louisville
Kohler, Robert Arvin, Coshocton, OR
Kriener, William Harlan" ", Danville
Kuebbing, Leslie Ann, Ft. Mitchell
Kunnecke, Stephen Shumatej)j), Ekron
Kyle, Patrick Lee, Lexington
Lamaster, William Herndon, [r.",
Louisville
Lansing, 'William Andrew", Paducah
Larence, John Vincent, Louisville
Lavelle, Robert Douglas, Anderson, IN
Lawless, James Applinu, Owensboro
Laymance, Ronald Lane, Elizabethtown
Layne, Gary Bruce, Belfry
Lessig, Alan R."", Findlay, OH
Levinson, Samuel Erlick, Jr. flo0, Greenville
Ligocki, Debra Charmaine, Dundee, II...
Little, Charles Kent, Versailles
Lohmeier, Stanley Fred, Rock Island, II...
Lonneman, Patrick Allen f!", Fort Thomas
Lord, George Robert, [r., Lexington
Lukens, Marc Allen, Ft. Thomas
Luttrell, Danny Leonerd", Frankfort
Lynch, Dennis Henry, Ashland
Lynch, Ralph Edward.jr., Pleasure Ridge
Park
Marks, Martin Thomas, Louisville
McCombs, Robert Milton, Louisville
Mckenney, William Bradley, Beaver Dam
McKinney, Michael J., Louisville
Meagher, Timothy James, Louisville
Mester, Thomas RobertU, Pleasure Ridge
Park
Milby, Johnnie Lynn, Eminence
Miller, Frederick Clay":", Elizabethtown
Miller, Mary Luv", Louisville
Monnett, Robert Lee, Nicholasville
Murphy, Donald Dean", Ashland
Myers, David Stanley" 0, Mt. Sterling
Nasti, Garry Philip, Califon, NJ
Newman, Keith Douglas, Louisville
Niehaus, Howard Brandt, Owensboro
Niemeier, Charles Michael, Lexington
Noe, David wayne" ", Harlan
Norton, Stephen Mooreoo, Lexington
O'Connell, Gerard Douglas, Louisville
Payne, James E. III, Brandenburg
Paynter, John Talbott, Middlesboro
Peak, Michael Lynn", Valley Station
Perry, Jeffrey Alan, Paducah
Perzel, 'Villi am John, Williamstown
Pickerill, William Bruce, Louisville
Polston, Larry Wayne", Louisville
Poole, Michael Kelly" flo,Winchester
Potter, David Wayne" flo,Elkhorn City
Prather, Jerome Moore", Somerset
Pratt, David Fresler ", Lexington
Price, Gerald Adams III, Owensboro
Roach, Michael David flo,Lexington
Rosa, David Sam", Lexington
Rougeux, Mark James, Frankfort
Rowan, Patrick F., Erlanger
Ruggiero, Thomas Anthony, Lexington
Sale, Carl Chester" 0, Lexington
Santor, Thomas William, University
Heights,OH
Schafer, Paul Hamilton, jr., Chevy Chase,
MD
Schaible, Elizabeth, Lafayette, IN
Schneider, Dennis Wayne'H, Fern Creek
Schultz, Joseph E. eflo,Bellevue
Schwab, William Louis, Fort Mitchell
Scott, Benjamin Bernard III, Louisville
Sharitz, C. Philip, Jr. f!, Coalwood, WV
Siegel, Robert Scott, Lexington
Silver, Mark Irwin, Louisville
Simpson, John Reed 0, Lexington
Singleton, Wallace Daniel, Toms River,
NJ
Skipwith, Donald Bolling, Pittsburgh, PA
Skonberg, George William, Louisville
Smith, Lionel Gregory", Middletown
Snook, Harold Lee, LaGrange
Snyder, Bruce Wathen"'''', Owensboro
Spears, Herman Eugene", Somerset
Stapleton, James Wendell", Ashland
Starr, James Edward, Columbus, OH
Sterling, Walter Scott", Ashland
Stewart, Anthony Haskell, Ashland
Strickland, Andrew Calvin III, Louisville
Strobel, Bruce Allen, Valley Station
Strobel, Mark Josephu, Louisville
Sullivan, Dan Paul Ill, Lexington
Suvanto, Daniel L."", Lexington
Temple, Ann Chappell, Louisville
Thayer, Michael 'Walter, Conneaut, OR
Thomas, George Richard, jr., Lexington
Thomas, Herman Joseph, Owensboro
Thornton, Barbara Delores, Lexington
Thornton, Donald Bruce, Lexington
Trefilek, Robert Bruce", Barrington, II...
Tuggle, Max Gordon, Somerset
Tuttle, Dan S. IV, Frankfort
Vaught, William Lawrence, Danville
Veach, Howard Duncan", Lexington
Vincent, Larry Don, Owingsville
Vittitow, Dana Susan"", Lexington
Vondreele, James Alan", Louisville
Vowels, Phillip Patrick" ", Owensboro
Wagner, Jay Anthony, Newport
Walters, John Edward, Shelbyville
Warren, Otha Eugenef!<:/",Henderson
Warrix, Larry Francis°f!, Prestonsburg
Wartmann, Robert Charles 0:> '" , Ludlow
Waskey, David Stuart, Russell
Wassmer, William Ernest, Manhasset, NY
Webb, Glen Carlton, Lima, OH
Wells, Richard C.<:/",Pikeville
Wesley, Ronald Philip, Louisville
Westerfield, Everett Cary", Danville
White, Peggy Ann, Baxter
Whitt, Colin Jefferson j)f!", Lexington
Whittington, Alan Stanley, Elizabethtown
Williams, Douglas Ray" flo,Paducah
Wilson, Charles Craeme, Henderson
Witt, William Ashley" ". Irvine
Woody, Donn Edward, Plymouth, MI
Yancey, Barry Leef!O:>,Paducah
Yasuda, Yoshikazu "", Kitakyusu City,
Japan
Yates, James Edward, Louisville
Zubenco, Nicholas, [r., Bardstown
Bachelor of Science in Accounting
Aho, Arvo Alanoo, Louisville
Allison, Richard Oentry" 0, Harrodsburg
Anderson, Hobflrt 'Vard, Greenup
An'derson, Randy Raymond, Maysville
Anderson, Richard Douglas, Lexington
Andreen, Curtis James, Pittsburgh, PA
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Arvin, Michael M., Lexington
Arvin, Samuel Dawson, Owensboro
Barron, John Field, Owensboro
Bewley, G. Michael, Elizabethtown
Bourke, Timothy Thomas", Louisville
Brooks, Stephen Craig, Louisville
Brownlee, Robert RowlandH, Pittsburgh,
PA
Buckmaster, George Allen, [r., Henderson
Burns, James Christopher" 0:>, Harrodsburg
Calhoun, Earl L., Hopkinsville
Calvert, Charles Michael" 0:>, Danville
Campbell, Thomas Brown ° 0, Danville
Casey, George Nicholas, Charleston, WV
Cash, Robert Clyde, Danville
Cavins, John Clifford, jr., Henderson
Chapman, Thomas E. 0:> 0:>, Louisville
Cole, Patricia Leigh flo,Lexington
Coleman, Terry Nenl" ", Toler
Conkel, Neil Samuel, Lexington
Cravens, Neal Brian, New Providence, NJ
Daniels, Marshall W.<:/",Flatwoods
Davis, Scott Edward "", Florence
Denton, Robert Durward, LaGrange
Donahue, Ellen Patricia, Louisville
Dorsey, Roy Hancock, [r.", Louisville
Doyle, Kevin Michael, Elizabethtown
Drake, George Lee, Jr., Stanton
Drury, Lawrence Wayne"", Louisville
Ebelhar, Jeffrey Thomas, Owensboro
Evans, Ellen Elizabeth flo,Lexington
Fedde, Janet Louise, Owensboro
Ferrell, James Milburn II, Lebanon
Fichlie, Rolf Ronaldu, Covington
Fiely, Jerome Edward, Mentor, OH
Flake, Keith Ioseph"", Paducah
Fleming, Robert Willis, Lexington
Foran, Joseph William, Amarillo, TX
Foster, David Howard, Bay Village, OH
Franzen, Steven Michael, Melbourne
Fulkerson, James Anthony"", Owensboro
Cale, William Clifton, [r., Louisville
Galloway, Carleen G., Winchester
Gardner , Terry Don" 0:>, Dixon
Gazzaroli, Angelo Serafino, [r., Lexington
Godbey, Robbie Eugene" 0:>, Lexington
Greene, Gary Wayne, Florence
Grow, James Benjamin, Franklin
Haas, Ronald Bruce, Sparta, NJ
Hargis, Forwood Eugene, Henderson
Harley, Larry Maurice, Lawrenceburg
I-Iarris, Henry Ewing, Jr., Louisville
Harris, Jeri Lynn, Hanson
Harrison, David Lee, Campbellsville
Harty, George RichardO:>f!,Lexington
Hawkins, John Hughflof!,Louisville
Hayse, Frederick David, Louisville
Heicken, Thomas Anthony", Louisville
Henderson, Hal Clen, Madisonville
Hill, Mahiye Bashkurt "" , Lexington
Hoben, Margaret Helen, Louisville
Howard, David George, Elizabethtown
Howell, Rick.rd RobertfloO:>,Glasgow
Hungate, John Hurley"', Lexington
Hunter, Richard Drew, Ashland
Innes, Theodore Lee", Lexington
Jaggers, Janey Freeman, Glendale
Johnson, Michael Louis, Lexington
Jolley, Patrick Eugene, Louisville
Kaiser, Karen Ann, Louisville
Kastelhun, Charles Michael, Lexington
Kelly, John Howard, Springfield
Kimble, Dale Edward, Louisville
Kimbler, Daniel Lees ", Louisville
King, Michael Loren, Paducah
Kippenbrock; Fred John Jr. °0, Ashland
Klapheke, Richard Martin, Louisville
Landfried, Daniel Philip, Florence
Lanham, Jesse Daniel, Middleburg
Larue, James A., Hodgenville
Lewis, John Strudwick, Louisville
Lile, Charles Alan, Hopkinsville
Lynch, Edward Hampton, Ir. Georgetown
Maier, Michael Wild, Covington
Martin, William Gregory, Lexington
Mauldin, James B., jr., Hickory, NC
Maze, Stan Lee, Lexington
McAdams, Gene Michael, Pewee Valley
McElroy, Sam Martin, Jr,oo, Morganfield
Mckenna, Linda Anno, Ft. Thomas
McKnight, William Harrison, Russell
McMahon, Kathleen Marie't ", Ft. Wright
McRoberts, Steven Douglas, Maysville
Melcher, Charles David, Louisville
Merrick, William Carlo, Falmouth
Mitchell, Brenda Louise, Versailles
Moon, Davie McAllister, Albertville, AL
Moore, Gregory Louis, Ft. Thomas
Morgan, Ronald Calvinoo, Lawrenceburg
Mulhall, Phillip Stephen, Elizabethtown
Murphy, Anthony wayne" ", Louisville
Nally, Percy Keith, Bardstown
Nave, Nancy Campbell, Versailles
Niles, Warren E" Lexington
O'Connor, Stephen John, Lexington
Paasch, Robert Douglas, Anchorage
Pate, John Hayes, San Diego, CA
Pearce, John Gill, Madisonville
Petrokubi, Thomas G., Charleston, WV
Phillips, Johnny Lee, Somerset
Pillischafske, William Morris, Louisville
Porter, Rowell Kenton, Bowling Green
Powell, John Thomes" ", Lexington
Price, Thomas Mitchell, Nashville, TN
Proffitt, Virgil Lee, Cave City
Pryor, Jeffrey Neil, Owenton
Reynolds, Ben Jeff"'''', Nicholasville
Reynolds, Roger Dale"'''', Lexington
Robertson, David Thomas, Lexington
Robinson, Dixie Lee", Winchester
Roche, Mark Kevin, Lexington
Roederer, John William, Henderson
Ruth, James Milton, Owensboro
Ryan, Donald Kevin, Louisville
Sageser, Eugene Morris III, Lexington
Sallee, David Lee"'o, North Canton, OH
Samuels, William Preston, Lebanon
Junction
Sanders, Ronald Kirk, Louisville
Senn, Randall Lee, Middletown
Smedley, Bcnald"", Lexington
Smith, Bruce Carroll, Monticello
Smith, Corma Ann, Summer Shade
Smith, Rebecca Lee, Louisville
Smith, Stewart Arrington, Lexington
Smith, Thomas Hanks, Lawrenceburg
Snedegar, Clay Shannon, Frankfort
Snowden, Eugene Louis" ", Lexington
Soder, Steven Wayne"""', Madisonville
Sparks, Delmar Glenn, [r. Ashland
Starr, Alan T., Columbus, OH
Steele, James Michael", Lexington
Stewart, Gary Wayne" 0, Versailles
Stoy, David K."', Center Square, PA
Sullivan, Jerry Lee, Carrollton
Sullivan, John Otlbert"", Lexington
Sullivan, Virginia Ann, Lexington
Technow, Kathie Ann, Bellevue
Thompson, Frank Josephu, Lebanon
Townes, James Overton, Danville
Troutman, Barry Mike, Louisville
Turk, Stanley Carro"', Bardwell
Turner Dennis Scott, Pewee Valley
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Utz, Barbara Jean, Flatwoods
Vachon, Edmund Armidas, Jr."'''',
Lexington
Vaught, Brenda Karen, Butler
Vertuca, Brenda Kay"", Lexington
Wagner, Berz William, Lexington
Weatherholt, Richard Thomas,
Owensboro
Weber, Greg Alan, Louisville
Wells, Jane Brown, Lawrenceburg
Whitehouse, Daniel Lee, Louisville
Wicke, William Lynn, Louisville
'Wilgus, Thomas Duane" "', Madisonville
Workman, Herschel Ellis"''''', Lexington
Worley, Karen Dentse" ", Lombard, IL
Bachelor of Science in Business and
Economics
Barr, Gary Lee, Louisville
Boblitt, Vella john'' ", Bardstown
Braun, Robert M, "",Lexington
Brossart, Stephen Anthony, Erlanger
Czirr, Michael John °"',Covington
Dause, Charles Leslie, Russell Springs
Dinsmore, Robert Eugene", Lexington
Dixon, Ronald Wayne, Ashland
Donahoe, Christine Mtllerv", Lexington
Driver, Daryl Ray, Paducah
Easley, David Alanoo, Paris
Flowers, Michael Lynn, Louisville
Gary, David Grennan, Owensboro
Gilliam, Susan Cramer, Wise, VA
Glover, John Steven, Lexington
Hall, William T., j-, Louisville
Merlin, Harry Leslie, Lexington
Murphy, William Richard", Owensboro
Pawlukiewicz, James E., Fulton
Redmond, Katherine Swope,
Elizabethtown
Rodgers, Barry judson" ", Louisville
Sandiford, Gary Rowe 0, Elizabethtown
Sanson, Michael Francfss ", Lexington
Waespe, Ralph David, Ashland
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Joseph Vincent Swintosky
Doctor of Pharmacy
Anderson, Robert Joseph, Hindman
Ericson, Avis J.(>"', Sawyer, MI
Evens, Ronald Paul, Lexington
Kerege, John Francis, jr., The Dalles, OR
Miederhoff, Patrick Andrew, Lexington
Pahl, Ricky" "', Cowen, MI
Ryan, Patrick Bruce, Maysville
Selle, Robert Isidore, Washington, DC
Steil, Condit Franklin, Ashland
Talbert, Robert L., Carlisle
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy
Abell, Robert Joseph, Louisville
Adams, William Earl, Jr. <'HI-, Danville
Box, Bernard Terry"", Cynthiana
Brown, Rhonda Lynn, Paducah
Burleson, Michael Allen, Henderson
Bussing, Jane Leonard, Decatur, IL
Carrithers, Robert W., Taylorsville
Castle, James Robert, [r., Fern Creek
Chesnut, Michael Keith" 0, London
Clarke, Noble H. III, Louisville
Clement, Robert J., Cadiz
Clifton, Charles Randall, Barbourville
Clifton, Clarence M., Owenton
Compton, Steve Wilcox, Murray
Cox, Jack Kelson, Whitesburg
Davis, Charles Martin, Lexington
Dawson, Jessie Frances, Olmstead
Denham, Sam III, Florence
Downs, Sandra Kay, Paducah
Droz, Douglas Dale, Louisville
Evans, John Breckinridge III, Clinton
Foley, Barry E., Lexington
Gaines, Kay Barrett, Wheaton, IL
Gaither, Randy Martin, Aberdeen, OH
Gardner, Milton E., [r., Louisville
Garrett, James Estill, Olmstead
Green, Suzanne Scott, Lexington
Greenwell, Veronica Marie, Bardstown
Gulley, Ann Matil, Lexington
Haddix, Rodney David, Richmond
Harrison, Ershal, Stamping Ground
Hazelett, Gregory Vaughn, Pikeville
Irwin, Woodhull Schenck, Benton
Jaggers, Joseph Stephen, Sonora
Judd, Jerry Dennis, Beattyville
Kelly, Elizabeth Ann, Central City
Kemp, Bonnie Kay, Lexington
Kizer, Murrill Glen, Vine Grove
Laochariyakul, Apivan, Bangkok,
Thailand
Leaberry, Susan Selb, Huntington, WV
Leach, Thomas Herrtsons ", Louisville
Long, Richard Blake, Fern Creek
Mallory, Steven Dewey, Maysville
Malone, Ned Alvin, Newberry, IN
Marshall, Laine EllenH, Covington
Marshall, William David, Grayson
Mattingly, William Patrick't ", Lebanon
McFarland, John Edward, London
McQuillan, Charles Edward, Covington
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Monroe, Mickey Glenn, Frankfort
Morton, Lee Johnson, South Shore
Murray, R. Marcella"", Paducah
Noe, John Lenard, [r., Louisville
Parsons, Duane Walter, jr., Richmond
Payne, Vaughn W., Louisville
Pence, Deborah Gregory" <I, Henderson
Perry Darrell Conley, Louisville
Pettus, James Alfred, Georgetown
Reese, Ruth Ellen, Louisville
Riney, Catherine Arlene, Owensboro
Roark, David Franklin, South Short,
Ross, Thomas Scott, Crofton
Sallengs, Stephen James, Louisville
Schultz, Douglas Donald, Burlington, WI
Schwartz, Nicholas Joseph, Florence
Schwendeman, Fredwyn Creech",
Lexington
Scribner, Jean Ann, Owingsville
Shaw, Kenneth Ray, Williamsburg
Shunnara, Saliba Aziz, Harrisburg, PA
Simmons, Mary Anne Daughaday,
Mayfield
Skees, Philip Marion", Elizabethtown
Stultz, David Riley, Versailles
Sutton, Margaret Gail, Middlesboro
Traxel, Elizabeth Strunk, Louisville
Watts, David Earl, Lexington
Whitt, Timothy Alan, Mt. Sterling
Wilson, Carolyn Oakley, Russellville
Withers, Dale Alan <I <I, Somerset
College of Nursing
Dean: Marion E. McKenna
Bochelor of Science in Nursing
Adkins, Carolyn Sue, Dema
Allen, Angela, Liberty
Anderson, Linda Hickerson, Maysville
Andriot, Barbara Fillion, Louisville
Ard, Martha Louise, Somerset
Asher, Darleen Marie, Cincinnati, OR
Bailey, Alice Nute, Maysville
Baldridge, Sharon Rose, Lexington
Barton, Jane Lynn, Russellville
Bell, Nancy Ruth, Louisville
Benjamin, Deborah Ann, West Chicago,
IL
Bentley, Hazel Jean, South Shore
Beverly, Dee Gilliam, Lexington
Branham, Saundra Jean, Catlettsburg
Briscoe, Cheryl Ann, Louisville
Broyles, Bonnie Darlene, Fern Creek
Brumley, Darlene Ann, Jeffersontown
Buckner, Deborah Ann, Dayton, OH
Call, Helen Patricia, Valley Station
Cammack, Rhonda A., Bardstown
Campbell, Donna Grayce, Mousie
Carnpisano, Linda Anne, Louisville
Carroll, Sharon Lynn, Pine Knot
Case, Mary Karen, Crittenden
Casey, Deborah Lyn, Cleveland, OR
Combs, Vicki Lynn, Louisville
Connors, Kathleen M., New York, NY
Crabtree, Margaret jo-Anne, Greenwich,
CT
Cummings, Gloria Susan, Flatwoods
Daley, Ann Maureen, Lexington
Dallas, Katherine Ann, Paducah
Davis, Lena Kathryn, Paducah
Dawson, Anna Marie, Charleston, WV
Dean, Carol Lee, Bethany
Desmond, Sharon Colleen, Ft. Thomas
Dobbins, Carolyn Louise", Arlington
Heights, IL
Donley, Betty Jane, New Castle, PA
Elliott, Bonita Susan, Florence
Emberton, Julia Donna, Edmonton
Evans, Pamela Clifton, 'Water Valley
Everly, Sheila RaeflO, Danville
Ferriell, Victoria Elizabeth, Elizabethtown
Fiedler, Marlene Frakes, Independence
Fischer, Donna Sue, Louisville
Forbes, Roberta Jewell, Paxville, SC
Fulner, Cathy Lynn, Louisville
Garda, Jennifer Susan, Ashland
Garrison, Bonnie Stepp, Clarksville, TN
Garrison, Jane Lynn, Brasilia, Brazil
Gerard, Jeri, Lexington
Gerstle, Juliann, Louisville
Gerstle, Mary Ann, Louisville
Giles, Patricia Wiley, Versailles
Goode, Deborah Luise, Covington
Gordon, Vicki Tatum, Scottsville
Graham, Gerald Eugene, Lexington
Griggs, Susan McNulty, Louisville
Hanke, Gail Senninger, Louisville
Heaphy, Virginia Catherine, Louisville
Helton, Sally Marie, Middlesboro
Henderson, Sandra Young, Madisonville
Heustis, Deborah Sharpe, Somerset
Holland, Mary Catherine, Lexington
Howell, Carol Ann, Mount Pleasant, MI
Johnson, Lynne Marie, Louisville
Johnston, Linda Harriet, Urbana, IL
Jordan, Sandra, Lexington
Karp, Linda Anne, Louisville
Kindoll, Barbara Lee", New Liberty
Koenig, Mary Therese, Florence
Krape, Mary Katherine, Radcliff
Lawson, Mary Augusta, Louisville
Lemberg, Beverly Diana, Newport
Lewis, Karol Ashcraft, Elizabethtown
Lewis, Rita Darlene, Valley Station
Lloyd, Esther Marian, Wilmington, DE
McCrady, Virginia Lela ", Erlanger
McDaniel, Ann Candy, Louisville
McNeil, Debbie, Corbin
Mingus, Margaret Faye, Elizabethtown
Mitchell, Victoria Lee, Owensboro
Morris, Rosemary, Irvington
Muirhead, Marilyn, Memphis, TN
Neisen, Donna Louise, Cincinnati, OH
Nelson, Mary Kim, Ashland
O'Brien, Cheryl Anne, Louisville
O'Shea, Kathrine, Lexington
Pace, Nancy Irene, Florence
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Parnicza, Diana Rose, Huntington, WV
Peterson, Susan Adelaide, Lebanon
Piper, Marianne, Farmington
Poole, Margaret M., Owensboro
Preston, Carol Ann, Lexington
Prewitt, Dianne Helen, Blanchester, OH
Proctor, Anita Cuernsey", Lexington
Proudfoot, Mary H. J., Morehead
Reardon, Patricia Jane, Park Rills
Reed, Deborah Baker, Versailles
Reincke, Deborah Faith, Cincinnati, OH
Richards, Ruby Rae, Louisville
Roberts, Kathryn M., Florence
Rosson, Harriet Ann, Ashland
Ryan, Rebecca Ann, Louisville
Salsman, Vicki Catherine, Lexington
Saunders, Dexia Morgan, Baxter
Schilling, Nancy Joan, Fort Mitchell
Schwegman, Diane Lee, Philadelphia, PA
Shawler, Mary Celeste, Coxs Creek
Sirimanond, Pimsuda, Bangkok
Smith, Allynn Margaret, Pittsford, NY
Smothers, Deborah Ann, Lebanon
Sohm, Mary Alida, Louisville
Southard, Anne Maddux, Nashville, TN
Spears, Joan Marie, Ironton, OH
Stallings, Marianne Maxey, Mt. Sterling
Steele, Teresa Anne, Louisville
Stelzer, Cindy Martin, Louisville
Tacy, Frances Alfreda, Lexington
Tollner, Patricia Ann, Dover
Toombs, Cynthia Clark, Lexington
Uhl, Cinda Lou, Casselberry, FL
Vance, Beverly Anne, Hodgenville
Vance, Janice K., Owenton
Vandeveer, Debra Ann, Bay Village, OR
Voorhees, Pennie Lee, Edmond, OK
Waddle, Sally Kay, Somerset
Wagner, Lenore Elizabeth, Lexington
Weisenberger, Sara Davis, Versailles
Weller, Vicki AdamsvDearborn, MI
Whitaker, Sharon Kelley, Bowling Green
White, Patricia Louise, Covington
Whitis, Rebecca Ann, Lexington





Adams, Larry Vincent, Middlesboro
Argabrite, Joseph Bertram, Lexington
Ballard, Nicholas Martin, Ashland
Barry, Stephen John, Louisville
Beckler, William K., Louisville
Behne, Duane Robert, Florence
Bendorf, Cyril Thomas" (I, Gennantown,
MD
Borton, Clifford Leonard, Poplar Bluff,
MO
Brickey, Michael James, Elizabethtown
Burchett, Randall Clyde" (I, Prestonsburg
Burgess, Johnnie A., Louisville
Burrus, Stephen Robert, Richmond
Burry, Robert A" Louisville
Carvell, Christopher A., Troy, NY
Christian, Araya J 'J La Serena, Chile
Clark, Michael Lambert, Louisville
Cozine, Larry Murray, Louisville
Crosby, Michael Kent", Louisville
Crump, Steven Michael, Louisville
Curth, Dale R., Louisville
DeHaven, Paul Denrons ", Owensboro
Dunagan, Michael Kay, Eubank
Eggers, Steve Allan, Louisville
Eiche, Edward Karl, Louisville
Ekhoff, Richard G, Crete, IL
Fielder, Thomas Edwardoo, Paducah
Fields, Ernie Lee, Louisville
Fisk, John Harley, Florence
Fouladgar, Amir Massoud, Abadan, Iran
Fultz, Dan Lee, Louisville
Gabriel, John Sowards, Rocky River, OH
Gutschenritter, James L., Niles, MI
Hensley, Stanley Woodrow, Frankfort
Hopkins, Aubrey Russell, Lexington
Isenhour, Raymond Lawrence, Lexington
Jeffers, Don Walter", Frankfort
Keene, Henry Simpson, Winchester
Kemper, Marcus Steven, Louisville
Ketcham, William Franklin, Louisville
Klarer, Leo Dawson, Louisville
Krause, Mtchaels ", Silver Springs, MD
Lane, Dennis Ryan, Louisville
Lee, Danny Wayne 0 0, Greenville
Liebert" Stephen Bryce, Louisville
Llanos, Carlos Francisco" 0, Havana, Cuba
Lourie, Ira Stephen, Oceanside, NY
Lucas, Timothy Kern, Petersburg
McGill, James Carroll 0, Fern Creek
McKnight, Albert Edward, Lexington
Mehrafshani, Fariborz Marzban, Tehran,
Iran
Moffitt, Susan Lynn, New Albany, IN
Ochenkoski, Paul John, Bethpage, NY
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Pope, Gary Norton, Louisville
Postlewaite, Gary Wayne, Owensboro
Rearden, Roger Dale" 0, Owensboro
Reibel, Joseph Gale, Louisville
Reilly, Dann Milton 111111, Midway
Rhodes, David Harris't ", Pigeon Forge,
TN
Roeder, James Patrick, Carrollton
Rollins, Dansel Ray" 0, Huntington, WV
Schenck, Michael Louis, Louisville
Schwering, Lawrence Edward, Paducah
Scott, Gary Russell, Summersville
Sinquefield, James Luman IIIoo, Paducah
Smith, Michael Thomas, Alexandria
Strunk, Robert E., Marshalls Creek, PA
Sutherland, Charles Daruels ",
Parkersburg, WV
Tillotson, David Stone, Elizabethtown
Toombs, Mark Brian, Louisville
Varble, Franklin Travis, Nicholasville
Veazey, Scott Clay, Lexington
Vreeland, Raymond R, Cranford, NJ
Watka, Charles William, Walton
Weber, Eugene Roy, Ft. Mitchell
Weber, Thomas Barry, Louisville
\Vilmes, Thomas Edward, Louisville
Winn, Gregory Joseph, Louisville
Wyma, Cornelia Elizabeth, Lexington
Dean: Joseph Hamburg
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Benge, Debra Annu, London
Bilby, Judith Ann, Lexington
Bohan, Brenda Rogers" (I, Lexington
Brown, Stephanie E., Terrace Park, OH
Carpenter, Dana Lynn, Benton
Carter, Linda [o, Elizabethtown
Chaney, Beverly Ann, Pikeville
Christiansen, Sherry Lynne, Birmingham,
AL
Davenport, Martha, Lexington
Dixon, Kathryn Louise, Hazard
Eaton, Edye B.(I, Lexington
Englert, Connie Marie, Paducah
Fite, Delores", Hughes Springs, TX
Foley, Patricia Ann, Lexington
Freeman, Leigh Harvey, Lexington
Hagan, Nancy Marie!:>o,Bardstown
Hall, Gayle Suzanne, Paducah
Hall, Roland Terry, South Shore
Hauser, Connie Davis, Barbourville
Henderson, Sally Christine Summers,
Auburn
Higgs, Patty Sue, Arlington
Holeman, Gayle Pauline, Owensboro
Julien, Joyce Anne, Arcanum, OH
Kuras, Therese V., Chicago Heights, IL
Langford, Mary Lou, Middletown
Lawton, Adair Patricia, Milwaukee, WI
Lewis, Nancy Karen, Ashland
Lipscomb, Susan Burks, Fredericksburg,
VA
Maloney, Mary Kathleen, Brookville, OH
Manning, Mary An~, Louisville
McNulty, joanne't ", Pittsburgh, PA
Meccia, joanne, Louisville
Meyer, Margaret Mary, Jeffersontown
Monsky, Kim A" Birmingham, AL
Olson, Janet Louise, Bay City, MI
Osuamkpe, Brantley R, Lexington
Overbeck, Kathleen V.""0, Hamilton, OH
Palmateer, Trudy M."",Lexington
Payne, Paula Gastenveld, Henderson
Peck, Sue Huston, Windsor, MO
Richardson, Peggy Ann, Paducah
Sale, Nell Carver, Pittsburgh, PA
Samuels, janet Lee, Moraga, CA
Sandifer, Debra Gail, Hopkinsville
Sherbert, Barbara Ann, North Beach, MD
Shumate, Wesley [errald, Richmond
Slone, Susan Diane, Carrollton
Stang, Christine Ann, Pittsburgh, PA
Steckler, Janice Cheuvront, Lexington
Steinbrunner, Sally Sue; Cincinnati, OH
Taylor, William F., [r., Maysville
Topolosky, Rene Elin", Columbus, OH
Turner, Patricia Ann""o, Jackson
Vaught, Marilu Annu, Louisville
Wallace, George Christopher, Central
City
Watson, Marsha Ann, Prestonsburg
Weitlauf, David Thomas, Paducah
Wiersma, Robert N., Hollawa, MI
Wilmarth, Richard Frederick, Lynn, MA
Bachelor of Science in Medical
Technology
Adewale, Timothy Adebiyi, Lagos,
Nigeria
Allspaw, Deborah Ray, Lexington
Ashby, Michael Boyd, Parkersburg, WV
Bates, Anjolene, Paris
Boggs, Sylvia Gale Madden, Mummie
Bresler, Mary Christina, Owensboro
Casey, Patricia Nolan"". Louisville
Cassidy, Patricia Ann, COVington
Compton, Nancy Venters, Pikeville
Dressman, Kathleen Ann, Covington
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Howe, Laura Moore, Lexington
Hynes, Kathleen Ann"", Springfield, OH
Kraft, Candice, Louisville
Lindle, Dorothy Greenwell, Sturgis
Long, Jane Moss, Hustonville
Lyons, Rita Gail, Ashland
Morrow, Alice J., Jamestown, OH
Myrick, Walter Michael, Paducah
Noe, Elizabeth jane, Lebanon
Norris, Mary Smith, Carrollton
O'Bryan, Deborah Ann, West Louisville
Philbrick, Mary Lynn, Lexington
Raispis, Marlene C., Covington
Reid, Marion Carol, Danville
Salyer, Martha Jones, Paris
Schnee, Rosemary V., Lexington
Sewell, Mary Louise, Mortons Gap
Shipp, Patricia WhiteO~, Lexington
Swanson, Lloyd Arthur, Chicago, IL
Tarter, Angela Guilfoil, Lexington
Thompson, Joan Hamilton, Springfield
Watson, Sherry Lynn" ", Louisville
Wells, Joanne, Greenville
Whitlock, Betty Louise, Lebanon
Bachelor of Science in Community
Health
Batts, jean" 0, Lexington
Carter, Cindy Ann"", Paducah
Clayton, Constance Marie", Nutley, NJ
Cook, Ellen Louise", Carrollton
Gooding, Irene", Flemingsburg
Hignite, Barbara WayneOO, Prestonsburg
Russell, Kerry jacobs", Lexington
Sullivan, Patricia", Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Dental
Hygiene
Thornton, Ann""o, Detroit, MI
College of Home Economics
Dean: Marjorie Stewart
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics
Alles, Nancy Christine, Haddonfield, NJ
Allison, Mary Lynn, Owensboro
Asriel, Mary Regina, Pans
Barber, Kathy Sue, Cincinnati, OH
Barton, Janet Ruth, Lexington
Baumgardner, Suzanne Marie, Louisville
Beck, Willa Catherine", Cincinnati, OR
Becknell, Nancy Rita, Manchester
Breslin, Mary Louise"'''', Maysville
Brower, Laura julia", Lexington
Buksznr, Linda Lee, Louisville
Burger, Virginia McMakin, Louisville
Campbell, Suellen McWhorter, Lexington
Campo, Concetta Maria", New
Monmouth, NJ
Carnes, Sarah Ella, Jamestown
Carpenter, Keila Thea j) ¢, Lexington
Cartmell, Vicki Sue, Lexington
Chapman, Nancy Lee, Buckner
Clark, Theresa Mane" ", Johnstown, PA
Coleman, Charles Ramon, Lexington
Curnutte, Suzan Ella, Ashland
Day, Sheila Rtsden'' ", Cumberland
Dierig, Vicki Hae" 0, Newport
Ellis, Robert Stephen", Franklin
Ferry, Donna Masters, Louisville
Finke, Katherine Suzanne, Kettering, OR
Flynn, Jennie Lou"", Faubush
Foster, Cynthia Link, Paducah
Freeman, Karen Ann, Rineyville
Friend, Elizabeth W.oo, Louisville
Frisbee, Marcia Alice" 0, Owensboro
Fugate, Anna RuthOO,Hazard
Gall, Linda Lee, Louisville
Gallenstein, Barbara Ann, Ft. Mitchell
Gaunt, Teresa Ann"", Lexington
George, Brenda Jean Thomas, Tollesboro
Gibson, Georgia RoseO<:>, Betsy Layne
Graham, Patricia Cay" 0, Louisville
Hanna, Barbara Frances" 0, Lexington
Hart, Amanda Frazee", Flemingsburg
Hatcher, Mary Susan" ", Lexington
Henry, Janeoo, Philadelphia, PA
Hogan, Barbara Rose, Albany
Hoover, Sandra Lee, Louisville
Horn, Deborah Kay, Lexington
Huff, Judith Miller, Indianapolis, IN
Hyland, Sandra Kay" 0, Louisville
Johnson, Sharon Crowder, Lexington
Kaufman, Barbara Lynn, Louisville
Kelly, Elizabeth Ann,Cincinnati, OH
Kint, Deborah Lynn f ", Lexington
Kunnecke, Janet Eshler, Madisonville
Laudwein, Catherine Ceceia, Plantation,
FL
Lee, Debra Kaye, Shepherdsville
Lemmon, Darla Kay, Falmouth
Lentz, Linda Hego" 0, Lexington
Long, Amy Gregory", Fort Thomas
Manley, Betty Jane, Lexington
May, Ann Cherrington, Lexington
McBrayer, Donna Jean, Owensboro
McClure, Cheryl Stapp, Jamestown
McDonald, Arline Margaret, Oak Ridge,
TN
McDonald, Margaret Ann" ", Louisville
McKenzie, Pamela Sherry, Louisville
McKinley, Jane Elizabeth Leming, Fort
Mitchell
McQuerry, Marijane Sawtn"", Lexington
Misback, Terri Lynnf ", Louisville
Morris, Carol Wilson, Whitley City
Newton, Sharon Elfzabeth " ",
Hopkinsville
Nolte, Susan Marie, Wilmington, OH
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Orlandi, Deborah Anno 0, Charleston, WV
Owens, Cathie Ann 0, Lexington
Patton, Cynthia Bishopoo, Beaver Dam
Perry, Sharon Jean Graves, Lexington
Porter, Jolene, Flemingsburg
Pnestap, Karen Louise, Louisville
Raisor, Regina Tomes, Lexington
Renschler, Mary Jane, Louisville
Rickman, Kathryn Jeanoo, Louisville
Roach, Patricia Ann, Lancaster
Roberts, Linda JaneH, Monticello
Robinson, Nancy Ruth, Harrodsburg
Robinson, Rhonda Moorman":",
Hardinsburg
Russell, Dana f:' 0, Scottsville
Saunders, Phyllis jean", Lexington
Scheldorf, Lucinda Marie, Louisville
Shearer, Mary Sue"", Winchester
Sheffer, Donna M.oo, Lexington
Skewes, Martha Rene, Lexington
Smith, Deborah Kay, Louisville
Smith, Jacqueline, Louisville
Sparrow, Pamela Jean, Benton
Spillman, Diana Marie, Lexington
Stone, Paula Ann, Knoxville, TN
Strickler, Susan Caroloo, Auburn
Stullken, Sharon Anno 0, Edwardsville, IL
Tritle, Patricia Jo, Jeffersontown
Vachon, Diane Leggett, Louisville
Wagner, Cynthia Lee, Hebron
Warren, Sarah Fordoo, Henderson
Welch, Kathleen [ane", Louisville
'Westerman, Janet C., Madisonville
Williams, Emily Jean 0, Pikeville
Wills, Joy Gail, Louisville
Wilson, Susan Adelleo 0, Henderson
Winters, Elisabeth Harvey, Pittsburgh,
PA
Woodall, Linda McKinney, Princeton
Woods, Elizabeth Ann"", Paducah
College of Social Professions
Dean: Ernest F. Witte
Bachelor of Arts in Social Work
Abbott, James Wesley":", Wilmore
Allen, Lynn Elizabeth, Vine Grove
Anderson, Margaret Barron 1'1 ". Mayfield
Babb, Lois [ean"", Harlan
Bailey, Judy Carol, Hueysville
Bailey, Nancy Susan?", Paintsville
Bailey, Ruth Lynn, Lexington
Barnes, Kimberly Layne" <), Ft. Mitchell
Becker, Richard Lewis, Louisville
Bell, Deborah C., Louisville
Bennett, Mary Leslie, Louisville
Bickett, Imelda Sue, Louisville
Blackburn, Arthur Kaufman, Louisville
Boles, Gordon Davis, Madisonville
Brandenburg, Cathy Anno, Versailles
Brown, David Jerome, Paducah
Bryan, Bonnie Lynn, Paris
Bryant, Ronnie Joe, Hazard
Carey, Neil", Lexington
Catt, Donna Marlene, Beaver Dam
Caudill, Diana Ellen, Whitesburg
Clark, Barbara Jo, Radcliff
Clements, Mary Judith, Uniontown
Click, Carolyn Stratton, Lexington
Cook, Jacqueline, Benham
Corman, Elizabeth Barr, Lexington
Cox, Kathy S.(> ", Wilmore
Crabtree, Robert D., Ashland
Craft, Marc Edward, Ashland
Crigler, Diane Gunthorpe, Lexington
Cunningham, Michael Clinton (>,
Lexington
Darrow, Brooke Marie, Carthage, MO
Duke, joyce", Lexington
Flanders, Marilyn Anne, Louisville
Gage, Carol Ann, Mt. Sterling
Gallion, Lynn Gehringer, Ashland
Gering, Cynthia Louise" ", Louisville
Gibbs, Jane Elizabeth, Knoxville, TN
Cish, Ann Duncan, Whitesburg
Golladay, Pamela [une", Middletown
Gottwald, Anne Eltzeberh" ", Columbus,
OH
Gray, Ruby M., Lexington
Green, Rosanna Peace, Lexington
Greene, Sharon Lee, East Brunswick, NJ
Griffin, Nina Wanchic, Lexington
Hagerty, Joan Elizabeth (>(>, Louisville
Hale, John A.H, Harlan
Hall, Glennda Kaye", Burnside
Hammer, Carol Ann, Louisville
Hewitt, Sue Ann, Pitman, NJ
Hillman, Virginia Ann, Ashland
Hirschman, Amy Sue, Cincinnati, OR
Hourigan, Deborah Susan, Louisville
Irwin, Ordie Steven"", Louisville
Isaacs, Maura Sue, Union
Jarrell, David Brent(!'\),Ashland
[ett, Linda Carol, Lexington
Karrick, Lucille Stanley" 4, Lexington
Kellogg, Mary Eileen f! ", Louisville
Kimel, Kris W.4, Lexington
Kirk, Roy Thomasu, Lexington
Kramer, Mary Anne?", Lexington
Lafond, Rodney Dane, Lexington
Lamar, Christine Elaine" 4, Hawesville
Lance, Richard Alan, Asheville, NC
Lay, Paula Davenport44, Harrodsburg
Leathers, Marilyn Potter, Middletown
Lewis, Lynn Ann, Louisville
Lewis, Phillip David, Somerset
Lyvers, Ronald W.4, Lexington
Martin, Jane Nichol, Paducah
Mcf'arland, Brenda RushH, London
Meeks, Florian, Louisville
Millay, M. Kathleen, Ft. Mitchell
Moreland, Kathryn R., Pittsburgh, PA
Mowland, Betsy Blythe, Covington
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Parker, Helen Cameron, Louisville
Parker, Nancy Kaye" ", Madisonville
Patton, Pamela Carolyn, Hazard
Payne, Otto Joseph, JI. f!, Louisville
Pope, Martha Gilley" 4, Glasgow
Powers, Charles Phillip, Harlan
Ralston, Rick L., Versailles
Rees, Vernon Charles, [r., Lexington
Roberts, Janet Reidu, Owensboro
Robinson, Charlotte Ann f! ",
Elizabethtown
Scheibner, Donna Adelia, Lexington
Scott, Carol, Elaine", Inez
Shelton, Kathy Rose" ", Vine Grove
Shimfessel, Debra Marshall, Lexington
Silver, Sandra Lee, Warren, MI
Slaughter, Susan Nanette, Mayfield
Smith, David jeffrey"", Lexington
Smith, Reda Jean, Lexington
Stobaugh, Walter Scott, Lexington
Strange, Cheri Jean <1(>, Louisville
Stull, Brenda Cail" ", Owingsville
Surrey, Susan K.u, Cleveland Heights,
OH
Sweigart, Roberta L., Cedar Grove, NJ
Tapp, Karen Sonia, Louisville
Thomas, Madeliene Twinam, Griffin, GA
Tkac, Mimi Ellen, Louisville
Vanhouten, Patricia Ann, Louisville
Venrick, Mollie Elizabeth, Winter Haven,
FL
Walker,' Sandra J.u, Harlan
Watson, Emily Jeanne, Huntsville, AI.
White, Judith Lynn, Louisville
'Wiedemann, Ellen Marie<l4, Dayton, OH
Wilson, Joan Padgett", Louisville
Wilson, Marsha Denise't ", Louisville
Woodard, Mary Shannon, Pittsburgh, PA
Woods, Carl D., Lexington
Zeller, Kenneth Wayne, Louisville
Graduates with Honors
Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three
years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either of the above honors if he attains
a standing of .2 higher than the three-year requirement.





Christopher, Thomas Claiborne't "
Clark, Thomas Bees""
Cole, Basil, Jr. U





Fister, Walter Thomesv "
Flake, Keith joseph" "




Kahoe, Patricia Anno 0
Kellogg, Mary Eileen 00 I>
Kennan, Patsy Cailu
Kerrick, E. Wasson">
Kimel, Kris W. I)
Lay, Paula Davenport'"?
Liebman, Joyce Kay""




Reams, Gerald Brock, Jr.o
Roberts, Janet Reidoo
Saunier, Margaret Ellen 00
Shepherd, Roger Dean #0
Spain, John Howell
Sproull, David Michael't "







Welch, Bruce Edwardv "
Wilson, Leslie Long"
Wilson, Marsha Denisef "
Wines, Stephen Michael"
Yost, Michael IrvinH
With Distinction Reitman, Timothy M. 0 #
Roberts, Arthur Hay" 0
Ross, Cheryl Kaye" "
Ross, Nancy Evans"
Schierberg, Gordon RayH
Scoggin, Paige Louise'i "
Sinquefield, James Luman IIIH
Smith, David Jeffreyu
Templeton, Chelneca Kegley" #










Bontrager, [enifer jane" 0
Bowman, Genina Consalvi"








Day, George Boyd, Jr. U
Dwyer, Mary Magdalene"
English, Alicia Marie" 0
Fink, Diana Faye"
Gardner, Terry Dons "
Gibson, Georgia Rose##
Givens, Martha Ingels?"





Hepp, Cheryl Lynns "
Holland, Barbara Pepperv "
Hopkins, Jane Alieno 0






McMillin, Marsha Lynette" 0
Mertens, Theodore James, Jr.o
Meyers, Babette Kathleens "
Newton, Patsy Buntes "
Poole, John Michael"
Potter, Dolores Ann 00
Poynter, Cynthia Dtanne""
Pratt, David Fesler"








































































































Gale, William Clifton, Jr.
Gardner, Edward Wayne

































































































































































Wessels, James Edward, Jr.
White, John Robert












Honors in Accounting-Flake, Keith joseph?"
Gardner, Terry Don""
Honors in Agriculture-Bedaw, Carcla Anneliese
Moore, Nathan Lewis
Rice, John Pogue
Honors in Business Administration-Blandford, John Robertf/;~
Bontrager, [enifer Janeu
Chaddic, Joe H. (I-
Clarke, Thomas ReesH
Dallas, William Hobert"
Dean, Thomas Atwocdt "
Elliott, Patrick L.o-o
Hamblin, Pierce L. f/; 0-
Norton, Stephen Moore?"
Pratt, David Fesler"
Simpson, John Reed 0-
Honors in Economics-Block, Cynthia Sondergelt" "
Boblitt, Vella John 0- <:I
Easley, David A.H
Honors in Psychology-Ambrose, Rocco Phillip't"
Benjamin, Dianne"
McClurken, Kathleen Annu
Meyers, Babette Kathleens "
Honors in Topical Major-Mohn, Danny CraigU
Rice, Steven Edward" 0-
Wetmore, James Stephen 44





















































THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association
established four annual awards, of $500 each, to be presented annually to members of
the University teaching and research staffs who, during the preceding two-year period
on campus, had achieved distinction in writing and/or research and teaching.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1974 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS ARE:
Professor James R. Richardson, College of Law
Professor John N. Walker, Department of Agricultural Engineering
Professor Elizabeth Ann Walthall, Ashland Community College
Professor Ralph E. Wiseman, College of Arts and Sciences
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS
In 1968 the University of Kentncky Research Foundation established four $500
faculty research awards to University faculty members to recognize and to encourage
distinguished achievement in research and creative arts. The recipients are selected on
accomplishments made in the preceding two years.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1974 FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS ARE:
Professor M. I. H. Aleem, College of Arts and Sciences
Professor Henry Bauer, College of Arts and Sciences
Professor Joseph Bryant, College of Arts and Sciences
Professor Thomas Pirone, College of Agriculture
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the
University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the
University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have
some interest in, or association with or related to, the University of Kentucky, official
or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate.




Kris W. Kimel-Graduating Man
THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
In 1966 Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. Sang of Chicago, Illinois, established a $3,000
award to recognize annually the member of the graduate faculty who has made the·
most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of Kentucky.
THE EIGHTH RECIPIENT OF THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
FOR 1974 IS:
Professor S. Sidney Ulmer, College of Arts and Sciences
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This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the
University, to the State and to Life. The University that has given
you of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters.
The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of the Common-
wealth.
Ifwhat you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual
interests, and widened your powers of understanding, the University
feels a part of its duty done, and if in the doing character has become
your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied
with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with
open minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and
affairs. It hopes that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to
strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect
of your fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual
and intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and
deeds you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the Univer-
sity is measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company
you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be
true to the larger things of life, to be men and women of courage,
integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted to the
fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It
is right and fitting that you sholjld stand and solemnly raising your
right hand repeat this pledge with me:
